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FOUND 35 HALF PINTS

STRAND THEATRE

Deputies hurl wick. Cavanaugh and
Phillips raided the home of Charles
and Edith Richardson, on Tillson
avenue Saturday night, seizing 33
half pint bottles of alcohol and two
hags of empties. Judge Miller sen| tenced the respondents to six months
1 in jail and fined each $300. Bail was
fixed at $300 each. Richardson is
i employed in the street department.

BEACH FARM INN
JEFFERSON, MAINE

IS

NOW

OPEN

SPECIAL

Blue Plate Dinner, $1.00
63-67

Today offers the last opportunity
to'see the unusually fine picture “The
Rogue Song,” an all-technicolor ro
mance of Russia starring the screen’s
greatest personality. Lawrence Tlbbitt of the Metropolitan Opera House.
Wednesday and Thursday John
Gilbert will be featured in ‘‘Redemp
tion” with Conrad Nagel, Eleanor
Boardman and Renee Adoree.
The#story of “Redemption” centers
about the tragedy of a Russian officer
Who despite love for his wife, idrawn away from his domestic hap
piness through the pull of a gypsy
heredity. Gilbert plays the officer,
Miss Boardman the wife, Renee
Adoree. the gypsy girl who lures him
to his downfall and Nagel, the nun
to whom the deserted, wife finally
turns. Among items of the picture,
which are said to be as unusual as
they are spectacular, are a ride over
the snows in a racing sleigh, a grim
courtroom suicide, the strange dances
of the gvp-ies in their mystic cere
monies and a brilliant Orthodox Rus
sian wedding taking place in an old
cathedral with the clergy in elaborate
robes, the formal procession, sacred
icons and other significant details.
—adv.

STATEMENT OF
ism

North National Bank

1930

ROCKLAND, MAINE

May 26, 1930

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts................................................................ $ 733,745.86
Bonds and Investments ......................................................... 1,925,699.91
Cash and Due from Banks .....................................................
218,804.78
Banking House .........................................................................
20,000.00
Other Assets ..............................................................................
1,945.33
$2,900,195.85
' LIABILITIES
Capital-........................................................................................ $ 100,000.00
Surplus ........................................................................................
I 00,000.00
Undivided Profits........................................................................
85.6C0.I8
Reserve for Interest Dividends and Depreciations ........
26,000.00
Circulation ..................................................................................
85,000.03
Deposits ................................................................... .«.................. 2,503,375.70
Dividends Unpaid.....................................................................
220.00
$2,900,195.88
Arthur S. Baker, President
J. N. Southard, Vice President
Edward F. Berry, Cashier
Donald C. Leach, Asst. Cashier
Directors: Charles T. Smalley, Ensign Otis, Arthur S. Baker, J. N.
Southard, C. I. Burrows, George H. Hart, Arthur B. Packard, Ernest C.
Davis, Fernando F. Morse, W. S. Hopkins, E. F. Berry.
63-66

Rockland, Maine, 1 uesday, June 3, 1930

THE “BEAR” EPISODE

Senator Dwinal Quickly Nails
Political Rumor__ Is Feeling Confident
A news item in this paper last week
told of the rourtesy shown by Senator
Zelma M. Dwinal in righting an ‘‘Ox
ford bear sign,” which has been erect
ed by friends of Donald Partridge of
Norway, one of his opponents in the
race for the Republican Congressional
iWnnination in the Second District
By a strange freak of fate some
body had been guilty of vandalism
near Mechanic Falls, by tearing down
one of the hear signs, and friends of
Mr. Partridge were inclined to at
tribute the act to over-zealous sup
porters of Senator Dwinal. Corre
spondence to that effect followed, and
S nator Dwinal went immediately
’ with his son Charles (
junior at
j Bate- College) to Norway and proved
to the satisfaction of the Partridge
committee that no member of the
Dwinal contingent was connected
with the affair. As a further evidence
of his disapproval of tlie act Senator
Dwinal offered to provide a reward of
130 for information leading to the
culprit, hut the Oxford County men
preft rred to have the matter drop.
Senator Dwinal wifi devote the
present week to Lincoln, Sagadahoc
and Franklin Counties and next
\vek to Androscoggin County. While
, he does not .permit himself to be un
duly optimistic he feels justified in
claiming that he will carry five of the
, six counties in the Congressional
i district. Knowing the uncertainty of
polities he is relaxing none of his
1 efforts, however, and his friends will
continue their work 'with equal dili
gence.

THREE CENTS A COPY

finance knew that the man had, upon
the request of the government, given
1 up a profitable business to engage in
1 prod tie ng materials for the War DeI partment; he knew that the man.
F°rmer Editor of The Courier-Gazette, Who Became
| unless this account was paid, and
National Figure, Passes Away In Washington
j paid at once, faced bankruptcy; so
1 Gen. Lord sat down and wrote a
check (or $200,000.
Having broken
Brigadier General Herbert M. Lord, of the Quartermaster (J< neral of tlie the ice in this instance, he deter
mined that all those who had just
formerly director of the Bureau of Army.
During the World War he ranked claims against the government were
the Budget, died in Washington. D.
as Brigadier-Geenral in the Quarter to he paid, and lie promptly adverat 8.30 yesterday forenoon, fol master Corps, National Army, being j tised that fact.
lowing several weeks’ illness which appointed to the position of director ;
“This action on his part not only
had held only the remotest hope for of finance of the Army Get. 11. 1918. j saved numerous corporations and
recovery. His health had been fail having served previously as assistant individuals from ruin, but it was the
to Gen. Goethals, the director.
I means of preventing thousands of
ing gradually for two years and dur
Gen. Lord's acquaintance with the his fellow countrymen from being
ing his vacation here last summer tariff question was by no means lint- thrown out of employment. One «pehad begun to occasion considerable
concern. The funeral services will
be held in Washington tomorrow aft
ernoon, and the burial in Arlington
1
cemetery will be with lull military
honors, under the direction of tlie
I \\
Department.
i

DEATH

OF

GEN.

Mayhew Lord was born in
, Rockland Dee. 6. 1839. son of the late
i Sabin Lord1, a well known ship carI
penter and house joiner. His mother
was Abbie Swett. Herbert graduated I
from Rockland High School in 1878
receiving his college education at
('olby. where he graduated with high
honors in 1884. In the course of the
brilliant career which followed he
was honored by that institution with
tlie degrees of A.M. and LL.D. Dur
ing his college career he specialized
in Greek, Latin and English, and
taught music as one means of helping
pay for his tuition. He also had a
successful career as teacher and for
a number of terms was principal of
the High School in South Thomaston.
“A new hat is as good as a bottle
After completing his course in the
f medicine to a woman,’’ J read
Waterville college he took up news
1 Ladies may he relied upon to per paper work in that city, later joining
severe with the treatment.—The the staff of The Courier-Gazette in
I’assing IShow.
the capacity of reporter. A facile
pen. a remarkably wide acquaintance,
and a keen scent for news combined
to make him a valuable member of
tlie staff, and his promotion to editor
followed with tlie first vacancy in
that position. He also became a part
< wner of the newspaper, whose for
Priest Drug Co.:
Dear Sirs: 1 have used Priest’s In ward strides had been much enhanced
digestion Powder for indigestion. It by the loyalty and energy which he
has relieved me many times, also my applied to his journalistic labors.
A keen interest in politics, coupled
son has taken it f< r a bad stomach
trouble. He says he always keeps it with his personal popularity, made
on hand. It soon puts him on his feet him a valuable worker in the Repub
igain. 1 try to always keep it in the lican ranks. He had been chairman
of the city committee and thrice
house.
served in the City Government—one
Mrs. It. M. Ramsdell.
year as a councilman and two as
| II. F. D. Canaan. Maine.
alderman.
While he was seated at his edi- I
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion.
Sour or Sick Stomach, Car Sickness, torial desk one day a telegraph |
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity messenger entered the office and
pas» d him a yellow envelope, the
>f the Stomach.
All druggists. 30c, $1.00 and $1.30. contents of which were destined to
The $1.30 size holds five (5) times as change the whole course of his career
and to send him into paths which
much as the 30c size.
would enable him to be of conspicu
ous service to the country and to bring
him lasting fame and a nation's1 pro
found admiration.
•
The telegram was from Hon. Nelson
Dingley, representative to Congress
and then engaged in framing the
measure which afterward became
For information leading to arrest
known as the Dingley 'Tariff IBM.
and conviction of person who | The telegram offered a clerkship in
' the Kays and Means committee at
stole
i Washington. Mr. Lord served from
I 1894 to 1898 in that capacity, accumui lating a knowledge of tariff affairs
i scarcely excelled by the framer of
from my premises at Corner of i the bill itself.
Mr. Lord’s service with the Ways
Main Street and Talbot Avenue.
j and Means committee paved the way
for long and distinguished Army
service. In 1898 President McKinley
commissioned him as paymaster of
DAVID RUBENSTEIN
volunteers with the rank of major.
The Spanish American War was then
65-67
being fought and Major Lord’s work
called him first to Cuba, where in
1X99 there fell to him the duty of
making final payment to the Cuban
army. He remained in Cuba until
1900. ranking as chief paymaster for
the Division of Cuba, until appoint
Having bought the Fixtures and
ed chief paymaster for the Depart
Furnishings of the Trustee of the
ment of Dakota, where he served two
Bankrupt Court, in Conary’s Mar
years.
ket in my store at Camden, I offer
Duty’s next call was to the Philip
a few items not sold—
pines, where he served until 1904 as
chief paymaster for the Department
I Meat Display Case, 10 ft. of Vlsagas. Two other assignments
chief paymaster were destined to
long with plate glass and as
be his—one tlie New England district,
ice corner,
$25-00 with headquarters in Boston, in 1903
ami 1906: and the other the Depart
One Standard Computing ment of Missouri, with headquarters
St Louis from 1907 to 1911. It
Scales, cost $290, $100. jI in
was while on the Boston assignment
he became desperately ill. and
One Small Safe,
$40.00 II that
was under treatment in a Boston
hospital for a considerable period.
His recovery was slow, hut it saw
him again the rugged specimen of
W. W. PERRY
• manhood which was very necessary
S6*lt
I for the strenuous work which was to
| he ills lot before life’s journey was

$50 REWARD $50

BANKRUPT SALE

In banking and in golf and in every activity, there
is a standard. It’s often difficult to keep your eye on
the ball.
Bobby Jones states he used to play against people;
now he never plays against people; his opponent is
par. He simply tries to beat par.
We also endeavor to beat par and strive to reach
a point where we may receive the favorable com
ment given a certain Scotsman.

A tomb-stone in a church-yard in Scotland bears
this simple inscription—"He averaged well for this
vicinity.”
Keep your eye on your own game; let the other
fellow play his. It brings the great results, the best
averages—and also peace of mind.

May wc serve you as your financial caddy?

done..
i
1
j
I
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DANCE
AT

Spruce Head
Community Hall

Every Thursday Night
SMALLEY’S ORCH.
34-35 then57Ttf

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

H.

M.

HOUSTON IS HERE

LORD

Another New Cruiser Being
Put Through Paces on the
Rockland Course
Another new cruiser arrived here
yesterday afternoon for her builders’
acceptance trials on the Rockland
course. This time it is a product of
the Newport
News
Shipbuilding
Company—the Houston, named in
honor of the Texas city. She is a sister
to tlie Northampton and Chester
which have already been tried here
this spring.
The Houston left the Virginia port
Saturday morning at cruising speed,
and on reaching the New England
coast was tuned up for a hurst of
speed which left the builders’ repre
sentatives in no doubt as to how she
would meet the week's tests. J. B.
Woodard, assistant general manager
is in charge of the ship. Capt. Melvin
is navigating officer and Neil Chris
tiansen is in charge of tlie engines.
The cruiser is manned during the
trials by 630 men from the builders’
yard, and they came ashore last night
its fast as Capt. Stuart Ames could
transport them In the Calista G. Mor
rill official tender.
The government tug Wandank Is
also on the job.
The Trial Board joined the ship this
forenoon and tlie standardization
trial began at once. The ship will bo
here until Saturday.
(’apt. W. F. Lakeman. formerly of
tills city is aboard the Houston.
AT THE COUNTRY CLUB
The official ojpenlng of the summer
social season at the Rockland Coun
try Club takes place Thursday eve
ning. June 19. instead of June 3 as
first announced. Dinner, a musical
program and bridge are to he features
of the evening and the committee in
charge consists of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Mann of Rockport, chairmen,
Mr. and Mrs. (’. O. Pern*. Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Burgess. Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Eeaton, Mr. and Mrs. Homer E.
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Henry *B.
Bird. Mr. and Mrs. William A. Olover.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett. Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ladd and Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell of Camden.

Always Keep It About
the House

A NEGRO STATUE

AVERAGES

Volume 83.................. Number 66
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In 1913 he was promoted to lieuten.«nt-colonel in the Quartermaster’s
Corps. The year 1914 saw him acting department quartermaster for
the Philippines. The following year
brought a new line of duty for he
was placed in charge of government relief for the Salem (Mass.) fire
suffierers. a responsibility which he
met so ably as tp earn the highest
praise of New England's press.
Promotion
to
colonel
in the
Quartermaster Coq»s. Regular Army.
followed in 1917, and for the next
two years he was chief of the Finance
and Accounts Division in the office

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
Leo Doucette Jazz Band
Admission 50 .Cents
66-67

500

The Late Brigadier-General Herbert Mayhew Lord, U. S. A.
Red to the Dingier Bill. When it eilic ease, for instance. Is that of the
came to framing the Payne-Aldrich director general of railroads. United
bill, and while he was still serving as . States Railroad Administration, who
army paymaster, he was detailed found himself without funds to pay
to go to Auburn, N. Y. tp aid (’hair- the men who were operating the
man Payne in the preparation of in- mads, and Gen. Lord issued a cheek
formation that would guide the ways* f >r $100,000.600.
When the matter
and means committee In milking up was presented before Congress not
the hill.
Two months after the a dissenting voice was raised as to
finance committee completed its re the wisdom and humaneness of Gen.
port Chairman Aldrich ke.pt Major Loid s actions. It is hardly possible
Iznd in Washington ^to help him to compute just how many thousands
about countless details. He had of years Gen. Lord would have had
charge of a lot of statistical work, to serve in a military prison if Con
but nearly every afternoon was on gress had not had tlie good sense to
the floor of the Senate to follow the ju.-tify his actions.”
statements of different senators about
• • ♦ •
tariff and to supply information, sug
When Gen. Lord was appointed
gested Iby such statements to the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget
committee.
he became successor to (Jen. Charles
Hence it is probable that Major
(J. Dawes, who was to next serve the
I/ord knew more about the history of
country in the capacity of vice <presithe Aldrich-Payne hill than any other
dent and who is today ambassador
man.
to Great Britain. (Jen. Dawes had
The Republicans of both tariff
• ►een a picturesque figure, and the
committees were especially compli
new.Kpapins of the country foresaw,
mentary about Major Lonl’t) efficient
or thought they did, a loss of “color”
•work a» a tariff 'expert.
Senator
in news stories that would hence
Aldrich testified to it publicly during
forth emanate from that department.
a discussion in the Senate. His nota
In this they reckoned without their
ble work was “Tariff Notes.” a bulky
host, for (ien Lord, fort fled by long
volume showing the history of divers
items in the bill, all arranged for 1‘xperienee with financial affairs that
counted into millions, applied that
ready reference. It is conceded that
knowledge, and an uncompromising
never before in the making of tariff's
souse of business economy to his new
had there been so complete a presen
duties. Ibiiils on government funds
tation of informaion in accessible
during his handling of t’ncle Sam's
form lor all concerned.
purse-strings proved unpopular and
* ♦ * *
unprofitable. The new director was
Commenting upon (Jen.
Lord's constantly on the alert to see where
work «is finance director, tin Wash • orners could be cut. and budget apington Sltar, carried tlie following pi opi i<it ions which did not seem
article:
warranted after lie had made a eare“If you can picture to yourself a lul investigation of conditions were
man who had moral courage enough ’certain to he pared.
ko spend over $1.000.000,000, of the
(Jen. Lord delivered addresses in
government’s money without authori vaiious parts of tlie country and the
zation. you have, in part, visualized taxpayers were astonished at the
Gen. Lord, finance officer of the statistics which In* was able to pre
United States Army, who, by order sent without recourse to notes.
It
of President Hardng. will, upon fin was an open secret Hint President
ishing his army service, become the Coolidge regarded him as the admin
director of the budget.
istration’s right hand man, and he
“Not only did (Gen. Ixnd expond was called many times into consulta
over $1,000,000,000 of tlie government's tion with the nation's Chief Execu
money without authorization of law. tive.
but he was eomplimenKal by the
For some years past the annual
statemen on the "Hill” for having report ol the Director of tlie Bureau
done so. and several months after he of the Budg<q has been forecast, and
had drawn checks totaling this enor nobody listened to it with more pride
mous sum Congress passed su< h leg and interest than (Jen. Ixird's fel
islation as rendered his acts legal. In low townsmen here in Rockland. Gen.
disbursing these sums Gen. Ixird not Lord w«is a remarkably entertaining
only preserved the integrity of the story-teller, and knowing how dry
country but he also did much to are figures to the average listener he
avert a panic in the country.
| never tailed to inject numerous
“A word or two in explanation: anecdotes into his annual report.
Shortly after the armistice appropri- !
alion bills calling for vast sums for i (Jen. Lord’s appointment as director
the maintenaiKX' of the Army, sikJi as of tlie Bureau of the Budget came
food, clothing, transportation, sup July I, 1922, and he resigned exactly
plies ami wages had failed of pas seven years later to join the staff of
sage in Congress. Chiims jigainst the Arthur S. Kleeman Company, New
government, claims that were just York investment brokers, a position
and equitable—could not he paid, be in which he functioned only briefly
cause of the failure of Congress to because of the inroads made hv the
appropriate the needed sums. In ad malady from which he was suffering.
dition. there were numerous wounded Jkr<\sident. HooVcr. conscious of hav
and sick soldiers returning from ing lost a most valuable official, spoke
abroad. There were men in pitiful of (Jen. Lord in terms of highest ad
condition all over the country. Many miration coupled with which was an
of these men had lost the papers expression of deep j-egret that he felt
that were necessary in order to have retirement necessary.
tlieir pay accounts closed.
Gen.
(Jen. Lord was married in 1886 to
Lord ordered that the men be paid Anne •Stuart Waldo of Thomaston, and
on affidavits. This action was un of this union were horn three chil
warranted and unheard of. hut Con dren. Stuart died in February. 1889.
gress in this instance, as in the other, The Surviving children are Major
legalized his action..
Kenneth I’. Lord, now stationed at
"Numerous claimants had present Fort l./ea von worth. Kansas; and Ruth
ed their properly filled vouchers to Mayhew, wife of Frank R. Van Rens>alaer of 'Elmira. N. Y. Other near
the Army for payment lor money
due them. They could not be imld ’elatives. surviving, ane a oistw, Mrs.
because there was no appropriation. Nellie l’arshley of Brockton, whose
Gen. Lord was seated in his office late husband. Rev. J. H. Parshley,
Qne day when a young man from was formerly pastor of the First Bap
Cleveland, came in ami presented a tist Chinch in this city: and two
claim Tor $200,000, The chief of brothers. Edward N. Lord of Bridge-

THE CYCLONE HIT US
The cyclone which swept across
New England Sunday afternoon cer
tainly did not overlook Knox County.
The Central Maine crew was given
some busy hours removing tree
branches from Its wires and straight
ening poles which had fallen almoet
to the ground, but by midnight Supit.
Blodgett’s well trained team had ev
erything hunky-dory.
The afreets
were filled with branches, twigs,
leaves and blossoms, and in some in
stances traffic was interrupted by
fallen trees. The new filling station
at Ingraham Hill was badly damaged.
The cruiser Milwaukee dragged an
chor and was in some danger of go
ing ashore in the vicinity of Cooper’s
Beach.

port, Mass., and Everard Lord, who
also resides in Massachusetts.
Gen. Lord was a member of the
Army and Navy «Clnb in Washington,
had been vice president of the Fed
eral Club und president of the Delta,
I’psilon Club In Washington.
While government duties called him
away from his home city for the
major 'portion of his active career,
he came regularly to sj>end the summer season in Knox County when
proximity to Maine permitted it. He
had a summer home in Martinsville.
St. George, where he sought rest and
recreation, but official duties were
never absent from his mind, not even
w’hile he was cultivating the vege
table garden which formed one of his
chief diversions. On his visits to
Rockland he never failed to visit old
friends he had known in his newsIKLper days, and to recall some amus
ing incident which the government’s
millions had never crowded from his
overtaxed mind. On such occasions
military and other titles were forgot
ten. He was “Bert” Lord again, and
time had been turned back in Its
flight.
Next to the happy personality
which ha d made him so well known
and so well liked here. Gen. Lord was
known for hi» vocal ability.
His
rich, pure tenor 'had been heard on
many public occasions, and about the
time the finger of opportunity beck
oned him to Washington he was
offered a position as soloist in St.
Louis it a gratifying salary.
Gen. Lord greatly Interested him
self in the Gen. Knox Memorial at
Thomaston and was the means of
bringing men of national fame to par
ticipate in the anniversary exercises.
That he should not have lived to see
the fulfillment of his hopes, and to
see another ‘‘Montpelier" take form
Is a mattes- of lasting regret to all.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to Ute my life again I would hare
made a rule to rend some poetry and listen
to some mualc at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
THE AGED STRANGER

"I was with Grant " the stranger said;
Said the farmer. “Say no more.
But rest thee here at my cottage porch.
For thy feet arc weary and sore.”

“I was arith <!rant ” the stranger said;
Said the farmer. “Nay. no more
I prithee sit at my frugal hoard.
Anti eat of m.v humble store.

“How fares my boy. my soldier boy,
Of the old Ninth Army Corps?
1 warrant he bore him gallantly
In the smoke and the battle's roar!”
“I know him not.” said the aged man.
“And. as I remarked before,
I was with Grant ” "Nay. nay. I know.”
Said the farmer, “say no more.”
“He fell in battle?—I see. alas!
Thou’dst smooth these tidings o’er—
Nay . speak the truth, whatever It be.
Though it rend my bosom’s core.
“How fell he, with Ills face to the foe.
Upholding the flag he bore?
Oh. say not that my boy disgraced
The uniform that he wore I”
“1 cannot tell.” said the aged man.
“And should have remarked before,
That I was with <Jrant—In Illinois—
Some three years before the war.”
4

Then the farmer spake him never a word,
But beat with his fist full sore
That aged man, who had worked for Grant
Some three years before the war.
Jlrei
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P&ge Two

WARREN

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. Me., .lone 3. 10:10.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lytldle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, aud that of the
Issue of this paper of May ill, 1030, there was
printed a total of 6327 conies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

And God said, Let there be light;
nnd there was light.—Genesis 1: 3.
GENERAL LORD

The death of General Herbert M.

Lord, U.S.A., (retired,) while it will
be marked in circles whose limits are

nationwide, is the occasion of a deepfelt regret in the city of his birth,

■whose

people have followed

with

conscious pride his conspicuous rise

in public life, and to which com

munity he brought particular honor.
Born in relatively humble circum

stances and having his own way to
make, his native qualities of fair-

dealing, friendliness and application
to the task in hand, all resting upon

foundations laid in his character by
a pious mother, when brought for

their exercise into a wider field de
veloped a figure that became unique
ir. the active business of the Nation.

It is fitting that he should be laid at

rest in Arlington, and that full mili

tary honors should accompany the
obsequies. As Director of the Bureau
ot the Budget during the final seven

years General Lord lay under a bur

den of responsibility which taxed to
the

utmost

his great

reserve

of

energy and health, and no less cer

tainly than

the soldier

upon

the

battlefield he laid down his life in
the service of his country.
WHITE AND SHIPPING

One of the outstanding reasons that
brings to the support of (Wallace H.
White, Jr., the thoughtful voters of
Maine, is the fact that during his long
and honorable congressional career
he has brought things to pass. One
of the outstanding achievements is
the Merchant Marine act passed by
Congress two years ago, under whose
provisions there is now a construc
tion program calling for the build
ing of 59 new ships and the recon
struction of five other ships, with a
gross tonnage of 668.000 in the ship
yards of the United States within the
next three years, at a cost of
approximately $270,000,000 of which
the sum of $200,000,000 will be
distributed among 35,000 American
workmen.
Our people do not lose sight of the
fact that it was their representative
from the second district who wrote
and introduced this bill. The farm
ers and manufacturers of America
saw their products crowding docks,
filling warehouses and causing con
gestion in railroad yards as they
awaited a market, because the foreign
shipping moved only that which it
saw fit to do. Without ships America
was impotent to move its products,
whether of the farm or factory, to the
market and so all suffered from the
lack of ships. It was to meet this
condition that Congressman iWhite
drafted the bill and secured its enact
ment.
The Merchant Marine act offers an
inducement to Americans to build
and operate ships. It offers aid under
two forms. One of these is known as
the construction loan fund, providing
$250,000,000 to be loaned to Ameri
cans for use in building ships in
American yards, with proper require
ments to protect the interests of the
government. The other provision is
known as the ocean mail contract,
under which the postmaster general
is required whenever practicable to
contract with citizens of the United
States to carry ocean mail of the
country in American ships. It pro
vides the rates which shall be paid
and these are graduated according to
the size and speed of ships used in the
service, lit is under the provisions of
this law that the present five year
construction program has
been
brought about.
|

The subject of Indian carries is
it without interest to those who
jncern themselves (with the backrounds of history. Are any of this
aper’s readers able to supply in this
mnection information of local charrter? It is probable that during the
eriod when this Knox County region
ipported a considerable Indian pop'.atlon. there Would have been a
umber of these carries running
iland from the ocean side. We
elieve tradition establishes one of
lese routes of travel between South
homaston and the St. Georges river,
luching at the shore now constitutig Treasure Point Farm, where
stensive deposits of clamshells indi
tto a (spot to which large companies
i those ancient days must have
pen wont to gather for purposes of
inference or celebration. There is
growing purpose to have brought
, light these features associated
ith the far-off history of our State.
,’e should ibe interested to see every
teh detail assume its (place in local
lory, to the end that our coast
■gion might come to enjoy its rightll position in the pages of history
l.at give to Maine its proper promi-

ence.

•

/

j

i

I

sented opportunities that even an
angel might wish. "Life,” he re
marked, "Is not a short period in
which to grow only. It is filled with
worthwhile things and realizing
ideals. The first verb. Do. means
continuous action and determines
success. Education is not cramming
one's head full of tills and that. It
is bringing out the talents and what
is best from within. To Have doe«
not mean wealth in worldly things
alone. It is to possess wisdom, a
loving heart and a clean, pure, char
acter. Lastly, to Be. is to exist as
real In distinction to imagination—to
have high standards and ideals. The
quality of character determines the
measure of success and is the step
ping stone to higher things.”
Mr. Holt humorously spoke of
ideals. "Xow boys, seme ,day you
will think of marriage, which is a
foolish thing. You will think some
girl is an angel, but just live with
her. You will see she has no wings
sprouting, but you will wish she had.
However you will find she is a help
meet you cannot well do without, but
the girl you thought she was, was
only a product of your mind." In
closing he wished them God speed on
their journey in the world.

NORTH HAVEN

Every-Other-Day

TWAS A GREAT GAME •

Rev. and Mrs. Addison of Cam
bridge were guests Tuesday and Wed
nesday of Mrs. Lucy Poole. Wed
nesday morning, in Foy Brown’s boat
the trip was taken through Pleasant
River.
Miss Tiernan of ?t. Louis has been
a visitor for ten days looking after the
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. George Car
penter.
Elston Cooper and friend arrived
by seaplane Saturday morning for, a
brief visit at North Haven.
Gerald Hopkins and friend Mr.
Hayes are weekend visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs Will Hopkins.
Rev. H. F. Huse was called to
Springvale Monday to attend the fu
neral of a former parishioner. Mrs.
Celeste Taylor, whose injury in an
automobile accident resulted in her
death Friday at Palmer, Mass.
Schooners are unloading their car
goes of coal at the wharf of C. E.
Waterman & Company, and also nt
the wharf of Will Hopkins.
Caretakers of summer estates are
busy in getting houses and grounds
ready for their owners.
Next Sunday baccalaureate serv
ices will be held in the church at 11
o’clock.
Principal Danforth and Miss Buz
zell were weekend visitors at their
respective homes, the former at Cas
tine. and the latter at Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arnsbury who
bought the Norton estate, formerly
owned by his great-grandfather,
were in town last week to make plans
for remodeling the house. Mr. and
Mrs. Arnsbury were accompanied by
a friend. Stanley Cobb. Henry Dun
can is to begin the work at once.

Announcement has been received
of the birth of a son. Raymond Ben
Rockland High School Comes From Behind To Wirt Sat
son Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Steward of Lubec. May 28.
urday’s Thirteen Inning Thriller
Mr. and Mrs. ,B« O. Moody and son
Xorman.of Augusta were guests at
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett’s Memo
As the result of Saturday’s game promptly redeemed himself when he
rial Day.
between Rockland and Thomaston caught Morgan's fly and made nn
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett are
i
moving to their farm in Sterling.
the former team can tie the latter f r unassisted double play.
The see-saw was busy in the fifth
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Miss
the pennant providing it wins its two inning.
Battery errors nnd Gay's
Evelyn Staples and Maurice Wyllie
remaining games with Rockport and nice single gave Rockland two runs,
enjoyed a motor trip Friday to
Camden and assuming that Thomas^ and lint the home team in the lead
Rangeley Lakes and Rumford.
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington
ton beats Lincoln Academy tomor fw the first time in the game. Walker
got a good hand when he fann-d
visited her brother B. Ralph Cram
row. But should Lincoln win that
Mazzeo with men on second and third.
♦
in Mt. Vernon over the holiday.
tram would have to fight it out with
Bickmore got some splendid sup
Among those who attended the
R. ekland—if, if, if.
port in the outfield in Thomaston’s
W. C T. U. convention in Rockland
• * * «
half of tile fifth. Brown nailing two
last Thursday were Mrs. Mansfield
liners in beautiful style, while .Free
Robinson. Mrs. Nelson. Moore. Mrs.
Thirteen ‘Is Lucky
man took care of Day's loftj- ope.
Alice Gordon and Mrs. H. M. Pur
A whole regiment of wild heaves
Singles by LaCrosse and Gay. fol
rington.
and a isolld phalanx of errors did not lowing a pass and a wild throw
George Gray is assisting Benjamin
previ nt Saturday afternoon’s game allowed Rockland to Increase its lead
Davis at the Life Saver Wayside
from being one of the mo«t exciting 6 to 4 in the sixth inning.
station daily.
They are making
school contests ever witnessed at
Il certainly looked like the "fatal”
a specialty of sea foods this year plus
Community Park.
The encounter seventh for Rockland when three
the usual sandwiches, etc.
lasted 13 full innings, and might still gorgeous errors and no hits whatMr. and Mrs. John Gilmore of
have been in progress if “Soup” somever allowed the visitors to tally
Woolwich visited friends in this
Campbell had not dropped Gay's tnrice and regain the lead.
place Friday.
liner, after a long, hard run.
A base on balls and two infleid
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tibbetts of
The principals in this great dia errors furnished the opportunity for
CAMDEN
Medford. Mass., are spending the
mond match were Thomaston High Rockland to tie the score and old Opp
weekend with Mrs. Hannah "Spear.
School, which had been fretting did not knock in vain.
Mrs. Benjamin Barton anil daugh
Mrs. Amy Fuller returned Thurs
proudly at the head of the'procession
The six innings which remained in
day night from a week's visit with ter Betty Jane of Skowhegan are
in the Knox and Lincoln League; and in this game saw both teams settling
her son Krnest Fuller, In Lancaster. guests of her brother Robert Smith.
Rockland High, which must win this down to much better work, and both
X. H.
Mrs. Osear Rradstreet of Palermo
game in order not to be eliminated pitchers exhibiting the best that was
R. J. Andrews has sold what is has been visiting her parents Mr.
from the cup race. With the stage in them. From the 7th to the 13th
known as the Teague place in the and Mrs. Samuel Dyer.
thus set. and 'loyal Thomaston root inning only three Thomaston men
village, to Earl Robinson, who plans
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barrage have
ers here in force to back their team, saw first, an< ditto for Rockland.
to move his family there soon.
taken an apartment in the Bean resi
it scemeth not so strange that ail of
Xow comes the climax!
Mrs. Jane Stickney accompanied dence. Monument Square.
the players were keyed up to a
Walker opened the 13th by hitting
her daughter Mrs. Clara Lermond
nervous pitch, and unable to do them to LaCrosse who tossed him out at
Mrs. Josephine Fenwick of TortThursday to Beverly, where they will
selves full justice.
first.
''Soup" Campbell set the
visit Mrs. Roy Gasper I Elsie Ler land. Oregon, is visiting her brother
Rockland got away to a very had crowd wild with a double—the first
Eugene Bracey.
V • • •
mond).
start, and for the first three innings extra-base hit in the game. The
Charles Robinson of Melrose High
William Kirk of Allston surprised
Memorial Day Exercises
there wasn’t a Thomaston sectator rally was promptly nipped, however,
friends and relatives by his arrival lands. Mass., is the guest of his
Memorial Day was observed as in the crowd who did ’not) think that for Seavey took care of Feit and
early Friday morning. Mrs. Kirk daughter Mrs. Donald Crawford.
Kenneth Blackington left Mondav usual with exercises by the school his team was going to walk away Bickmore fanned Morgan.
and her son continued their trip to
children in memory of the sailors at with its ancient enemy.
Tlie last half of the 13th did not
New Brunswick where they will visit for New Yortt City where he will
Seavey reached third in the first open auspiciously for Rockland.
10 o’clock in the forenoon. A brief
spend a few days.
relatives until Sunday.
talk was given by (Rev. H. F. Huse inning, hut his momentum carried Freeman flied to Day, and LaCrosse
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
W.
Lee
re

Among the Memorial Day visitors
hint over tlie bag, and he was tagged
In this place were Dr. and Mrs. turned to Boston Monday morning upon “What Makes the Soldier”—not out just when it seemed as If a notch was out, Feyler to Fales. And then
the uniform, but obedience, courage,
Mister Seavey, who bad gone hitless
Joseph Starrett of Bangor, accom after spending the weekend at Lake
loyalty. The afternoon exercises in was to lie cut on the Rockland side for 12 innings placed his name on the
panied by Mrs. Ethel Farnham and Megunticook.
i
f
tlie
scorer's
stick.
Seavey
repeat

the
church
at
2
o
’
clock
were
as
fol

Harold and Phillip Andrews cf
blackboard of fame by knocking the
daughter.
ed this performance in the third, but
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole Framingham. Mass., spent the holi lows: Orchestra, "Starry Emblem:” there were alreadj’ two iout when ball far afield for two sacks. Gay
invocation
and
prayer
Rev.
*H.
F.
drove a liner into left, and Campbell
of Augusta were in town Thursday. day with relatives in Camden.
Samuel and Raymond Tibbetts of Huse; reading of -Lincoln’s Gettys he came to bat.
who hail been distinguishing himself
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Kalloch and
Campbell,
the
first
man
to
face
burg
Address
by
Miss
Florence
Smith;
on the port side of the pasture,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hooper and Boston have been guests of their
Brown
drew
a
walking
ticket,
stole
reading
of
the
ml!
of
soldiers
and
dropped the ball after a commendable
family of Rockland visited relatives father Dr. Samuel Tibbetts.
second
and
went
thirl
on
a
passed
sailors
of
North
Haven
who
have
Mr«. Allie Dougherty is visiting
try. Seavey raced home with the
here Memorial Day.
served their country in time of war, hull. Felt flied to Bickmore. Morgan winning score.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kenniston friends in Boston and vicinity.
reached
first
on
player's
choice,
but
by
Herman
Ciockett;
orchestra.
"The
Harry Baker of Boston is visiting
All in all it was a weird contest,
and Harry Creamer have been visit
t'i attempt to head off Campbel! at
ing F. M. Kenniston for a few days. his mother Mrs. Alice Baker, Me Post Commander:” solo. Miss Doro the plate proved a failure. Fales with each team sidestepping excel
thy Stone with Mrs. Monte Stone at
chanic street.
lent opportunities to win. It was a
They are driving a new Ford coach.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Robert- who tlie piano; address hy Rev. H. F. fanned, but an Infield error on trying experience for all three pitchPercy Kenniston of Winthrop has
Libby's
grounder
and
Stevens'
bunt
I ers, anil it is a wonder that their
have been in charge of Fred Dean's Huse. ‘.Monuments to our Soldier
beert visiting his family.
yielded another score. The side was morale did not suffer even worse from
There will be a baby clinic at the store on Washington street during Dead:” orchestra, “America First;”
retired
when
Day
filed
to
Freeman.
J the plentitude of misplays.
Congregational vestry W lnesday. the winter, returned Sunday to their “Star Spangled Banner; ” “America,”
The fourth inning was a deliriously
Close base decisions caused more
June 4th at 2 o’clock. The committee home in Belfast. Mr. Dean will open hy the audience; benediction. Those
happy
period
for
Rockland
when
a
announces that these meetings will the store as sohn as a few improve assisting in the orchestra were Miss base on balls, a wild (throw and i or less controversy, but the error
be held the afternoon of the first ments are made, also his Ice cream Duncan, pianist; Flovd Duncan, singles by Brown and Mazzeo yield sheet was not one-sided in that
respect.
Wednesday of each month A good parlor connected with it, which has clarinet: Foster Snow, alto; Chester
ed three runs. Rockland also had a
The score:
attendance was reported for the la-t just been erected on the corner of Dyer, tuba: H. F. Huse. flute; and Ev
bad
break
in
this
inning,
when
Free

erett Frohock of Camden, drums.
one held and- there were three new Washington and Mechanic streets.
Rockland High
man's
smashing
liner
hit
Rickmore
All things considered th eattendance
•
•
members present. Mrs. Clifford Over
ab
was very good, as attendance goes who was running from first to second. Seavey, lb ......
look. Mrs. Cecil Cushman and Mrs.
Rev. Ernest M. Holman
1 2
Tlie home team would probably have
upon these occasions.
Chester Wyllie.
Rev. Ernest Holman. 55. pastor of
scored two more runs but for this Gay, ss ..............
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church,
TO LET Garage $5 month. V. F. STl’I)- mishap—but this is part of the game. Murphy, 3b __
65-tf
Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton of died Sunday in the Brooks Hospital. LKY. 6a Park St. Tel. 1080.
Rockland’s joy was short lived for Flanagan, c .......
Marlboro are visiting C. B. Hall.
Brookline. Mass., where he had been
the team from Montpelierville scored Brown. j>, If, i.™
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson and a patient for several weeks. He is
twice in the fourth on two infield Mazzeo, rf ..........
son Willard of Manchester, Conn., survived by his wife and one daugh
errors, a wild throw nnd hits by Bickmore, If. p .
were guests of relatives over the ter Miss Helen Holman, three sisteis
Feyler anil Walker. Horses had been Freeman, cf ....
weekend.
Miss Lucy Holman of Dixfield. Mrs. Will do Repairing, Relining and Re swapped in mid-stream meantime, LaCrosse, 2 b ....
Oscar Starrett and William Stevens Gladys Marshall of Ahhottsford, modeling, Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing, Bickmore succeeding Brown in the
48 8 9 10*38 15
box. He fanned the first man who
seem to be having great luck fishing Canada. Miss Myrtle Holman of at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.
Thomaston High
faced him. but Gay erred on Felt’s
at Crawford Lake. Sunday morning Providence. R. I., and two brothers
66*67
ab r bh tb PO a e.
grounder, a misplay for which he
belween them they took seven land Floyd Holman of Dixfield and' Carl
Campbel], If ... .. 7 1 0 0 5 0 1
locked salmon from the lake, the larg H. Holman of New York. Deceased
Y 1 0 0 3 3 9
Felt, as ...........
est of which weighed four pounds. was born in Dixfield. He had been
Morgan.
rf ...
1 1 1 1 0 9
pastor of the Chestnut Street Bap
“Gamey fellows," says Oscar.
Fales. lb ....... .. 6 1 0 0 9 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis of tist Church the past seven years. He
9
Libby, c ........ .. 6 1 0 0 TO
Waterville were weekend visitors in was a Mason and an Odd Fellow.
Stevens,
3b
...
0
..
6
3
0
1
3
2
The body arrived on the boat this
Warren.
Day, cf ........... .. 4 1 0 0 2 0 0
Starting June 2 Lloyd Simmons Tuesday morning accompanied by the
9
Feyler. 2b ....... .. 6 1 2
4 9 1
will take over A. P. Gray's position wife and daughter and funeral serv
Walker, p ....... .. 6 0 1 1 o 3 0
as mail messenger between Warren ices will be held at 10.30 o'clock, day
light time, at the Baptist Church.
station and the postoffice.
55 7 7 7t38 13
Mrs. Frank Peabody accompanied Rev. H. S. Kilborn of Thomaston
* Bickmore hit by batted ball,
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest Bangs on their officiating. Burial will be in Fairt Campbell stepped out of box
return to Boston and will visit them field.
. while batting.
for a time.
Rock’nd 000321100000 1—8
A billiards championship for mar
Miss Florence Eastman of Beverly
Tom’stit 200200300000 0—7
spent the weekend with her parents ried women was held recently. The
Two-base hit, Seavey. Bases on
dexterity with which the players
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman.
1 balls, oft’ Brown 1, off Bickmore 2,
Lyman Randall is painting May found the pockets was the subject
j off Walker 5. Struck out by Brown
of gloomy admiration by all husbands
nard Creamer’s house.
I 1, by Bickmore 1, by Walker 8. Hit
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt were Sun present.—London Opinion.
: by pitcher. Murphy, Mazzeo. Hit hy
day guests of 'Herman Killeran in
■ hatted ball. Bickmore. Wild pitch,
Stock-market suckers appear to
Cushing.
Walker. Passed ball, Libby 1, FlanaSunday's furious gale blew over the prove that, instead of dreading the
I gan 1. Double play Gay (unassistThese machines restore circulation and improve
big chestnut tree near the residence fire, the burnt child just can't beHcve
i ed). Stolen bases, Seavey 2. Murphy
of Mrs. C. A. French, taking the tele that he was burnt.—iSan Diego Union.
! 2, Flanagan, Campbell Morgan. Vmhealth condition. No sick person has good circula
phone and light pole with it. The live
' pires, Carleton of Wiscasset and
wires were so near the road that two
I Smalley ’ of
Thomaston.
Scorer
tion.
men were obliged to warn ears and
. Winslow.
pedestrians as a precautions, until
repairs could be made.
It is pleasing to report our post
"ON MY SET"
in the ’
master. H. M. Robinson as con
valescing from his recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Teague's
parents in South Union.
W. S. Hahn and Misses Susie and
Harriet Hahn visited Orrin and Mina
Woodcock of Cushing Sunday.
Mrs. Ray M. Griffin of West Palm
Sidney Harden, ...................... 72)4
Beach, Fla., and daughter Martha,
We treat infantile paralysis, arthritis, neuritis, all
Cleveland Morey .................. 3253
are spending the summer months
Samuel
Archer
......................
582
with Mr. and Mrs. John Munsey.
forms of so-called rheumatism, obesity, constipation
Nathan Pease ........................
^69
Mrs. Joseph Shorten. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley
Quinn
........................
512
James Shorten with daughters Rosa
and troubles caused by the foot.
Jake Smalley, Jr.....................
436
mond and Betty, and Miss Mary
The multitude of important
Frederick
Palmer
..................
340
Shorten have iqiened their home here
uses to which lime is put in our
Crosby Ludwick ....................
311
for a short stay.
Joseph Emery, Jr...................
301
modern life will-be called to the
Clarence Maddon Jr., principal of
Richard Anderson ................
285
attention of the radio audience
Warren High, has charge of the deco
by a program to be broadcast
Frederick Merritt ................
181
rations at Glover hall for the gradu
tonight over tho NBC stations.
ation Thursday evening.
Adelbert Philbrook ..............
171
• * • •
Clarence Upham ..................
143
This production is sponsored by
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BURPEE’S

We have a large stock ef cottage furniture
at the price you wish to pay

Look At This

*9.98

Chiffonier

Four roomy drawers. Size of top 16x28 inches. Finished in walnut.
Just right for painting any color to match

Five Piece

*19.98

Breakfast Suite

Your choice of any combination of colors and decorations. All the
pieces shown above. This is high quality merchandi,e

Etta Blackinton

REJUVENATOR
SYSTEM
Painless Treaiment—Demonstra

tions at the Narragansett

QQ

Another Bargain
Kitchen Cabinet >

This complete cabinet just as shown. Your choice of white, green
or ivory. Also plain oak. You cannot buy a better cabinet for $50.

i’S

FINAL STANDING

STANLEY
TOOL CHEST
CONTEST

You Are Invited To Call
For Free Demonstration

| 381 Main Street

S'
?? At the Sic
I!North

The Congregational Church pre
sented an attractive picture Sunday
evening, its altar bedecked with
lavender and white lilacs, arranged
by Mrs. P. D. Starrett, in honor of the
graduates.
Across the pulpit the
figures 1930, done in the class color
scheme rose and silver, stretched
diagonally. The pews the students of
Warren High occupied were marked
with rose crepe paper bows. Josef
Vinal} marshalled the school into the
church with a baton done in the class
colors, to the strains of a march
played by the church organist. Mrs.
Dana Smith. The flower girls were
Ruth Starrett, dressed in yellow
crepe de chine. Beverly Cogan. in
pink crepe de chine, Gloria Haskell,
in green crepe de chine and Rthola
Stlmpson in flowered voile.
Rev.
H. M. Purrington asked the benedic
tion. which was followed by selec
tions sung by members of both choirs
plus the grammar school the music
of which was arranged and in charge
Of Mrs. Willi - Vinal.

Rev. H. I. Holt gave the baccalau
reate address to the senior class and
his subject was “Conjugation of the
Three Personal Verbs of Life.” The
verbs were Do, Have, and Be. Mr.
Holt said life was full of hard knocks
and disappointments, but also pre-

Elmer Merrifield ..................
Linwood Aylward .................
Howard Harback ................
Ralph Caven .............................
Wm. Ellingwood, Jr..............
M. Edwin Simmons ..............
Maurice R. Rackleff.............
Karl Rubenstein ..................
Weston Arey ..........................
Lewis Johnson ......................
Charles E. Bicknell ..............
Lucien K. Green, Jr..............
Dana C. Gurney ....................
Everett Frohock ....................
Robert Crabtree ....................
Francis Dyer ..........................
0. Robbins ..............................
Irven Gammon ......................
Clayton Yeager.................
Charles L. Smith ....... „..........
Allard S. Pierce ....................
Frank Cochran ........................

125
123
109
106
99
98
95
66
65
61
60
57
51
39
29
25
23
23
22
16
5
5

Gives Positive Relief

d his support moves with every ligament and tissue
of the foot—on hardwood floors, cement or brick
walks or on rough ground.

When your heel comes

down this supports the oscalsis, when foot is down it
supports the cuneiforms, when the foot bends to fin

ish the step it supports the metatarsus and phalanges.
There are twenty-six bones in the foot below the
ankle. 1 he Guilford Automatic Foot Support works

in unison with every one of these bones.
Give Comfort, Ease and Assistance At All Times

Both stores are now putting.out
the S. & H. Green Stamps. Be
sure and ask for them.

H.H. Crie&Co.

Room 2, Narragansett Hotel,

Rockland

-•- ••• •••

and

Crie Hardware Co.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
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earning the confidence

"The pedestrian should have the
I right of way." says a writer. He has.
| All traffic moves aside at the first
clang o f the ambulance gong.—The
Passing Show (London).

and good will of the com

munities served.

i
ALL BANKING FACILITIES
WE INVITE YOU TO OPEN A CHECKING OR
SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH U8

North National Bank

For Northern New England
fair today and somewhat (warmer.
Tomorrow partly cloudy.
The inaugural Camel
Hour
takes the air tomorrow night
over WBZ and WJZ at 9.30 pre
senting some well known stage
and radio stars assisted by two
orchestras and an 18-oice chorus
In the line-up appear Helen
Kane, Reinald Werrcnreht, Wil
lard Rcbinson (blues singer) and
his Deep River Orchestra.

n of

11 Dank

This bank it now completing 76 years of service,

Wcstinghouse, and it is a salute
to the Industry that supplies a
material upon .which the work of
many another industry depends.
Norman G. Hough, President of
the National Lime Association,
will be guest speaker.
Henry Ford was the subjest of
Will Rogers’ talk Sunday night.
Four other personages of inter
national fame will receive the
great humorist’s attention of en
tiling Sunday nights.

Nation!

76 Years
Of Successful Banking

The Guilford Foot Support

Baccalaureate Services

Rockland Maine |

Rock land „ Main©
as
—

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing pf all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
are ready to serve you.

PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK BROTHERS
Pleasant Beach Road,
.

South Thomaston
.

X.

44Stf

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
f

COMltfG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 3—Trial of Cruiser Houston on Rockland course.
June 3—Seventh annual campaign of the
Rockland Community Chest.
I ■ June 4 Commencement exercises of Knox
Hospital School of 'Xtirslng.
June 7 Knox Pomona tlrange meets with
Ocean View Orange, Martinsville.
June 9- Annual meeting of Unlversaliat
Parish.
June 13—High School alumni reception at
High School auditorium.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District,
Lions International, at the Samoset.
June 11 Flag Day exercises at Elks Home.
June 14 Limerock l"omona Orange meets
with Pleasant River Orange. Vinalhaven.
June lit Dinner-bridge at Rockland Coun
try Cluli.
June 23—Children's 'playground opens.

Selden D. Robinson has Joined the
sales force of Stonington Furniture
Co.
t

Rockland Lodge F.&A.M. meets to
night at 7.30 daylight with work In
Entered Apprentice degree.
King Solomon Temple Chapter
meets Thursday night and King
Hiram Council Friday night.
Dr. Linwood T. Rogers is In Rangor
today attending a clinic with special
lectures at the office of Dr. Ralph
Wooster.

The Penobscot View Grange will
work the first and second degrees on
candidates Thursday evening.
A
Charles Weaver of Boston Is man short program will follow.
aging the Western Union office while
Charles A. Porter of Allentown.
Manager Clark is having his vacation.
Penn., a former vice president of the
John 1,. Thomas is home from Ban Lawrence Portland Cement Company
gor with a nice salmon, and with very is visiting in this city and vicinity.
pleasant recollections of his latest
Mrs. Alice Tibbetts’ premises nt
visit to the Pool.
117 New County road caught the full
In the election of officers for the force of Sunday afternoon's gale.
junior class at Bates College appears Four trees were uprooted anJ seven
the name of Miss Alice E. Hollier of large panes of glass were smashed.
this city as vice president.
J. Herbert Cumins of (Eddngton
Major and Mrs. Luke S. Davis, Mrs. who has made an excellent record in
Helen Clark and Mrs. Annie Aylward the Maine House, is a candidate for
are in Bangor today attending the the Senatorial nomination. He is a
Canton Held day and the auxiliary brother of Henry E. Comins, Maine
Central agent in this city.
meeting.
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Prepared
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Why Buffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

Do Your
Bit

************************
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* London Group Favors
a Year of 13 Months
London. — The Interna
tional
‘‘Fixed
Calendar"
league favors a change In
the present 12-month calendar year to 13 months, sayIng It would prove beneficial.
The league Is working In
conjunction with the League
of Nations to bring tills
change about
The league claims that the
United States, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary,
Brazil and I’cru already have
reported strong sentiment for
calendar simplification.
If the fixed calendar was
adopted Christmas would always come on a Monday. The
change In Great Britain
would give workers a holiday
from Saturday until the fol
lowing Wednesday, since Box
ing day Is always the day
after Christmas.

*
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A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62tf

MEN’S AND BOYS’
SPORT SHOES
For Summer

*
*
*

It is interesting to know that the
i island air line of the Curtiss Flying
Service carried 546 passengers the
past month. The local air base has
now established an air port at
Presque Isle with four planes attached
and a flying school with a present
' enrollment of 32. These facts and
numerous others of highly interesting
nature were told the Forty Club yes
terday noon by Capt. William Wincapaw of the air port. Richard Heed
was voted into membership of the
1 cluli.

i

#
*
.

*

************************

4.00,5.00,6.00,8.50
McLain’s Shoe Store
Tan and White, B ack and White

McLain Shoe Store

MRS. EMMA SYLVESTER

Emma Elwell, widow of Robert W. 1
Sylvester, died May 28. at the home i
of her daughter. Mis. H. C. Payson.
Granite street the end coming peace- ;
fully after many years of ill health,
the last nine of which found her
totally blind and helpless.
Mrs. Sylvester was born in North- j
port, June 21. 1847, daughter off
Jacob and Rachel Elwell, and her j
home was in that town until 1880. •
when, with her family, she came to '
Rockland. Her marriage to Robert
BORN
W. Sylvester took place Aug. 23, ( I'RTIS AI New Harbor, Mav —, to'Mr. and 1868
Two children were horn to
Mrs. Earle Curtis, a daughter, Elizabeth
t!*cm. a daughter who died in infancy,
Krlcne.
STKWAKD At Lubec. May 28. to Mr. and and the daughter Gertrude with
Mn» Haymond Steward, a son, Raymond whom Mrs. Sylvester made her home
Benson, Jr.
The only immediate survivors arc
<) DONNELL At Medford. Mass., May 30. the daughter, Mrs. Payson; Ibn
to Mr. aud Airs. Jerold 'O’Donnell, a daugligranddaughter, Mrs. Clinton Bowley;
ter, Mary Daniels.
\'l Will'llY Al Kill-Hand. May 29 lo Air. •and the little great granddaughter,
.Hill Ml- Stanley AV. iXiwliiiry. a daughter.
Virginia Bowley to whom the death
Norina Jennie.
was particularly sad, there being a
( OKLNRS- At iltockland. June 2. to Mr. and bond of love between them that
Mrs. Andonls ICoklhls, a son, iNteholas,
bordered on the unusual.
weight, 11 pounds.
Mrs. •Sylvester, as ill health came
upon her, gradually dropped many of
MARRIED
YY IITI 'till I.-SlllMKIIS Al Ilnrklnnil. May her activities, hut retained her mem
31. by Kev. J. !<’. MacDonaM. Harold W. bership in Golden Rod Chapter.
Whitt bill of Rockland and Miss Leona it. O.E.S. Her affliction though borne
Somers of Wellesley. (Mass.
with remarkable fortitude seemed
’.LA\< HARD-KIMtAGI E—At Rockland. June
2. by iltev. .1. (’. .MacDonald, Irvin Blanch doubly hard in that she was always
ard of Bristol, Conn., and Miss IHvlen full of flife and (energy, deriving her
Sprague of Rockland.
greatest happiness in care and devo
tion for others. Although not affiliat
DIED
ed with any church, her entire life
LORD At Washington, I). '(’., lune 2. Briga
dier-General Herbert M. Lord of Rockland, was one of Christianity in its fullest I
aued 70 years, 5 months, 26 days. . Funeral meaning.
services in Washington (Wednesday after
Funeral services were held Memo
noon. Interment to be in Arlington ceme
rial Day Rev George JI. Welch, pastor
tery.
RHODES- At Razorvllle, May 27, Alonzo of the Universalist Church officiat
Khodefi, aged 89 years.
ing. The floral tribute was profiise
KENNEDY—At Rockland. June 2. Lucy IM. and very lovely. The bearers were
Kennedy, aged 76 years, 7 months. 1 day. Benjamin (Whitehouse, /Warren Gard
Funeral Wednesday at 1.30 from residence
of W ,S. White, 29 Beech street. Please ner. L. E. Jones and E. L. Spear.
omit flowers.
Interment was in the 'Achorn ceme
WEBB At Concord, X. H.. June 2. Adelaide tery.

Tan and Brown
All the markings of a very bad fire !
were present Friday morning at the!
Leather
or Crepe Soles
John Bird Co. block on Tillson ave- j
nue, and but for the keen eyes of j
See our windows
Mr. Hall, a had situation would ■
have developed. lie discovered a >
blaze under one of the counters in
the northern section rapidly working
AT THE BROOK
through a pile of cartons and up the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
hard pine finish. The quick response I
of the department and vigorous i
handling confined the loss to small
figures. Sunday afternoon the de
MRS. ADELAIDE B. WEBB
partment was called to the Rankin
street home of Harry Benovltch and
Mrs. Adelaide B. Webb, whose
found a smouldering fire in a cellar
death
took place yesterday morning
junk pile. This alarm came at the
in Concord, X. H., at the home of
height of the heavy wind.
B. Webb, widow of Samuel Jl. 'Webb, of
Rockland, aged 72 years. Funeral Wednes
her daughter, Mrs. «H. Mayland
day
from tlie residence of F. W. Fuller at
Final results in the Literary Di Morse, was a daughter of the late
3 p. m. daylight.
gest's prohibition poll in the cities Orris S. and Lucy (Glover) Andrews HDLMAN -At Brooks Hospital, Brookline.
and towns of Maine of over 5,000 of this city. She was married in 1883
Mass., June 1, Kev. Ernest IM. Holman of
Camden, aged 5.7 years, 0’months. Funeral
population show that 5.573 voted for to Simon H. Webb, who died several
Tuesday
at 10.30 (daylight) at the Baptist
repeal, 4.626 for enforcement and years ago, and their home was on
Church. Burial In Fairfield.
3.944 for modification. Communities Summer street. Their children were
in which the preponderance was for Alice, who married Frank Wight,
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all iny friends who helped
repeal included Auburn. Rangor, 'Bel now <f Bristol, I’a.; Emily Glidden,
me
win
the
Stanley
tool idlest offered by H. 'II.
fast. 'Biddeford. Brunswick, Lewis of Boston: Helen, who married IL Erie tfo.
ton, Old Town, Portland, Water Mayland Morse of Concord; and
Sidney C Barden
ville. Those in which the majority Marion L now of Boston, all of whom
CARD
OF
THANKS
were for enforcement included Au survive the mother; and throe sis
To our many friends everywhere we wish to
gusta, 'Bath. Calais. Gardiner. Houl ters, Lucy F. Glover, .Jennie May acknowledge
our appreciation of your sym
ton. Rockland. Saco, Skowhegan, Wood (deceased), Grace Cobh (Mrs. pathy Jn our bereavement; we mention espe
Caribou, Rumford and Sanford fav Frank iW. Fuller); also a brother cially the church, the 'O.E.S., the Ladies’
the Grange for floral tributes: Dr.
ored modification. Rockland's vote Frank O. Andrews of Cleveland. Ohio. Circle,
I.each for his thoughtfulness and offers of
was: Enforcement. 175; modification. The remains arrive this afternoon kindness, tbe many telephone calls with offers
115; repeal. 167. It would be inter and funeral services will be held of help, the pall hearers, and Russell Davis
who performed his duty 1n such a creditable
esting to know how the towns voted.
Wednesday at 3 p. m. (daylight) fnm manner. These things have all left such deep
the Fuller home at 25 .Middle street. impression of friendshop that they will never
Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating. he forgotten.
SOUTH THOMASTON
G. N. Bachelder. (Mildred Bachelder
Interment will be in Achorn cemetery.
St. George
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stahl and chil
dren of Boston arrived Wednesday
to visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. !
Edw. Hopkins. Their sons Earl and
James were also home from Boston I
over the holiday.
Harry Wiggin and son Vincent. |
Mrs. J. H. Washburn and daughter
A thoroughly modern furnished cottage, large
Fulvia all of iHurtford, Conn., were i
holiday guests of Mrs. Wiggin
and well arranged, in a choice location at Cres
and daughter Miriam, returning to i
cent Beach, is offered for sale. It has all con
Hartford Sunday.
The ball game between the local I
veniences and a two-car garage.
team and Clark Island played Memo
rial Day at Pleasant Beach resulted :
in a score of 11 id 7 in favor of the
"Keag.”
Mr. nnd Mrs. Fred Logan of Boston
509 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 7I0
visited their niece Mrs. II. A. Harlowe
here Friday, while enroute to Nova
Scotia.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
children and Miss Jeanie McConchie
left Thursday to visit Dr. and Mrs.
John C. Ptanton in Danvers until
Sunday, but were forced to .shorten
their visit and returned home Satur- I
day night with Master Gordon very

Motorists from Waldo County last
night and up to an early hour this
morning encountered the police drag
net of the State police and sheriff's
department, set for the Searsport
chauffeur who beat and robbed Ills
Mrs. Bussell Davis of Thomaston employer.
is at the office of the Central Maine
Funeral services of the late Lucy
Power Co. to substitute for various
members of the office force while they M. Kennedy, whose death took place
yesterday morning, will be held at
are taking their annual vacations.
the Beech street residence of her
Mrs. Willis Anderson of 150 Union brother. ,W S. White, Wednesday at
street guessed that Rockland’s popu 1.30 p. m. daylight. Friends are asked
lation would be 9005. As the figures to omit flowers.
which have gone on to Washington
The petition of city laborers was
cub 9003 it wasn’t a half bad guess.
denied at last night’s City Govern
The annual board meeting of the ment meeting, being deemed inexpe
Home for Aged Women Will take dient by the mayor and commissioner
place Thursday afternoon at 2.30 at of public works. An order was
the home of Mrs. Lester Sherman. passed for the removal of the city
Beech street, instead of at Mrs. F. stable on Spring street. A new stable
W. Fuller's, as previously announced. will be erected on the city's newly
purchased lot. The petition for the
Orrin Robinson, a 12-year-old Wal acceptance of Lawn avenue was
doboro boy was brought to Knox Hos tabled until the next meeting. J. L.
pital Saturday by Dr. F. G. Camp Clark was appointed special police
bell of Warren. The lad had been man for the public landing.
dragged nearly a third of a mile by
A serie of one-act plays is to be
a horse, and besides having a broken
arm, had many lacerations and con presented in Watts hall, Friday eve
ning, at 8.15, the casts of which will
tusions.
be drawn from the older members of
Wendell Thornton who graduates Miss Adelyn Bushnell’s dramatic
from Colby College this month has classes in Rockland and Thomaston.
been signed up as athletic coach in Miss Bushnell is directing, and will
Hanover, Mass., and will enter upon appear ipersonally ,In "The Second
his new duties in the fall. Wendell Performance,” a play which she
has made a splendid record in school wrote under the pen name of "Nancy
and tcollege athletics, and is a fine Bradford” and in which Frank Kee
nan, the late Broadway star head
upstanding young man, to ijoot.
lined over the Keith Circuit last year.
The Lions Club will tomorrow hear Marshall Bradford will play oposite
an address hy Rex'. A. iE. Luce, a Miss Bushnell, and they will be sup
speaker who has been very popular ported by Miss Agnes Flanagan of
with service clubs—Lions Ludwick. Rockland and E. F. Lynch of Thomas
Conant. Gay. Lovejoy, Stoddard and ton.
| Nutt are aiding in the Community
Frank Campbell of the steamship
I Chest drive.—At the close of tomor
row's meeting the directors take City of Alma Is home on a week's
action on unpaid dues.—Danforth has vacation while 'the craft is at New
ganized a Lions Club, the 29th in York discharging a cargo from Rus
-Maine.—Sam Conner is doing valu sia and Italy. He tells of conditions
able luibliclty work for tlie coming in Russia which do not quire match
up to the propaganda spread by Bol
district convention.
shevists in this pountry, and doesn't
North Main street was last week believe t'hat they would appeal to
denuded of some of its old trees, Americans. They didn't to him. any
which were becoming unsafe. Two how. The City of Alma belongs to
of them were poplars, located on the the American Export Line and will
Stanley lot bought by Mr. Smith. go to Russia again when she sails
Another was the old willow tree from New York the last of the week. Ill.
branches of which wepc becoming Mr. Campbell tells with pleasure of
Mrs. Maynard Jackson, worthy
brittle and ready to break at any tlie visit which he paid to David H. matron of For-get-me-not Chapter.
time. Tlie removal of-these trees Buffum in Leghorn, Italy, and of the O.E.S.. spent last week in Portland
leaves bare spaces, but for safety’s visit which he received from the lat attending the Grand' Chapter which
sake, it is a great improvement. The ter aboard ship.
held'its annual convention there.
willow overshadowed a beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements of
Residents of Lawn avenue closed .Massachusetts are at their attractive
birch, which now stands out in all it/
their
houses
Saturday
night
and
ad

glory.
summer home here for two weeks.
journed to Alderman L. W. Benner's
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mitchell ente“barber
shop
in
Lafayette
square.
The local theatres are offering some
lalned the following guests MemoThe
alderman
marveled
a
bit
at
this
exceptionally
strong
attractions.
j rial Day: Mrs. II. A. Lester. Albert.
Here is the list of features: Strand sudden and unusual influx, and when Donald. Ma'colm and Miss Helen
a
lull
came
he
learned
the
meaning
Theatre today, Lawrence Tlhhett In
Lester, all of Portland.
“The Rogue Song;’’ Wednesday and of it. A. M. Annis, acting as spokes
Mrs. Bertha Hanley and daughter
Thursday, John Gilbert in "Re man for the group told Mr. Benner Ethel of Kent's Hill were guests of
demption." Friday and Saturday, how pleased the residents of I-awn Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Baum Memorial
Jack Mulhall and I-ila Lee In "Murder avenue were with their new street Day and again (Sunday. They came
• Will Out;*' I’ark Theatre, today, Wil light, and as a token of apprecia lo prepare their home for rent to Mr.
liam Powell in '"Die Benson Murder tion for ills part in getting it installed | and Mrs. Stafford who have been
Case;" Wedncsdhy and Thursday. the alderman was presented with a appointed to direct the religious workMarie Dressier and Polly Moran in nice box of Biackstones. Aldermen in this charge during June, July and
“Caught Short:" Friday and Satur as a rule do not receive many bou August.
quets, to say nothing of cigars, and
day. James Murray in “Hide-Out."
Frank Wade has employment in
the veteran from Ward 2 was more Thomaston, cutting stone for Hollis
The 46th anniversary of Edwin delighted than he could find words to Giichrest. Few men of Mr. Wades
Libby Relief Corps will lie observed describe.
age, 86 years, and even those much
at G.A.R. hall Thursday. Mrs. Eliza
younger could perform the daily
Lively interest is being shown in stunt which he does. He rides back
Plummer, chairman, is promising a
very pleasing program. Invitations the operetta "Grandmother's Garden” and forth to Thomaston with his
have been extended to all patriotic which is to be presented in the High team (through the Keag woods), cuts
orders. This Corps is the mother of School auditorium Friday evening stone all day, and then works in his
all patriotic orders. Organized In under the directon of Miss Esther garden until dark.
1X84 with a charter membership of 35. Stevenson. The cast is drawn from
Tlie young tornado which struck
It now has a membership of 1X2 loyal the pupils of grades 3. 4, and 5. The this village Sunday afternoon was
G.A.R. descendants.
G.A.R. veter music Is tuneful, tbe dances most terrible for a short time. Albert
ans and past presidents and members graceful and novel, and the costum Davis’ large motorboat dragged
with years of faithful service will be ing chiefly in the representation of its anchor and it seemed as if the
found in the receiving line at 2.30 flowers will be vivid and colorful. craft would be destroyed or lost
p. m. Refreshments will he served. - Other features will be selections by before anyone could get out to it. But
the rhythmic bands, one group fortunately it grounded on Hayden's
At the annual meeting of the Maine chosen from the sub-primary grades Point undamaged.
Sunday morning and evening Mr.
Branch of United States Postofflce and the other from the first and sec
Clerks in Waterville Memorial Day ond grades. Tickets which went on Stafford conducted two very inter
honors again came to Knox County sale yesterday are so moderately esting preaching services in the
Albert M. Crosby of Camden being priced that the limited number ap church, both of which were well at
elected president. Among the speak proximately GOfl (the seating capacity tended. He extends a very cordial
ers were Congressman White and of the auditorium) should go like invitation to everyone to attend tlie
meetings which will be held each
Mayor Dubord of Waterville. The proverbial "hot cakes.”
Sunday morning at 10 o'clock, stand
next convention will be held in Ban
Your rug problems can be settled ard time and at 7.30 in the evening
gor. Rockland was represented at
the Waterville convention hy Donald with satisfaction guaranteed by call Both Mr. and Mrs. Stafford will work
Karl and Millard Ilart. The local ing The People's Laundry, Limerock in the Sunday School also, and it is
delegates to the annual convention of street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your hoped that all parents will see that
Maine I.etter Carriers were Maurice rugs and return them promptly, like their children avail themselves of tlie
124-tf opportunity of their trained religious
Wilson, Ansel Saunders, Almon Bird, new.
teaching. Next Sunday morning he
David S. Beach and Charles II.
Georgia aviator made a power dive will give in Sunday School a sermonWalker.
of 7000 feet in ,15 seconds, O speed ette, a thing which the children
The Milk Fund Ball is June 16 at tliat is seldom excelled even on Wall learned to love when Mr. llehme was
here.
I
Street.—Arkansas Gazette.
Oakland Park 'hall room.
66-71
1
iii.. i —
Dwight Mosher who recently com
pleted the course at the Western
Union School at 'Bloomfield, N. J., is
located at North Adams, Mass., for
the present.
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A Furnished Cottage

EDWARD O’B. GONIA

MRS. HENRY E. COMINS

Mary Theresa (Nickerson) wife of
Henry E. Comins. died very suddenly
at her home on Crescent street Me
morial Day, aged 48 years. She had
been in ill health for some time and
a month ago was quite seriously ill.
but had shown steady improvement
and on the night before her death
busied herself with her husband in
tidying the lawn. Her death Friday
forenoon is believed to have been the
result of a paralytic shock.
The deceased was born In Athol,
Muss.. Aug. to Ml, but at an early
age moved to Orrington, Me., where
she made her home with her grand
father Otis R. Smith. She was mar
ried July 11, 1900, and of that union
were horn the two surviving children,
Jerome II. Comins and Mrs. Frederick
H. Cates, other near relatives who
survive arc her husband, two grand
children. Erleen R. and Donald E.
Cates; and a sister. Mrs. Nellie IIun
singer of Malden, Mass.
Mrs. Comins had been a resident of
Rockland a little more than ill years,
coming here when her husband re
ceived the appointment as local agent
of the Maine Central Railroad. She
was a member of no organization
except a social group known as the
Chummy Club, but had gained a
large circle of friends, which re
ceived the news of her death with
great sadness. A bereaved home has
lost a’Avife and mother whose contant
devotion to others will ever remain
fresh in the memory of those who
had been associated with her.
The funeral services were held yes-

Michaels-Stern Clothes

The Greatest

Style Authority
LORD ROCHESTER

Sponsors

The Blu-Bel Suit

The best-dressed men in this
town know that the Blu-Bel is a
blue serge of extra fine quality—

a blue suit tailored by MichaelsStern of Rochester—in fashions

which meet the approval of the
critical eyes of Lord Rochester

himself.
You can buy a Blu-Bel Suit here for

$33-$38
An Excellent Investment
in AH’ round Service

BLUE SUIT WEEK
MAY 26 TO MAY 31

BURPEE & LAMB
Fashioned by Lord Rochester
teiday afternoon, Rev. George H.
Welch officiating. Floral offerings
of rare lovellnese extended their
messages of silent sympathy. The
bearers were Frank !F. Trafton. Em
erson Sadler, E, J. I>avls and Victor
F. Atwood. Tlie interment was in
Achorn cemetery.

SUN ROOM > PORCH > LAWN
At this time we offer a fine array of seasonable Porch and Lawn Furniture to make your

summer more enjoyable and healthful. Only through out-of-doors furniture can a
maximum of summer happiness be had—Porch Suites, Chairs, Rockers, Divans, Lawn
Chairs and Swing Couch Hammocks and Gliders, Ferneries, Croquet Sets, Etc., Re
frigerators and Oil Ranges.

WE FILL EVERY SUMMER NEED

TOASTED MARSHMALLOWS

/

CASH OR EASY TERMS

'Made Fresh Daily

Stonington Furniture Company

33c Pound

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM

ROCKLAND

313-319 Main Street

Telephone 980

Rockland, Maine
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ISLAND FOLKS PAY HOMAGE

Kiddies’ Evening

Story
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
COOOOOOOOOOOOO-OOOOOOOOOO

Vinalhaven’s Survivors of the Civil War Who Were Again Honored On
Memorial Day—In the Group Are C. B. Vinal, Stephen Colson, W. S.
Vinal and Albert Wooster.

Memorial Day Observance
Memorial Day was observed in the while the children scattered flowers
usual manner. A parade of the pa on the water in memory of our naval
triotic orders, teachers and school heroes.
children of the lower grades. was led
Rev. P. ,1. Clifford assisted in the
by mounted marshal Fred Geary, exercises and delivered an interest
Vinalhaven Band. Officer of the Day ing address in the evening on “Grant,
L
B. Dyer and Commander of Soldier. Satesman and Patriot,” in
Lafayette Carver Post, G.A.R.. Woos Memorial hall. On the platform were
ter S. Vinal and Comrades Calvin the four remaining Civil War Veter
B. Vinal. Stephen Colson and Albert ans. C. B. Vinal. Albert Wooster,
Wooster, Civil War veterans, who j Stephen Colson. W. S. Vinal. Officer
comprise the entire membership of of the Day L. B. Dyer. Rev. P. J. Clif
Lafayette Carver Post,G.A.R.. Gettys ford and Albert Carver, commander
burg Camp. Sons of Veterans. Com 1 of Woodcc»ik-Ca'sie-Coombs Post.
mander Bruce Grindle. Woodcock- The speaker was introduced by L. B.
Cassie-Coombs Post. Albert Carver, Dyer who als • re id General Orders
commander. Also several of the old and a p cm dedicated, to the Boys of
er members of Lafayette Carver Re '61. written by K. H. Winslow; Miss
lief Corps and Ladies of the G.A.R. Lida Greenlaw sang If I'm Not At
rode in autos. The male quartet, W. the Roll Call.' and she als > led the
C. \\ inslow. L. A. Coombs. H. L. school children in groups of -patriotic
Coom’bs and O. C. Lane, sang- appr <- «ongs; the male quartet sang “We
priate selections. The exercises by Are the Boys:'' Mrs. Ola Carver Ames
the children at the waterfront were was at the piano. The Vinalhaven
impressive.
Richard Libby carried i Band played several patriotic selec
the Flag and Ruth Brown recited tions.

1

Davis. Rlackstone. Conn; George
IDorcth. New York: Charles Mitchell,
Mrs. Dewey Brown is entertaining Brooklyn. N. Y.: Mr. and Mrs. Harry
her brother. Lawton Bray, who is Look. Farm ing ton; Mrs. Frank Beggs,
Republican candidate for County Port Chester. N. Y.: Mr. and Mrs.
Tappan Sargent.
Treasurer.
Mrs Eliza Arey returned Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Porter of Phila from Rochester, N. Y. She was ac
delphia arrived Saturday and are companied by her granddaughter,
guests at Bridgeside for the summer Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston.
months.
•
News was received this week of
Mrs. W. Ad»-ll>ert Smith, daughter the birth of a daughter. May 30. to
Nathalie and Mrs. Oscar
Lane ; xi,. an,j Mrs. Jerold O’Donnell (Mary
were in Rockland Thursday.
Daniels) of Medford. Mass.
Mrs. Charles Webster, I Mrs. Sada
Mrs. Alice Pullen of Tenant's Har
bor is the guest of her daughter, Robbinsvind Mrs. Mary L. Arey re
Mrs. Bernard Erickson.
turned Thursday from Portland where
Mrs. Emma Green who has spent Mrs. Arey and Mrs. Webster attend
the winter months in Brownville ed the Grand Lodge of Eastern Star.
Herbert Cassie and friend of Port
Junction is at hor home on Atlantic
avenue.
She was accompanied by land were guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Cassie, over Me
her niece. Mrs. Rolfe Davis.
morial Day.
Vinalhaven High School ball team
Frances Macintosh returned Mon
entertained Rockport High with a
day to Rockland.
victory. Score 9 to 1 in favor of
Misses Ethelyn'Carlson and Doro
the home team.
thy Pelkey visited Rockland Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifleld of making the trip by plane.
Brewer were weekend guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld.
William Benner went to Bangor
MICKIE SAYS—
Saturday, flying to Rockland.
Mrs. Oscar C. Lane and niece. Miss
OPPORWUITV kUOCKS
Nathalie Smith, returned Thursday
by plane from Rockland.
IkJ EVRY ISSUE OF THIS PAPER’
TWAT AIUT JUST A WISE
Benjamin Morong of Rockport was
CRACK MEVTMER- GET THE
a guest Memorial Day of hLs grand
HABIT OF READING THE WAUT
mother, Mrs. Margaret E. Libby.
ADS AND YOULL FIND OUT
Mrs. Reuben Carver entertained
WHAT I MEAU
the Washington Club at her home on
Carver street Saturday evening.
Mrs. E. C. Macintosh entertained
at bridge Saturday night.
Honors !
went to Edith Vinal and Margie •
Chilles.
Tyler M. Coombs and daughter,
Mrs. Anna Paltz were guests of Mr. ]
and Mrs. Sidney Winslow over Me- 1
mortal Day.
Miss Edith Grimes and mother |
Mrs. Grimes, and Miss Edith Wyers :
of Wellesley, Mass., are at Lone Pine ;
cottage at tlie Reach.
The Junior Prom was largely at- :
tended Thursday evening at Town
hall, which was artistically decorat
’d by Hazel Rogers Dyer. The stage
represented an <>ld fashioned garden
witli its white fence and abundance
of many hued flowers. Refreshments
were served at intermission. Music
was furnished by the Fakers.
Mrs. O. V. Drew and daughter Cleo
returned Sunday from Winterport J
and Belfast, flying by plane from
Rockland.
Mrs. Kate Dyer of Thomaston is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell I
Whitmore.
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest left Thursday
for Thomaston where she is the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Maude Pills

VINALHAVEN

bury.

Far North
“Our folks sailed over these far
Northern seas, on voyages of dis
covery In small, unsteady boats,
long before Columbus was so much
as born I” said the gentleman whose
name was Scandinavia. “Our peo
ple visited North America, too. And
our Northmen found Iceland and
Greenland. Oh, what a land this
has been for explorers and adven
turers. It’s Just the land you
should visit, as you're an adven
turer."
David was much pleased at Scan
dinavia’s praise.
Nearby was a rushing tumble of
water aud all around were little
islands.
“This peninsula of ours la cov
ered with great forests and swiftniovlng streams," Scandinavia said
gayly. And, as David finished his
lunch, he looked around a little,
and could see cataracts leaping
from ledge to ledge of the rocks.
Above him came the noise of the
flapping of the wlnga of great
eagles, while aea guile cried shrilly
and wildly, and their cries were
echoed through the rocky caves and
crevices. The pine trees shook with
merriment In the breeze, and high
up on some of the topmost cliffs
he could see glaciers and snow.
On the nearby hills purple
shadows danced In long streaming
lines beneath the glittering rays of
the sun. David felt, somehow,
more Interesting himself, to be seat
ed here near this fiord that was so
deep and narrow, with such jagged
rocks on either side.
“You’re In Norway, of course you
know," Scandinavia continued, “and
Norway is so full of strength that
even the sea could not have Its
way here.
“Norway faces the sea—looks It
straight In the face, and yet the
sea cannot have Its way. The sea
used to argue with Norway—still
does, for that matter.
“ ‘Let’s come closer, Norway,' the
sea would say, and Norway would
push the sea back, saying:
“ ‘Oh, no, you don’t Oh, no, you
don’t!” In some of these very
heavy arguments Norway would
give in a little way, as one will In
a very heavy argument, but not
much. She has a rocky coastline
which she says shows that she has

Norway Faces the Sea.
let In here, and there, but only a
little.
“I think a lot of Norway for hav
ing her own way,” David said ad
mirably.
“This fiord,” Scandinavia contin
ued, as he smiled In agreement at
David’s remark, “and all the fiords
are made up of sea arguments with
Norway. For a fiord Is a kind of
bay or cleft made by the ocean
when journeying Inland.”
“As for Sweden—well, Sweden
plays around with the Baltic Sea
and the Gulf of Bothnia. They're
fine playmates for her. They've
played together for years—always
have been friends, and there Is no
reason that I can see to prevent
them from always being friendly.
In the south of Sweden you'll find
the best farming country, and there
are wonderful supplies of lumber
everywhere, for we supply paper
pulp In huge, vast quantities.”
“I know Sweden has matches,”
David said, glad of the chance to
air this bit of Information.
“Correct,”
said
Scandinavia.
“She's bandy, Is Sweden. Proud of
her Iron mines and the fine-edged’
tools that she makes. Now there's
Lapland, up North, but maybe you
won’t have time to go up there, as,
Denmark has a song to sing for,
you later, and would be so un
happy If you didn’t turn up."
“Isn’t there aD.v sand In Norway?”
David asked. “Everything seems
to be rocky land that I can see, ex
cept for the little valleys between
the rocks."
“Sand? Dear me, no," said Scan
dinavia. “Norway has always
said;
“•No sift sandy beaches for me.
Give me rock and forest and deep,
eorgeous fiords, and scenery that
Isn't tame. That’s the kind I like.'
“You’d find lots of sand In Den
mark, white, white sand, and white
houses and a blue sea and dark
green forests and grass coming out
of the roofs of the houses, but no
sand for Norway."
“No wondpr the eagles and the
sea gulls like to fly over Norway,”
David said, and watched them again
aa they swooped about and cried
their excited cries.
“But you’ve been all through for
some time,” Scandinavia remarked,
“and Denmark la really expecting
you. Ah, there's Wind. He’ll take
you south In a second. It’s not
far south. Only a little distance.”
(©, 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)

Leafing Out

James owned a few bantam
chicks of which he was very proud.
When they reached the feathering
stage he was much Interested, and
In telling some of bis mother's
friends about them said: “My
chickens are all leafing out now.”

Ralph Bickford returned from
Rockland Thursday bv plane.
Barge Harry J. fisherman is loading
paving at Leopold’s for New York.
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Harry Coombs entertained tlie
Economy Club at her home Tuesday.
Miss Genevieve Anderson and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L ok of Farm
nephew have heen visiting on Magee
ington and Mr. and Mrs. Austin CalIsland for a few days.
deiwood were recent guests of Mr.
SIMON K. HART
and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh.
Bert Simmons.lias moved his family
to Martinsville.
Gui«ts the past week at Rockaway.
MONUMENTS
Inn were: Harry Booth of Long C«»v«
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
Rose Atkins recently visited friends
Janies Booth of New York: William
42TW
in Rockland.

World Levied On for
Materials for Candy

Every-Other-Day

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

The modern candy manufacturer
uses almonds and filberts from
Spain aud Italy, walnuts from
France, coconuts from the British
West Indies, Brazil nuts from Bra
zil, figs and dates from Turkey, Per
sia, Arabia, Tunis, Algiers or
Morocco; cherries from France;
pineapples from Cuba, Porto Rico
Hawaii or Singapore; honey from
Cuba and this country; vanilla
beans from Mexico, cacao beans,
from which chocolate for coating Is
made, from British West Africa.
Trinidad, Tobago, the Dominican
Republic and many South American
countries.
Cane sugar comes from Cuba.
Hawaii or possibly Porto Rico, and
beet sugar from native-grown beets.
Then raspberries, strawberries,
grapefruit, apples, pears, peaches
from our own country, in addition
to millions of gallons of milk and
cream; thousands of tons of but
ter, corn sirup, molasses and gel
atin are used yearly by American
candy manufacturers In producing
the candy we have today.

Aunt’s Advice on
Picking Husbands

Daily Service
(Except SMnday)

By H. IRVING KING

HEY say that the Athenians ex

Aristides because they got
Tiled
everlastingly tired ol hearing hlr.i

BOSTON

called “The Just.” It was some
Idea as this that caused Irene Kim
FROM ROCKLAND
ball to say “No” to Alfred Tre
Creamer
maine. All the people of his little
town trumpeted his praises In sea
son and out of season. Irene’s ac
quaintances—including her father Freigh tand Passenger Service
and mother—never tired of telling jsuil on the "CAMDEN" or "BELher how fortunate she was to have I'A5t" any night except Sunday, at
il'. M.. Standard Time, for (Boston.
such a model young man with such
rosy prospects before him as a suit Connections at Boston* with direct
Steamer
or for her hand. This finally got | steamer to New York.
WESTPORT" leaves Rockland 5.16
on Irene’s nerves, and when at Inst
Alfred asked her to be his wife, and A. AI. Standard Time Dally except
share his budding greatness, she an Monday for Bar Harbor and inter
swered she felt herself utterly un mediate landings. Steamer "SOUTHworthy to be the spouse of such a TORT" leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
perfect being, and begged to be ex Standard Time Daily except Monday
for Brooklin and intermediate land
cused.
She was sorry as soon as she ings.
had said It; but she had been es Special low rates for automobiles ac
pecially irritated that day by the companied by passengers.
conversation of a girl friend who, For reservation* apply Wharf Office
at an afternoon ten, had gabbled
and gabbled to her about her luck
In having such a suitor ns Alfred
English Beauty Spot
Tremaine. Was she to hear that
sort of thing all her life? When
in Heart of Sussex
she was an old woman would peo
The perfect English village lies
ple come to her and say, “Oh, how
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
In tbs heart of Suaesx nnd Is cal led
fortunate you were In your mar
8treat The village has no simps,
STEAMBOAT CO.
riage!
”
Not
much.
Irene
had
a
no public buildings, or even a post
rather
good
Idea
of
her
own
mer

WlNTKt AUUNOKUBNT
office, and gasoline stations are un
its, and craved a little—just a lit
Btetmer liatn Swu'i Ultad *t S.M A. IL,
known. Streat, sometimes known
Sinnlngton (25. North larea t.M. Vtasl*
tle
—
need
of
acknowledgment
for
as Street, Is aptly named. It has
S15. duo to trrtre ol Boeklsad tbo«l
them. She did not relish the pros hiven
t 30.
but one street, narrow and winding,
pect of passing her days simply as
Return—L«i,m Rocklend tl 1.1* F. IL,
with a surface which makes every
the fortunate girl who had mar Vlnalheren 1.45. North Reran *.»*. Btonspring and bolt in a motor car
Inrton at 4 40 ; due lo arrlre at Swene lalaad
ried Alfred Tremaine.
groan their disapproval. This rus
about 8.00 P. U.
She had acknowledged that all
ixz-er
tic approach runs between typical
that
was
said
in
praise
of
Alfred
English scenery—hedgerows and or
was
true,
t>ut
she
was
tired
of
be

chards, whose trees are laden with
ing reminded of Ills excellences. As
rosy apples, and from behind which
for Alfred, he was a wise young
peep farmyards with haystacks,
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
man—not quite so wise as people
stables and dovecotes. There is a
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
thought him, perhaps, hut wise;
beautiful tiny church, of the early
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it wHI take
and when Irene rejected his first
English style, on a wall of which Is
YOU to find them.
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
proposal he accepted her derision
a list of rectors dating hack to
cheerfully.
Philip Bemond In 1337. To com
After Irene had said her "nay"
plete the picture there is a smithy,
to Alfred she became rather cross
from which every day comes the
Everything priced ons-half usual
and fretful, which condition of mind
clanging of hammer and anvil, a
pries. That the public appreci
was not ameliorated by the re
fine old manor house and a village
ates our values is proved by the
proaches of her parents, which
school. Everything Is unspoiled.
steadily increasing
number of
were showered upon her liberally
when they learned of her relection
satisfied customers who recom
3
1
2
IO
4
of Alfred’s suit Finally she an
mend u* to thtir friends. Don't
b
7
8
5
9
Simple Fire Extinguishers
nounced her Intention of gotng for
let lack of ready caeh keep you
There are certain kinds of chemi
from inspecting our large stock.
n visit to her Aunt Selina in a dis
II
cal fire extinguishers which consist
12
13
Come in—look around, A com
tant city.
of a strong metal cylinder nearly
"I want a vacation,” said she;
plete line of Household Furnitures
filled with a solution of baking soda.
“I am suffering from too much Tre
Stoves. Desks, Safes and Musical
I4
15
lb
Held firmly In the top of the cylin
maine.”
Instrument*.
der is a bottle of sulphuric acid.
Aunt Selina was ancient and
There is an opening in the top of
n
20
1
18
21
lively, and a confirmed matchmaker,
ROCKLAND
the cylinder which is connected with
as all well-conducted spinsters are.
the nozzle by means of a short rub
FURNITURE
CO.
“Oh, I am so glad you are here,”
22
1 11
23
25
ber tube. When the extinguisher is
Formerly occupied by Rockland
said the aunt. “Not married yet,
Inverted the acid falls out of the
Telephone 427-R
of course, or I should have heard
bottle and, mingling with the soda,
2b
Produce Co.
27
of
It.
And
I
have
got
just
the
generates carbon dioxide.
The
41 Tillson Av*.
Rockland
man
for
you,
”
pressure of this generating gas
SIS-Ttf
“
Not
a perfect creaturie, I hope,”
2.8
forces the solution mixed with the
30
29
replied Irene.
gas out of the nozzle and smothers
“Perfect I” cried Selina, “far
the fire.
r
1
B
34
from it In fact, he's not brilliant
32
31
nt all. I wouldn’t for the world
BURPEE
have you marry a man who was
Superior to Misfortune
35
37 1 38
3b
your superior. Such marriages
w
UNDERTAKERS
Blindness did not hinder Milton
never turn out well. He is simply
____
iSW
from composing poems which made
a good-natured, plodding sort of
i+6
39
41
43
42
Since 1140 this firm haa
him the greatest English poet after
youth who Is bound to be Able to
O
faithfully served the families
w
Shakespeare. Coming to our times.
provide for yotir comfort—possibly
of Knox County
Darwin himself, author of the
4b
44
45
supply you with some luxuries. Io
47
LADY ATTENDANT
“Origin of Species,” was a life
picking a husband always pick an
w
Tel. Day 450;
7R1-1
long sufferer from indigestion, and
inferior, so you can manage. I met
50
48 49
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Pasteur, greatest and most benefi
this young man at a summer resort
cent name In modern medicine, did
last month, and as soon as I clapped
his most significant work after he
BURPEE’S
my eyes on him, I said, 'That Is
51
52
had been struck down by paralysis.
Just the husband for Irene.’ I got
ROCKLAND, ME.
Some of these men are to be num
your letter yesterday morning say
bered among the founders of our
ing you were coming, and this aft
modern civilization. Deprived of
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
ernoon I met the young man on the
their efforts, civilization would have
1-Auctions
street and asked him to call."
39- Like
13-Prefix—two
been retarded and the world would
6-Small round brass 40- Upon
Irene Hsteped with little Interest J
18-Fortunate
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
have suffered Incalculable toss.
pot used in India
to her aunt’s chatter, saying: “My
20-To apportion
41- Grief
11—Public nursery
dear, dear aunt, I shall probably ■
22-Toys representing
43- Thus
(French)
never marry,” and then changed j LIVE POULTRY
44- Employed
persons
One of the Ten
13- To slander
the subject. She wondered if Al
46-Noon (French)
23- Eye (Scot.)
School had begun and tht first
Will pay Highest Price
14- Self
fred, back there In Clayville, was 1
48-A New England
24- Personal pronoun
problems adjusting the effects of
15- Wireless
Ynissing her! And she laughed to
No lot too large; non* too small
25- An affray
State
the summer’s vacation were in or
16- Cut down, as grass 51- To clip close
herself os she thought that the hus
26- Vexes
der on the playground.
17- A negative
band Aunt Selina had .ticked out
52- A figure of speech
27- Runs on wheels
Call Warren, Me. 2*3
Miss W----- thought she had
18- An island of New
for her was, at least, a decidedly
28- Oriental salutations
heard a forbidden word used twice
York (abbr.)
Imperfect thing. “And It is Just
VERTICAL
30-Keen anguish
or write, care ef
by one little boy so she said tact
19- Father
such a man I mean to marry—if I
caused by a sens*
fully: “What was that you said,
21- Personal pronoun
ever marry,” she thought. “Who ,
1- A landscape
of guilt
C. W. McKellar
Jimmy?”
22— Hill of loose sand
knows but something may come of !
32- Short for Albert
2- Ship in which the
Warren, Me.
24-European
evergreen
That she had evidently not been
auntie's plans for me after all?” |
33- Conjunction
Argonauts sailed
oak
mistaken wag obvious from the
36- Near (poetical)
Reference! Any Poultry Raioer
for the Golden
Evening came and with It the
26-One of the world’s
earnest reply: “No, Miss W------ .
37- To intertwine
llJ-tf
Fleece
selection of Aunt Selina.
"He's
richest men
I wasn’t cussing. I never cuss. I
40-Mountain on which
here,” fluttered Selina; “he’s In
3- Fifth sign of the
28Glossy
fibrous
sub

always follow the Ten Command- I
Pelion was piled
the parlor now. Come while 1 in- r
Zodiac
stance produced by
meats, and one of them says, ‘Thou |
42-A river of Germany
Iroduce you. Don't mind his being ; |
4- Prefix—out of
various insects
shalt not cuss.’ ”
44-To employ
rather awkward In society and not
, 5-Contracts
(pl.)
over well-stocked with brnlns,” Se
6- A, King of Belgium 45- District of Columbia
29- Sorrow (poet.)
(abbr.)
lina and her niece entered the par
7- F rom
31-Friendly associate
Lost Island of Atlantis
lor—and there stood Alfred Tre
46- Greek letter M
8- A Scottish cap
34-Combining
form
—
Atlantia was a large Island.
maine I
17-A Japanese states
5- A treaty port in
far
which, according to an ancient tra
“Alfred 1” gasped Irene; “You
man
•
S. E. China
IS-Trcnch
for
“
the"
dition, was situated In the Atlan
here? Is this a conspiracy?"
49- lnterjection
10-Chopped
36-Xcenty
watchful
tic ocean near the pillars of Her
“Not on your aunt's part," replied
50- Township (abbr.)
12-Each (abbr.)
"-A shade tree
Embody sacred memerlea. Ttwy
cules. It was first mentioned by
Alfred. “You see. I happened to
Plato. Nine thousand years before
meet Miss Selina last summer, hut
are the evidence ef laving
the time of Solon it had been a
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
did not know of your relationship.
thoughtfulness.
powerful nation, but had finally
When I learned IL however, and
WALDOBORO
been engulfed by the sea. Many
that you had gone to visit her, I
Skilled in Ih* orsft ef memerial
Weston M. Hilton, county attorney |
authorities consider tlie account of
packed my grip and came to the
making, wa are ready ta serve
and
Arthur
Stetsi
n.
candidate
f«»r
i
Plato as a pure Invention, while
city. I managed to meet your aunt
yaur every nssd.
others look upon It as a real tradi sheriff, of Damariscotta were in town j
and get Invited to the house—to
tion. Various attempts have been Saturday.
meet you."
made to identify the Island, but
Mrs. Harold R. Smith spent the j
“What’s all this?" cried Aunt Se
Wm. E. Donum A Son,
none has been satisfactorily ac weekend with her sister. Mrs. Sarah '
lina. “Have you two been playing
cepted.
Weeks, at Cooper's Mills,
a trick on me?"
Inc.
“I have, Miss Selina,” replied Al
Miss Isabel Stewart, a student at
fred, “and I beg your forgiveness.
the Gordon Bible School. Boston, is
EAST
UNION,
ME.
For an Emergency
You see, I proposed to your niece
the guest of her parents IP v. and
<«Ttf
two months ago and was rejected.
The victim had been property Mrs. Alexander Stewart.
It Is now time that I proposed
patched up, both broken legs set,
Mrs. Lillian M. Reed. Mrs. Dora
six stitches under the chin, plaster Howard Yorke, Mrs. Fred Simin- ns,
again. What do you say, Irene?”
cast around the chest nnd a small Miss Bessie Reed and Miss Grace
“Well,” replied Irene, “since
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
silver Inset In the skull.
there seems to be no help for it—
Yorke were entertained last week by
and Aunt Selina assured me that 35 Limerock St.
Rockland
“By the way, doc," he whispered- Miss Isabelle Sprague with members .
you are In all ways my Inferior—I
as the weary surgeon gave one last of the (North 'Waldoboro ladies’ aid
Osteopathic
Physician
suppose I roust say yes."
proud look at his handiwork, "1 of North Waldoboro.
avenue and headed by the'Waldoboro
By Appointment—Tai. IM
“And I,” laughed the old lady,
don't know Just when 1'ui going to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of South Band marched to the bridge where
Graduate of American School of
pay you for all this; I've got a few Berwick have been guests of Mrs. services for the deceased naval “say, ’Bless you. my children!'"
Osteopathy
(Copyright.)
hundred laid by In the bank, but Ada Webb. r.
heroes were held. 'Sons of V’eterans
to tell you the truth, I’m saving thai
Mrs. Virgil Wallace and son have I and Veterans of the World War were
Old State Boundary Line
in case of an emergency.’’—Medical been visiting relatives in Bath.
in line with Herbert Johnson, com
According to an old Colonial
Economics.
Gilchrest
Mrs. I. P. Bailey and Miss Gladys mander of S. of V. as marshal. The
treaty, Virginia had Jurisdiction to
Bailey are guests of Mr. and Mrs. I i school children, nearly 100 in num
Monumental Works
the northerti bank of the Ohio river.
S. Bailey in Philadelphia.
ber with head bands and sashes of
Main Street
When the state of Kentucky and
Then the Fireworks
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover ! the National colors made a colorful
Thomaston, Maine
In an auction room a fur wrap has been at his home here for the j feature of the parade. Misses Jane West Virginia were formed the
ARTI8TIC MEMORIAL*
boundary line bordering the Ohio
was being sold. A man near the weekend and holiday.
Rider and Barbara Benner were the
Telephone Connection
river on the north bank of the river
auctioneer was bent on possessing
Miss Rena Wiley who has been flower girls, most attractive in gold
It; so also was a woman standing staying with Mrs. Mary Matthews crowns with scarfs of red. white and Instead of In midstream still held
good, and does to the presenL
on the outskirts of the crowd.
has returned to Warren.
blue. They were escorted by eight
There were no other bidders, and
The Waldoboro Bakery has been Junior High girls carrying a large
DR.LINWOOD t. ROGERS
Reel Talent
they continued to bid against each reopened under the management of flag and led by Miss Betty iStahl.
other, till at last the woman gave Arthur G. Pratt.
The successful business man, re
Rev. G. W. Collins gave a fine
Osteopathic Physician
up.
habilitating a run-down business,
Rev. Alexander Stewart preached patriotic address in the Baptist
The purchaser's name was called. the baccalaureate sermon to the Wal- j Church at 2 o’clock. Roy L. Mack, a is one who can bring orders out
400 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
He was the woman’s husband 1
of chaos.—Farm aud Fireside.
doboro High School graduates in the member of the (Sons of Veterans, read

EASTERN

sit>amghip linea

Used|Furniture
Sold
Spring Clearance Sain

every grave.

Memorials

PLEASANT POINT
There will be a supper in the Pleas
ant Point schoolhouse Thursday eve
ning of this week, the proceeds to he
used for the school. Everybody wel
come.

k WHatYoyWant ja
Llnffie WANTADSl

Methodist Church Sunday evening.
Memorial Day services were impressive this year, although only one
member of the local G.A.R. post was
in attendance—John W. Palmer Co.
B., 32nd Maine, who was only 17
years of age at the time of the war
and was a prisoner at Danville and
Libby prisons. Graves were decorated in the 'morning by detail. At 1
o’clock the parade formed on Marble

j General Logan’s Orders and Miss Eva
' Jackson recited Lincoln’s Gettysburg
address. Music was furnished by a
special choir with several selections
by the Waldoboro Band. The serv
ices closed with congregational sing
ing of “America.”

WHEN IN NEW YOKE—Kememuer that you
|
buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
i ran
the home news, at Hotsllng's New, Aeency
I 308 West loth street.

Telcohone* 12SB: Realdanea SBS-M

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Porttk.d, Maino
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
<i-?t

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
(Formerly Judge ot Probate)
Special Attention to Probate Mnttan
and Real Batata Titian
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
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MODERN FARMERS UNDERSTAND
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

TIRED WHEN
GREAT BRIDGE
SHE GOT UP
WORLDWONDER

t
:---------------------------------------- r
By SAMUEL WESLEY LONG
Publicity Director, Pennsylvania
Farm Bureau Federation.

Huge Structure at Wash
ington to Be Symbol
of United Nation.

Washington.—Washington is to
see this summer the realization of
a gigantic .$15,000,000 project to
give the nation’s Capital ranking ,
with Paris and Rome as cities of
spacious boulevards and thorough- i
fares of approach. Tlie nucleus of !
this plan consists in tlie $7,500,000 i
Washington memorial bridge, sym
bolizing in Its simple nnd severe
architectural treatment tlie solidar
ity and grandeur of America. It
will be the eastern terminus of tlie
I.ee highway, extending from the
Pacific coast.
Concrete symbols representing
the consolidation of tlie North and
the South, and strongly emphasiz
ing tlie cementing of this union ITv
the Civil war were suggested for
depiction on the bridge. It was pro
posed to place a statue of Gen. Rob
ert E. Lee at tlie south end und
statues of Abraham Lincoln nnd
Gen. U. S. Grant nt the north ter
mination, with a piece nf sculpture
in the center representing tlie fig
ures of two women clasping hands.
Symbol of United Nation.
Plans for the bridge, as being car
ried out, will represent that senti
ment in a more spiritual way.
These plans as now proposed,”
It was recently declared in tlie sen
ate, "are going to make of the
bridge one of the wonders of tlie
world.”
Two stately columns 166 feet
high, approximately tlie height of
the Colonne rte Julllet In Paris, are
to be placed on Columbia Island
at the intersection of a highway
from the Lincoln Memorial to the
Arlington National cemetery nnd
a broad boulevard running north
nnd south along Columbia island.
These pillars symbolize the North
and South. Tlie columns are sur
mounted by statues of Victory.
Looking through them the specta
tor sees at one end the Lee man
sion house and at the other end the
Lincoln Memorial. Tims, tlie view
through the' pillars gives spiritual
ized Impression of union and har
Fewer but larger fields permit the use of modern farm machinery.
mony in the nation. But the sym
Top—The stream that destroyed this massive concrete bridge abut
bolism goes beyond anv representa
ment was put back in its original straight course by blasting with
tion of the merger of North and
dynamite. Center—“Tramp” stumps removed from the cultivated
South.
fields of a moderate-sized farm.
Pylons Mark Entrance,
The Washington entrance to the
way bridges have been saved by tions. In short, the handling of ex
bridge is marked hy two pylons
putting streams hack in their chan plosives is now a recognized farm
about 500 feet from the Lincoln
nels where the direction of flow of practice.
Memorial. Similar pylons are re
the water had been so changed by
Other qualifications of the manypeated at the shore road and the
erosion of the banks as to endanger sided American farmer include busi
Virginia entrance to the hridgp.
the approaches and abutments of ness acumen both in buying and
They are 40 feet high and adorned
the bridges.
selling, knowing something of his
with sculptured groups and appro
Numbers of county agricultural legal rights and responsibilites,
priate inscriptions, and surmounted
hy eagles symbolical of the United
agents are qualified to advise with ability to "doctor'' a sick horse and
States of America.
J farmers on the uses of explosives being able to put a shingle roof on
Appearing in large disks on hotli
as they do in other matters affect a chicken house. He must know al
ends of Pach of the river piers sup
ing farm problems. Agricultural most as much about the weather as
porting tlie bridge these symbols
I colleges also are sources of infor a sailor and be as ready to take ad
appear also as tlie only ornamental
mation relative to dynamite and its vantage of market conditions as a
sculpture on the sides of the struc
effectual and economical applica- Wall Street “bear.”
ture. “The sculpture on the sides
of these four pylons," tlie Arlington
7---------------- •-----------------------------Memorial bridge commission ex
NEW HARBOR
I
plains, "represent In different ways
the recognition of the common
Delicious Sea Food Newburg
Mr. and Mrs. George Garner of Bos
bonds and aspirations of the nation
ton have arrived to spend the summer and the final triumph of the idea
at their cottage.
of a permanent and complete union.
Mrs. Charles Meserve. Mrs C. XI.
Differentiated From Others.
Kennedy. Miss Xlabel Kennedy ami
“The pairs of figures on each end
Mrs. XI. F. McFarland recently moof the piers of the bridge repre
1 lored to Damariscotta.
sent symbolically the outcome of
Kenneth Colby of Damariscotta that harmonious union, the result
1 spent tlie weekend at 1.. E. Bailey’s. I of the energies of the entire coun
Mr and XIis. It. S. Smith motored I try in the arts of peace—that is,
I to Fairfield for over .Menu.rial Day.
those Inventions and accomplish
A large crowd attended tile dance ments in science and nrt particu
at Salt Bond Friday night. .Music larly connected with the history of
was furnished by (Bobby Robbins' j this country. Thus would he sym
bolized the agricultural, engineer
I orchestra of Union.
Dr. and XIrs. Feeiey of Augusta | ing, religious and educational prog
' have been at tlieir cottage here for a I ress, to mention hut a few cate
gories of action. In the opinion of
, few days.
the architect this sculpture vital
C I'. Meserve who recently under- j izes the entire conception of the
I went a surgical operation at Xie- j design of the bridge, differentiating
morial 11 aspital, Damariscotta is gain- | this memorial from all others and
ing rapidly and friends hope tu see , making the reason for its existence
. him home soon.
Intelligible at a glance.”
The bridge means even more than
\V. I! McFarland and B. II. Gifford I
1 were in Damariscotta recently on j a representation of the great prog
ress of the United States. Across
i business.
Lawrence Weston of Cortland was it will pass cavalcades bearing the
a i 'in visitor at XI. F. XlrFarland's. nation’s fallen heroes in the march
Leveritt Chase has bought a new from the Capitol through B Street
Northwest, extended and widened,
j Chevrolet ton truck.
Tin- Standard oil tanker. Delivery by way of the Lincoln Memorial,
: No.
was at the Harbor witli gaso- to the last resting place of our
heroic dead In Arlington National
lini Wednesday.
Capt. Fold Davis and family who cemetery.
havi been spending the .past few Terminus of Mt. Vernon Highway.
months at their Pcinaquld I'oini
The Mt. Vernon Memorial high
home, hove returned to Monhegan for way. leading from tlie home of
the summer. Xiiss Josie Davis lias Washington, will have one ter
employment as head waitress at tlie minus at tills bridge. Traffic along
I Island Inn.
Route U. S. 1 from Canada at an
Fred Duplisey lias shipped as cook entry In Maine to the tip of Florida
in the Reliance for the summer.
may utilize It. It Is also on the
By CAROLINE R. RING
Matthew Burnside is driving a new Lee highway from Los Angeips, and
Route U. S. 50. a trans continental
Chevrolet roadster.
gUNDAY night suppers at our h*u.sc arc the happiest affairs—and
Mrs. Cabot Boland lias employment trail from Oakland, Calif.
•
easy too. for I always have a few Jars of something good on hand
Natural Bridge, Virginia, is loat the home of C. D. Meserve.
which I whip into a savory dish ip no time. Ixist week it was Sea
Mr. nd Mrs. Earle Curtis are re- I cated on XI. S. 11, coinciding with
Food Newburg'—nothing to it—but'iwy guests adored it.
reiving congratulations on the birth the Lee highway at this point. It
A half pound glass jar each of lobster and crab meat and two
Is a curious fact that at one point
smaller jars of shrimps rhadc It. T always like to buy my fish in glass,
of a daughter. Elizabeth Erlene.
so I can sec exactly what I am getting as to sizes, color and texture.
Miss W'intie Chadwick of Prmuquid this highway passes over a cross
I flaked the fish into rather large pieces, then I made a nice white
Beach has employment at Tin Mun ing formed by nature. Natural
Bridge, and at another point crosses
sauce using two tablespoons of butter, two of flour and one and a half
sey House for the season.
cupfuls of milk, and cooked It all over hot water till nicely thickened,
Mrs. Walter MeFarland has re the Washington Xfemorial bridge,
adding half a teaspoonful of salt, a quarter of a teaspoonful each of
turned home after visiting a week in which Is a product of human la
pepper and paprika and a tiny dash of mace, dust before adding the
Cortland with her sister Mi's. Arthur bor and thought extending over a
period of more than SO years.
flsh I htlrred in the yolks of two eggs beaten with two tahlespoonfuls
Richardson.
Of sherry flavor, then the fish was lightly folded in and the saucepan
Links Capital and Virginia.
left over hot water for five minutes while I toasted sonic crackers on
The Arlington Memorial bridge
Feminine uieinl-ir ef Parliament,
which to serve the heavenly mixture.
hauling in behalf of .-in.i't skirls, Is also a linking of one of the
says long skirts are “a cloud on out ‘ most beautiful sections of Wash
female horizon.'' Still, they are a j ington, the Mall, with a part of Vir
(loud tin sun lui.-* no trouble shining ' ginia that Is known universally and
that Is purposed to he improved by
tnr.nigh.—Arkansas < Iazette.
parks to be laid out by the fed
eral government.
RELIEF FROM CURSE
Development of the plan has
continued from the time the struc
HAT, contrary to general now does a business far in
OF CONSTIPATION ture was first envisioned about 80
opinion, orchids are not excess of the ancient silk in
years ago by President Jackson, as
?
-------parasites but live on the moisdustry

A Battle Creek physician says, nearly ns can be ascertained from
That Lee Schoenhair, youth
ture and oxygen of the air?
“Constipation is responsible for more a scrutiny of historical records, to
ful holder of many air records,
misery than any other cause."
the present.
That physicians attribute a recently established a new
But immediate relief has been found j
Tlie bridge Is only a pivot In a
great many prevalent gum Miami-New York mark of eight
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has larger project contemplating Im
diseases and teeth decay to hours, actual flying time, when
been discovered. This tablet attracts provement on both the Washington
the fact that people today are he carried pictures of the Shar
water from the system into the lazy, J nnd Virginia sides of the Potomac.
not getting sufficient sunshine key-Scott fight north in his
dry, evacuating bowel called the col- j The whole project will cost $15,and proper food so that their Goodrich-Lockheed "Miss Silon. The water loosens the dry food [ 000,4)00. It is not expected to be
bodies do not absorb a suf vertown?” He made two stops
waste and causes a gentle, thorough, j completed earlier than 1935.
ficiency ot Vitamin D, needed of one hour each for gas eu
natural movement without forming a
to strengthen bdnes and route, making the total time
A plaza between the Lincoln Xlehabit or ever increasing the dose. | morial and tlie Potomac with steps
harden teeth?
exactly 10 hours.
Stop suffering from constipation ] for descent from tlie plaza to tlie
j Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Nexi ’ water’s edge is contemplated. This
That sardine scales are used
That the rayon industry of
' day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at I will provide a water gate for tlie
the United States, although in the manufacture of artificial
i the nearest Rexall Drug Store. I bridge at the memorial that will
lees than twenty years old, pearls?
Charles W. Sheldon.
| aimmant tha ernndeur of the aierao-

HILE the trend is increas
ingly in the direction ot
specialization by those en
gaged in the professions, and indus
try, commerce and business, the
scope of things of which the farmer
must have a working knowledge is
ateadlly widening.
The agriculturist, as he is some
times called, must understand not
only the fundamentals of farming,
but also a lot about machinery, its
operation and maintenance. Tl\e
spread of rural electrification, with
the use of electric current for fardel
purposes, makes it necessary that
the farmer increase his range of
knowledge by learning the rudi
ments, at least, of electricity and
its application on the farm and in
the dairy. Also, the modern farmer
must be somewhat of a chemist,
though he would hesitate to lay
Claim to such a title. Soils, fertiliz
ers and other things essential to
farming, however, require that the
husbandmen have an acquaintance
with chemistry.
Among the demands made on the
present-day farmer is that for a
practical understanding of agricul
tural engineering. Along with tht
miner, the qtiarryman and the civil
engineer, the tiller of the Boil has
found it necessary to acquire knowl
edge of the usee of explosives. Like
an engineer, the farmer must study
and solve drainage problems and
rid his Helds of stumps and boul
ders as iB done in the case ot the
clearing of the right of way for a
railroad or a highway. Knowing
how to use dynamite and prompt
action have saved many a farmer's
crops from flood watere. Stones
blasted in fields are used to fill in
soft spots in lanes and otherwise
for roads or as material for the
foundations of small farm buildings.
Ponds or reservoirs for the stor
age of water to be used in case of
lire have been made with dynamite
by farmers in many localities where
the Are apparatus of nearby towns
serves rural districts in emergen
cies. Good fishing has been assured
by some farmers by blasting both
shallow and deep pools in streams
running through their land<v
Patches of swamp near farmhouses
have heen drained to eliminate the
breeding places of mosquitoes.
Dynamite is used on many farms
to correct the courses of meandercreeks and brooks that menace
crops or make swamp of good pas
ture lands. Quite a number of high-
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Every-Other-Day

Strengthened by Lydia
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound

E.

St. Paul, Minn.—“I used to be as
tired when I gj^t up in the morning as
when 1 went to
-------- *

j ba(j fain).

ing spells and pal
pitation. Of course
it was my age. I
read a Lydia E.
Pinkham booklet
and started tak
ing the Vegetable
Compound three
times a day. I am
now awellwoman.
Three of my
_______________ neighbors know
what it did for me so they are taking it
too. I will write to any woman if Lydia
E. I’inkham’s Vegetable Compound
will help her as it did me. I feel like a
young woman now and I t hank you.”—
Mrs. If. C. Henry, 286 Fuller Ave., St.
Paul, Minnesota.

rial itself. XVitTeiiing Ti Street
Northwest from the Capitol to tlie
Lincoln memorial and widening
Twenty-third Street Northwest from
Washington circle to It street also
are parts of tlie complete plans.
On the Virginia side, treatment
of Columbia island to convert it
into a monumental memorial park
is planned. A boulevard almost at
right angles to the axis of the
bridge near tlie center of Columbia
island is to run the length of the
island. Improvement of the Arling
ton National cemetery entrance ap
proach as well ns tlie cemetery it
self Is also contemplated.

MAKE ROCKLAND 9100

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Beulah Richardson returned
Thursday from a delightful two
weeks' visit with friends In Boston
and vicinity.
Everett F. Libby returned to Man
chester, N. H. Sunday after spending
Memorial Day >nd the weekend with
his family here’.
I)r. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and |
daughter Jane of Bangor have ibeen |
passing a few days with the doctor’s I
jKirents. Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Wooster.
High street
Mrs. J. L. Moody returned Satur- j
day from a trip to Boston. Her
daughter Irene, who accompanied her
there will remain several weeks to
receive 'treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Bird and
children of Belfast were weekend
guests of Mrs. Minerva Piper.
Mrs. Florence Robbins of Bangor
has been the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Irvin Cain, for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of
Glenmere were dinner guests Me
morial Day at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lou Morrill, the remainder of
the day being devoted to an extend
ed auto trip.
Mr. and Mrs. fieorge Huntley of
Bath spent the holiday and week
end as guests of their daughter, Mrs.
1/eon Flekett. Mr. Huntley returned
j Sunday to resume his duties at the
I Bath Iron W»>rks. hut Mrs. Huntley
i will remain jn town /or several weeks.

It Can Be Done If All Who Were Not Enumerated Will
Follow Supervisor’s Request
If you were yiot enumerated, or if you have any doubt, til] out the
coupon and mail to—

j

FRED It. WALTON, Supervisor Census
Auburn, Main©
On April 1, 1930. I was living at address given below, but to the
beat of my knowledge 1 have no: been (numerated, cither there or
anywhere else.
Name ................................................................................................................................................

Street and Number ...............................................................................................
City ............................................. ..................................................................................

Little Theatre For Paris
In Celebrated Latin Quarter

• •' • •

The weather man was kind to the
people < f Rockport on Memorial Day
as the threatening skies cleared at
practically the hour that the exercises
were scheduled to begin, and <i large
crowd gathered at Amesbury Hill
cemetery to witness the ceremonious.
At 1.45 the line of march formed at
the (I.A.It hall and consisting of the
following
organisations:
Camden
school hand. Arey-| lea I Post. A. L..
lad!e-» of tlie Fred A. Norwood VV.
It
Boy and Girl Scouts and schoolchildren.
They presented a very
striking picture as they entered the
Foundation Sets Forth
cemetery in their varied colored uni
“Don’ts” in Baby Care forms. to the strains of a stirring
Chicago.—A list of “dnn'ts" for march played by the band under the
the guidance of mothers in caring direction of ;boh- leader, Clarence
for tlieir babies is set forth In a Fish. Mrs. Cacilda Cain acted as
bulletin just issued here hy the officer of the day. Selections hy the
band. recitaUoii' by the children, the
American Research foundation.
Tlie don’ts were agreed upon fol reading of Lincoln’s Address at
lowing a nationwide questionnaire, Gettysburg hy Mrs. Emma Torrey,
and if observed religiously, the bul remarks by Fred A. Eddy, Com
letin states, would result in a mander of Arey-Heal Post and a
marked decrease in many of the brief address by Rev. iF. F. Fowle
common ailments of babyhood. The were given after which a detail of
Boy Scouts placed flags on the graves
“don’ts” are as follows:
Don’t let the hnb.v suck his < f the departed soldiers. John Lane,
thumb. It spoils the shape of Ids the only surviving resident member
of Fred A Norwood Post, G.A.R.. was
mouth.
Don't kiss the baby on the able to attend the exercises. Much
credit is due Mrs. Emma Torrey who
mouth.
Don’t let any person with a cough trained the children, and Daniel
Andrews who acted as special officer
or cold hold tiie baby.
Don’t feed the buby at Irregular and had charge of the line of march
The members of the W.R.C. feel
Intervals.
Don't give the baby a pacifier to deeply grateful to those who so kind
keep him quiet.
ly loaned the use of their cars for
Don't handle the haby too much. the convenience of the aged and InDon't lift the baby without sup firmed.

• • • •

porting bis hack.
Don't feed the haby anything not
prescribed by your doctor.
Don’t excite tlie baby during or
immediately after feeding.
Don’t pick tlie baby up every time
he cries.
Don’t feed the bahy solid food
until he has some of his teeth.
Don't neglect to keep flies away
from the baby’s food at all times.
“To these should he added an
other,” says the bulletin. “Don't
rely on the directions of neighbors,
relatives and friends In caring for
the bahy, or he is likely to be made
ill. Consult a reputable physician
at intervals when your baby is well,
nnd depend on him to supervise the
infant's feeding zand care. Recause
of his training a doctor is more
competent than anyone else to keep
the little one well and hearty.”

Lloyd Rhodes arrived home Thurs
day from Eastern State Normal
School to spend the remainder of the
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. .Louis Cash motored
to Bangor Friday for the day.
C. E. 'Walmsley’ and children
Eleanor and George, were In town
Memorial Day and visited relatives.
L. True Spear has been elected
chairman Of tlie school board to fill
the vacancy caused hy the resigna
tion of Everett EaF. Libby.
Capt. Ernest Torrey was home
from New London. Conn., over the
holiday and weekend.
Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur I. Cleve’and
of Houlton were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B» C. St. Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hobart of
Auburn have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Paul E. Snow for a few days.
Mrs. Elsie Qtiear who has been il!
Divorce Mills Not
nt the home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier,
Popular With French is now very much improved in
Paris.—The divorce mills of health and able to he about the house.
The date of the annual fair of the
France, which grind so smoothly
for Americans, are not popular Ladles' Aid of the M. E. Church has
with the French, recent divorce been set for July 30.
Eighteen members of BU S. ex
statistics reveal. During the first
nine months of 1929 there were perienced tlie thrill of a lifetime
4.926 divorces granted In France, alien they went by airplane to Vinal
according to figures of the general haven Saturday, the Rockport hoys
statistical bureau nf France. In playing the Vinalhaven baseball team
stead of being an Increase over the there. The trip over was made in
same period in 1928, it represents 10 minutes and the return trip 11
minutes. Those making up the party
a healthy decrease.
This number also Includes a large were Clarence Collamore, George
number of American and British di Starr. Maurice Miller, Franklin
vorces. Although the foreign di Clough, George Ilall, Lawrence Snow,
vorces nre not listed separately It William Ingraham. Keith Crockett,
would be safe to estimate that Edwin A unis. Benjamin Morong.
nearly 1,000 were granted to for Weston Arey, “Chum” Crockett. Paul
eigners, of which Americans head Snow. Dorothy INutt. Ruth Priest.
ed the list.
Louise Sherer, Carolyn Graffam and
The number of divorces Is partic Thalfce Spear.
ularly striking when compared witli
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
the total number of marriages dur Chapter O.E.S.. will be held Tuesday
ing the same nine month period. evening.

HE Little Theatre movement

and unusual plays will be pro
has spread to Paris, This duced with but little reference to
Tdistinctively
American Innovationtheir commercial value. If the

has been introduced to Bails by
Helena Rubinstein, wha believes
that the theatre la one of the
world’s basic channels of educa
tion and recreation.
The New American Theatre,
which will seat 350 people will
encourage the beginning drama
tist and those who. for one rea
son or another, have not yet
made a commercial success. New

Fresh—Pure—Delicious

II

n

SALAM
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

M3

THE

MAYTAG
roller-water
remover
k

k

k

ktk

witII enclosed,
positive-action,
automatic drain
For homes nithonl elrtlric^
sly the Maytag is available
with sn-built gasoline motor.

• • • •

For the first nine months of 1029
there were 82,817 marriages celc
hrated In France, an incrense of
more than 2,000 over the corre
sponding period In 1928.

play contains a real Idea, If it
provokes thought, then it will
have a chance at the New Amer
ican Theatre.
Madame Rubinstein has already
chosen a site for her new project.
In the heart of the celebrated
Latin Quarter in Paris. She
sailed recently to hasten arrange
ments for the erection of the
theatre itself.

Thursday evening at Town hall
will he held the graduating exercises
of the senior class. R.H.S., and on the
following Mopday night, the alumni
banquet and annual business meeting
at the Masonic banquet hall. Harbor
Queensland Disposes
Light Chaptey. O.E.S.. w!ill serve the
HE NEW roller water
of State-Owned Shops banquet and Mrs. Leola Mann will act
remover of the NEW
in
the
capacity
of
toastmaster.
Sydney, New South Wales.—Fob
Maytag was developed at
A large congregation was in at
lowing the decision nf the Queens
a cost of more than $290,land nationalist government to dis tendance at tlie union service at *he
000. The enclosed, posi
pose of state-owned trailing ven Methodist Church Sunday morning,
tures tlie report, of tlie auditor-gen- the occasion being the baccalaureate
tive-action, automatic
oral shows that tlie total indebted sermon of the graduating class of
drain shunts the water
lt.HU.,
by
IU,
‘
V.
F.
F.
Fowle.
The
ness to the treasury of several
directly into the tub from
auditorium
presented
a
very
at

slate trading enterprises on June
which the clothes are
30, 1929, was £2,113,759.
The tractive scene with its decorations of
wrung. The soft top roll
amounts of £674.789 has boon writ green and white, the class colors. At
ten off state stations, £89.959 on the promptly 10.45. the under classes
hugs the lower hard roll,
state cannery and £44,080 off tlie entered the auditorium marshalled
removing all the water
by
Clarence
Collamore.
a
member
of
state fish supply.
evenly from every part of
the
junior
class,
followed
hy
the
Profits from the state butchers’
the clothes — buttons go
graduates.
Rev.
Mr.
Fowle
was
assist
shops paid Into consolidated rev
through safely.
enue totaled £5,000, from the rail cd in the service by Rev. P. C.
way refreshment rooms. £97,360, Hughey, pastor of the Baptist
PHONEYS
anji from the state hotels, £5,000, Church.
Musical selections were
thus making actual amounts owing given by the male quartet consisting
with the NEW Maytag. If
to the treasury £2,815,226.
of Rev. F. F. Fowle. Earle Achern.
it doesn’t sell itself, don’t
The total loss since the Inception Herbert Crockett and Boland Rich
keep it. Divided payments
of the enterprise was £1,499,257.
ards. At the close of the very able
you’ll never miss.
iddress by Mr. Fowle, Earle Achorn
beautifully rendered as a solo a
.THE MAYTAG CO.,
school song the words of which were
Newton, Iowa
of his own composition. Never did
Founded 1893
20-6
bis rich voice show more depth of
Permanent Philadelphia Factory
, Sent i ndrv und
feeling than as he sang those wolds Branch. Maytag Building — 851-3-North
of counsel to his schoolmates. The Broad St., Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Junior College *
entire service was very impressive.
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
Mrs. Ralph AVilson of Criehaven is
Thorough training for
college and for life. General the guest of her mother Mrs. Leslie
preparatory course and two Deane.
•

T

//£SYBROOf4

TUNE IN

Program • over
N.B.C. Coast to Coast Network MON
DAY Evenings 9:00 E.S.T., 8:00 C.S.T.,
7:OO M.T., 6:00 P.T.
WJZ, New York; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
KVW, Chicago; KSTP, St. Paul;
WSM, Nashville: WREN. Kansas City;
KOA, Denver; KSl , Salt lake City;
WKY, Oklahoma City; KPRC, Hou»ton; KECA* Los Angeles; KGW, Port
land and J4 xVssouiaicd StuUuns

S. W. HASTINGS

years’ college work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate $1000. Catalog
Agnbs M. Safford, Pritt.
Box T
Portland, Maino

Miss Fiances Rees, professional
parachute jumper, carried an auto
mobile horn with her when she leapt
from a plane at Roosevelt Field.
There’s nothing like an automobile
horn to make people jump.—(Detroit

News.

PHONE 24-11

CAMDEN, MAINE

JHuminumlDasher
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Lord Dewar of England
Makes More Epigrams
London.—Life is a one-way street,
and there is no coming back, ac
cording to Lord Dewar, famed
whisky manufacturer and epigram
matist.
Here are a few of his latest epi
grams which are now known as
•‘Dewarisms."
“Man was born to sorrow—when
he gets too old to fall in love he
gets gout. Sport gives to the mind
a holiday and stops you masticat
ing the ponderous thoughts of life
and Its perplexities.
“The country that is considered
In the forefront of civilization is
the one which can make the most
deadly poison gas, and send mis
sionaries to convert the heathen.
No man can tell the discoveries the
Scotch have made for the benefit of
civilization.
“Ninety per cent of those going
back to the land are carrying golf
clubs. The surest way to be happy
Is to get so busy that you have no
time to be unhappy. Let us live our
lives that the undertaker will be
the only one who will rejoice when
we die. Ability without enthusiasm
—and you have a rifle without a
bullet”

Girl Eleven Wins Million
in Fight Over Fortune
Denver, Colo.—A fortune of a
million dollars has been assured
eleven-year-old Josephine Barth of
this city, by a court deeiMon
against an uncle and aunt who at
tempted to break the will of the
child’s grandfather.
The child will get the estate
when she Is thirty years old and
following the death of her father
and two other relatives. Meanwhile,
the estate is held in trust and the
Income divided among the three
adults.
The fortune Is that of a man who
began building his wealth as a
young Immigrant making hob-nailed
boots for miners. He died in 1918,
and his widow died a year ago.

Wood-Burning Auto
Developed in Sweden
Stockhoolm.—An automobile that
uses ordinary kindling wood for
fuel Instead of gasoline has just
been tried out by the Swedish
army with satisfactory results. The
motor, equipped with a new style
gas generator, developed by two
brothers, IVidegren, Swedish en
gineers, was mounted on a two and
a half ton truck, manufactured by
the Scania-Vabls Automobile works
at Soedertelje. On a test trip of
143 miles about 289 pounds of fire
wood was used, as against the 13
gallons of gasoline required for the
same distance.

Boys Adopt Rule to
Gag Chattering Girls
East Orange, N. J.—Disturbed by
the chatter of their coed class
mates, East Orange high school
boys will put into effect a gag rule
during the 40-minute study periods.
Girls guilty of communicating by
any means whatever during these
periods will be haled before a
tribunal of boys and fined from one
to five hours’ extra time in school
hours. The boys recently com
plained the girls' chatter prevented
them from concentrating.
Fiddles While Home Burns

Adams, Mass.—Nero fiddled while
/tome burned and got nway with It.
Firemen called to the Carl Erdeckl
home found Carl fiddling in the front
room while the rear of the bouse
burned. Carl landed In Jail.
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father, Charles H. Lovejoy, is im Burnham; Staying Awake. Lavonnc
proving. being now able to sit up.
____
Aawver; Little Wayside Flower^
Simon. Byron and Miss Frances Willu lmina Watts. Madeline Paquln.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield who
visited his parents for a day, re Hahn visited their father, Roland and Leah Tillson: Flowers in June.
Maxine Chapman and Everolle El
Hahn, during the weekend.
turned to Boston Sunday.
Willis Vinal of Warren was in town * The veranda of the Knox Hotel is well: song. Little Children Love Him
Maxine Chapman: recitation. Trust
receiving some repairs.
Monday on business.
In Him. Richard Moore and Esther
Arthur McDonald returned to New Aehorn; recitation. Coming Today.
Capt. and Mrs A. T. Could who
have been in town a few days, re York Sunday after a visit to his Kathleen Anderson: Junior Depart
a
turned Tuesday to their home in mother and sister.
ment—Song. June is Here, by the
Boston.
I he ladies of St. James Society juniors; playlet. Knights of the Cross.
Mr. Barnes, superintendent of road will have a cooked food sale at Louis Junior boys pageant The Golden
construction for Amt s Bridges Son* Hanley’s store Wednesday at
Road. Junior boys and girls.
Co., was in town Saturday looking o’clock.
• * • •
over the two miles of road the com
Mrs. Russell Davis is substitutingJohn D. Richards
pany has contracted to build in in the Rockland office of the Centra
Thomaston and Warren. A steam Maine Power Co.
On May 29th the spirit of John D
shovel has been shipped, to arrive
.Miss Nellie Gardner of Castine is Richards left the body and passed
at Thomaston June 5.
sp* nding a few days with her sister. into the unseen world. He was h- rn
Capt. Russell Gray has returned
Mr. and Mrs. George Reed of P< rt- in Thomaston, a son of Joseph A and
from a business trip to Boston ami I land were dinner guests Friday of Larrlssa (Allen) Richards. His life
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark
was spent in his native town. A
George P. Creighton who has been
Mrs. Louis Hanley and daughter worker in the shipyards and other
rural mail carrier on Route 1. has re Gertrude are visiting Mrs. Bertha employment to earn a living. Correct
signed and left by automobile Sun Mills in Camden.
in his deportment, interested in the
day to enter upon his duties as in- '
Mrs. James Dooley and son Rich sports that boys and men follow he
spector of hulls in the steamboat in ard who have been visiors of M?«s lived out his life. For the past two
spection service of the United States Katherine Donohue have returned to . v. ars he had to contend with ill
Department of Commerce.
Mr. their home in Massachusetts. Miss ‘health but labored on as long as
Creighton has had experience for sev Donohue accompanied them.
'strength remained. He was unmar
eral years as first officer on the j
Miss Edith Gilmore of Kezar Falls ried. making his home with his par
steamships President Adams. Presi returned home Monday accompanied ents until a short time before the
dent Monroe and President Van by her sister Mrs. Theodore McLain close of life when he went to live with
Buren, and also held a similar posi whose guest she had been.
his sister Mrs. Ellen Jones when he
tion in the employ of the Columbian
William Gray caught a 4-pound was cared for by another sister Mrs.
Steamship Co. There are some po salmon in Crawford pond Memorial Clara Donaldson who came from her
sit ions more lucrative than that of a Day.
home in Bath for that purpose. Fu
rural mall carrier and Mr. Creighton
('scar Blunt spent Men.orial Day neral services were held Sunday aft
is fortunate in securing one of them. with his grandmother Mrs. Oscar ernoon with many friends and ac
Millard Gilmore and Mrs. Herbert Biunt.
quaintances present. Rev. Hubert F
Mrs. Andrew Wilson with her Leach of the Federated Church offi
E. Kirkpatrick and daughter motored
Sunday to North Vassal boro where daughter Beatrice Watts and grand ciated.
The bearers were George
they will make a short stay, going daughter fatricia left Monday for Burkett. Edwin Stetson. Percy Watts.
Worcester where they will visit a few Ernest Gray. Interment was in thn
thence to Newport for a visit.
Sanford Comery and family with days enroute to New York. They Thomaston cemetery. The immediate
l Miss Margaret Hanley and friend will sail for Europe June 7 for a relatives surviving are his father,
| who were here for the holiday and three months’ stay among relatives. brothers. Frank. Ralph. William and
weekend returned Sunday to Bel- !
Do not fail to see the plays that Woodbury and sisters Mrs. Ellen
will be presented in T.H.S. Assembly Jones of Thomaston and Mrs. Clara
mont.
Alex. Petrie has moved into a hall by Adelyn Bushnell’s young Donaldson of Bath.
tenement in the Luce house on Main pupils this Tuesday evening. “The
street. Elston Luce also occupies a King’s Bookcase” and “Raggedy
tenement there and is manager of the Girl’s Dream” and other selections
will be given by Thomaston and
property.
Mr. and Mrs. James Walters and Rockland young people. The admis
children and Harry Campbell of sion is 25- cents, the plays will begin
Everett, Mass., who have been guests at 7.30, daylight time, and the pro
j of Mrs. Emerson Watts, left Sunday ceeds will be used for the benefit of
the local troop of Girl Scouts.
I for their return home.
The Eastern Maine Girl Scout rally
Mrs. Lona Robinson of Georges
street is at Christmas Cove for the will be held in Bangor,. Saturday.
June 7. beginning at 2 p. m. At the
summer.
Mrs. Walter Andrews and sons rally in Belfast last year the Thom
I Harold and Phillip who have been aston troop won first honors in Scout
, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Gilchrest. work. The girls wish to attend the
i left Sunday for their homes in Fram- rally in Bangor—will some one offer
j ingham. Mass.
Mrs. Andrews ex- to help coney them to that city and
return? There are 17 girls. Kindly
I pects to return in a month.
Walter Henry who is a member notify Mrs. R. O. Elliot or Jane
i of the company building the Knox Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McNamara
Memorial, spent the weekend in town.
Miss Maude Lermond and Mr. of Roxbury and friends were guests
i Whitney of Massachusetts were of William McNamara of South
Mrs.
| weekend guests of relatives at Oyster Cushing over the holiday.
McNamara returned to Massachu
: River.
Miss Edith Wilson was a holiday setts Sunday. .Edward McNamara,
, and weekend visitor at the home of who has been in ill health for several
months, will remain in South
her sister, Miss Hortense Wilson.
Samuel Lewis and Mrs. Herbert Cushing for a visit of indefinite
White who spent the weekend with length.
Miss M. J. Watts returned Sunday
Children’s Day Entertainment
to their homes in Massachusetts.
Baseball in Thomaston Wednesday
A very interesting Children’s Day
I afternoon—Thomaston vs. Lincoln entertainment was given at the Bap
I Academy.
tist Church Sunday evening. Mrs.
J (Saturday morning a daughter was Edith Kilborn and Miss Gladys
born to Mr. and Mrs. Newell McLain. Doherty superintendents of the junior
Mrs. Winifred Danforth of Augusta and primary departments were effi
was at H. B. Shaw's Saturday en ciently assisted in the preparation by
route to her summer home in Mar- I others. Much planning and Labor
I tinsville.
v.as involved in preparing the cosMr. Jones and children of Rockport • tumes for the juniors in the playlet
have moved into Virgil Studley’s ! and pageant The program follows:
house, Eas: Gleason street.
Primary Department—Recitations.
Miss Adeline Calahan of Massachu • >ur Greeting, Celia Stone-. Phyllis
setts is a visitor in the home of Mrs. Kallcch: God Is Near Me. Hester
' Foster: A Rosebud. Virginia Roes;
Eugene Closson.
Capt. O. A. Andrews and son Sid I song. This Is Happy Children’s Day,
ney of Glenmere and Mrs. Thurlev ! by the Primary Room: recitations.
j Hocking and family of Quincy. Mass., 'XXir Plan. Raymond Anderson. Ever
Large
were at H. B. Shaw’s over the holi ett Condon and Maxine Mitchell: Ad
vice. Barbara Vinal; Whistle, Rayday.
Can
Lewis Lovejoy who has been very j mond Robinson; Our Father’s Love,
I ill from pneumonia at the home of his Barbara Maxey; It Pays, Pauline

Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

th her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E.

NOTICE Notice Is hereby given of the loss and 'trout have been recently taken
of deposit hook numbered 41 and the owner from Senebec Pond, some of the
of said hook asks for duplicate in accord
ance with (lie provisions of the (State law. speckled beauties measuring fifteen
GEORGES .NATIONAL BANK. Thomaston. inches.
Me. By L. S. Levensaler, Cashier.
6GT-72
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Seiders of
LOST Between Park Theatre and Fuller- Portland were u tests of relatives
Cobb Pa vis', Wednesday evening, glasses In here Memorial Day.
small black case. Reward If left at SECURITY
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mank were in
TRUST CO.
64*66

Warren Thursday.

LOST—Bunch of keys on steel ring between
Mrs. Lu He UfTord returned Friday
Rockport and Eastern Steamship wharf, Rock
land. Very Important to loser. ’Return to morning from several days’ visit with
THE CXU’-BIER-GAZOTTE Office.
64-66 (her niece, Mrs. Mary Luce of Thom

Our forefathers objected to taxation without representation.
Now
we would be glad to get taxation
without misrepresentation.—American Lumberman.

Dr. F. Scott McBride says the
Anti-Saloon League is religious because it opens its meetings with
i prayer, hut the Senate does »that,
' too.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
i

Wanted
WA NT BP-Crochet ers on caps.
M'RS.
RALPH L. 1UCHARD8, 25 Franklin St. Tel.
526-R.
66-68

WANTED At once
Tel. 2-22 Warren.

WANTED—Lawns to ’mow.

W. F. Savage, formerly with Oldsmobile and Pontiac
Motor Co. of Hartford, Conn., has opened the
Doherty Garage on the New County Road and
will be glad to render complete

AUTO REPAIR SERVICE
on all makes of cars.
Reasonable.

First Class Work.

Prices
G3-GG

ROCKLAND DIVISION

-ON-

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Summer Cottages and Board
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
mer hoarders advertise the fact In Ufcis paper
where thousands .will read of It.
FOR SALE— Small cottage at iMeguntlcook
Lake. Good Ashing. Price low for quick sale.
Write “W' care The Uourler-Gazette.
62-tf
FOR SALE—Or
let summer cottage at
Ingraham Hill, 6 furnished rooms, electric
lights, city water, nice view of harbor. A bar
gain If sold at once. G. A. TARR. Tel. 614M or
232-W.
55-tf
TO LET—At Owl's Head 7 room furnished
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for
month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-f

and

Local Favorite
BRANDS

FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent

Reach. All modern Improvements.
K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990 M.

WEEK OF JUNE 2nd to JUNE 7th

LENA
52-tf

PandG S0AP4;H“”
Kellogg’s

•assr TOMATOESI

MILLER’S GARAGE

Corn
Flakes

‘W’ <

WB

r

One Pkg.
FREE

F

————————————.......

THREE CROW EXTRACTS J RANCH° brand
VANILLA
LEMON
CHECKERBERRT
PEPPERMINT

Per {’ VIENNA
SAUSAGE

do

Bottle

WAIttn

3 25c

Jh.

Peanut Butter 30
RED CAP

* et B...

1928 Ford Fordor
1928 Whippet Cabrolei
1926 Ford Delivery
1929 Buick Sedan
1928 Chevrolet Coach
1927 Essex Sedan
1927 Oldsmobile Sedan
1927 Pontiac Sedan
1926 Overland Touring
1927 Chrysler Sedan

IT

SPLENDID
Mrs. Gay pre
sented forty-six
cubs to the lion
farm.
That gave the
feline screen
colony a popula
tion of about a
hundred great
tabby cats and
made it the larg
est in the world.
In all that popu
lation Numa
reigns supreme.
He’s the most
famous of all
Hollywood lions
and during the
past ten years
has earned sums
running into When Huskey and Rosey were alive they enjoyed
riding In the lion farm’s Lincoln ears. Above: Numa,
five figures.
the movie lion, negotiates for a ride in his owner'*
Apparently,
Lincoln.
however, all he
wants is just a ride now and then or the limousine which Mr. Gay
along the salubrious open roads and bought in 1921 especially for trans
an occasional glimpse of some of his porting his lions from location to
little worshipping friends playing location.
There must have been lots of lo
along the roadside.
Numa is privileged to ride in any cations since 1921 because that car
one of Mr. Gay's Lincolns, the two now registers well over 100,000
I
open touring cars, which he prefers. miles.

J

Stringless Beans Z5‘l
SWEET MIXED

Qt. Bottle

MILK
Per
Can

19c

20 MULE TEAM

BORAX

Per Pound f

Franklin Farms

CORN

i4‘[ t,..as*

MILLER’S GARAGE
it RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

M

TEL. 692-

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

I8*i OAKITE
Splendid Pumpkin
18c
HORTICULTURALDBEANS

TRADE AT NATION-WIDE STORES.

For Sale
FOB SALE—Oscar Burns farm In tUnlont
beautiful site for summer borne or fine blue
berry fields. MRS. ODCAtR G. BURNS, Rock
land. Tel. 717-W.
66*68
FOR SALE- 47 Lobster Tots, d«« funnell
hoops. 50 buoys, all In first class shape, $15
fpr quick sale. F. L. TOWNSEND, Marine
St., City. __________________
66*It
FOR BALE—Seedlings, asters, petunias,
zlnlas, salvia, everlasting, stocks, snaptlragons
and many others, 35c i>er dozen. Strong
stocky plants. Tomatoes. 35c per doz. SAGE
& IHATER, 116 Elm St., Camden. Tel. 274
66-68
FOR SALE- Antique tbureau, clock, pic
tures. dishes, hall runner, stair carpet, pads
and rods. ALMON W RICHARDS. Rockport
66-tf
FOR SALE—In Warten. 5 room cottage
finished, lightning rods, gas lights, large shed,
place for hens, apple trees, lafge garden spot,
’A acre land, beautiful trees. Stand couple
hundred feet from road on Atlantic Highway.
Ideal summer home .$350. cash or easy terms.
Inquire R. LITTLE, Meadow Rd., Thomaston.
66-68
FOR SALK- In upper part of Miss Marga
ret U randon’s stable, 12 Knox St.. Thomas
ton. 9 a. m. to 5 p. m . beginning today, con
tinuing every week day : iParlor set, five white
chamber sets, dishes, pictures, carpet, rugs,
roll-top desk, silverware, .bedding, books, all
kinds kitchen utensils, bookcases, tools, and
some antiques.
65*70
FOR SALE—White sewing machine. $20:
and Eldridge. $15: several used Singers at
reduced prices. SINGER SEWLNG MACHINE
CO.. 10 Llmerock St. Tel. 803.
65-67
FOR SALE- Used cars- mostly Fords, Chev
rolet and Essex. Prices reasonable. Terms
good. FREDERICK U. WALTZ. Tel. 392-M.
65-67
FOR SALE- 24 ff»ot power boat. 22 h. p.
engine. CHARLES HENDERSON. Thomaston.
64-tf
FOR SALE--Buick .M. Six 4 pass, coupe
1927. Extra good. MRS. A. J. RINES, War
ren. Me. Tel. Warren 3-22.
C4*69
FOR SALE—Three-burner oil stove, with
oveu. In good condition. MRS. J Y. SUL
LIVAN. 183 Pleasant St. Tel. 424 W
59-tf
FOR SALE—25 ft.x6 ft. Hacker design V
bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit,
6-40 Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
New Class B & C Outboard Racers, single
step, all mahogany. Designed from two of
the fastest models in the country. QUINN
BROS., Eagle, Me.
59-76
FOR SALE—-Six-room house at Pleasant
Garden, water In sink and 2 lots of land. $1330.
to be sold as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St.
57-tf
FOR SALE-Hardwood filled. $14; jmi
$12; long. $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted s
wood and slabs. $8 : also lumber. T. J. (’A
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
55
FOR SALK—Dining table and six chairs
with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R
______________________ 35*tf
FOR SALE- Fifty houses of all descriptions
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT
U. (X)LLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
52-tf
FOR SALE—Five room house, Stanley
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
provements, double lot land, $16Q0. Can be
paid as rent with small payment down. V F.
STCDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
52-tf

TO I>LT- Furnished apartment.
Adu.'i
only: also looms, board nearby. Garage
wanted at 72 Camden St. MRS. AV. A. KD
PALL
co*

TO LET- Seven room apartment, all mod
ern. with sun porch corner Cedar and Brew
ster Sis., opposite Science Church. Apply at
.MEN S SHOP. Park St.
M-tf
TO LET-At 23 Franklin St.. Rockland,
stairs apart., l-rwims. lights, toilet, will
without garage.
MRS. DAVID OSIER,
Clinton Ave., Waterville. Me.
«;
TO LCT -Furnished apartment of
rooms, or single rooms, all modern
1
DANE. Tel. 427 R.
TO LETT Tenement of 6 rooms. Spring St
Apply 69 BEEXT1 ST Tel. 42 W_______ 57-tf
TO LOT—Cottage house on Camden St. ;
also 4 room apartment on Summer St Apply
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
TO LET—Apartment furnished or unfur
nished. DAVID RUBHNSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave

TO LET—Well furnished apartment of three
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private
entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.

58-i
TO LET—Apartment >u Bicknell bl
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike A
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
r

HOURS

WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 0 P. M.
SUNDAYS,
8 A.M. to 1P.M.

PICKLES 3T } Golden Bantam
♦

aston, and attendedj tfhe W.C.T?U.
convention at Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robinson of
Lynn, Mass., and Barrington, N. II.
si>ent the holiday with their niece,
Mrs. F. E Grinnell.
W. J. Bryant is home from Plainfield, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Artis Pease of Rock
land were guests Friday of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Say ward.
Edward Lyman Ufford, Miss Helen
Shaw. Miss Ruth I’fford and Henry
Norris of Auburndale, Mass., were
weekend guests of Mrs. Lulle Ufford
and Mr. ahd Mrs. J. L. Griffin.
Arthur Farris has moved his family
into Elias Burkett’s farm home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rock
land visited relatives and friends
here Memorial Day.
H. E. Mank lias a new car.

To Let

pensive.

♦
♦♦

o DOGS LIKE

you

For rcet. For relaxation. For
FREEDOM. Get one of our Good
Uted Automobiles and be free fr.m
financial worry. They are inex

AMMONIA XFj

But Numa does, or thinks
lie does, which is the same thing.
As emperor of all motion picture
felines, he appropriates what he
wants in quite the kingly manner.
So it isn’t strange that when the
people of El Monte, or of any sec
tion in Southern California, spy one
ef Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gay’s
three Lincolns coming along they
disregard those In front and look
beyond for a glimpse of Numa
yawning complacently In the back
seat.
Numa enjoys those drives as
much as did Huskey and Iloeey
who played their last roles for the
pictures some months ago. Huskey
and RoRey were remotely related to
Numa by devious jungle lineage,
going back to some remote and
common ancestor. Before she died,
Rosey, during her sojourn of eeven
and a half years with Mr. and

H. 31. HAJ‘

WAIN’TWD--Summer boarders at the home
of tMRS. .1. C. LMAiGKIE’iS. Vlnalhaveu, IMe.
66*68
WANTED - Inexpensive farm. No dealers.
JOHN KK1NANHN, R. 1. Box 102, Warren.
Me_______________
66*68
WANTED Lawns to mow. NORMAN and
WILBUR CONNON. Tel. P76-R.
65-67
WANTED—Young man ambitious and will
ing. Apply to .MANAGER, J. J. -NEWBERRY
CO., Rockland.
64-66
WANTED- Roomers or boarders. MRS. W.
S. KENNLSTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
64-tf
WANTED—Children to board In country
home MRS. Al ROBBINS, Union. R. F D
No. 3.
65*67
WANTRD—(llrl to do general houaework.
No cooking or washing. WINDSOR HOTEL.
6S-tf
WANTED—Orders taken fcr doughnuts,
sugar, molasses and chocolate. Special prices
on large lots MRS. W. A. FUTELD. 98 Cedar
St Tel. 978-W.
63*68
WANTED—Automobile generator and start
er work. Brushes In stock for all cat3. Arma
tures turned and undercut for garages at
reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec
trical service. HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. Next
to Ford Agency.
5S#-tf
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St, opp. Postofflce.
52-tf

Auto Announcement

GOLD FLAKE

N

a dozen wooden settees.
66-68

WORTH. Tel. 607-Y.
66*68
------------------------------------------------------

Lemon Pie Filling 2 5* ♦ vALO
t DOG FOOD

OT every lion can sport an
automobile.

Nflss Ida M. Hills, K N., of Portland

LOST Bunch of fceys at Oakland Park spent Sunday with her parents, Mr.
8»tun»ay night. Finder CALL 532 ami receive and Mrs. Herbert Hills.
reward.
____________ 66«6>
Several fine specimens of salmon

GOOD LUCK

Huskey and Rosey Also Were
Motor Enthusiasts Often
Seen On California
Roads.

Crinnell?

Lost and Found

SPECIAL VALUES

Numa, King of Movie Lions, Likes
To Ride in Master’s Automobile

UNION
Mias J}.- ljoubse Orirmell of 'die

Advertisements In this column not to exceed nprsing staff of the Massachusetts
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each Memorial Hospital of Boston, accom
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six panied by Miss Augusta Brooker. It. X.
words make a line.
of Tampa. Fla., spent the weekend

You know the owner

J

We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiaer.

Miscellaneous
lll-II.l-.l-MV CUARABI.Kf
Detroit.
finds complete relief for husband. Spei
home and abroad failed. Nothing to aei
letters'answered. i.MKS. GEORGE hHMl
Apt. G 15,6900 La Fayette Blvd. West I
Mich.
PATCH5VOR.K (7 pounds Clippings)
nald $1.00 or C. (>. I), plus postage,
lent assortment, latest patterns.
Sji
tion guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE
Aster jB.. Providence. It. I.
NOTICE—This Is to Inform all
that after tills date 1 will be respons
no bills contracted by other than
MERTON K. AMES. Rockland, LMay
LIOHTXING is liotliiliK to be fool,
Are you sure your radio antenna Is
proected by an approved appliance. (
and our Service Alan will look your I
tion over and tell you the cost of pro;
tectlon. This estimate given without
HOUSE-SHERAIAN, Inc., Electrlca
dallsts.

ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN K?
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
USED CARS BOUGHT AND SOLD, at 108
Park St, F. P. KNIGHT.
53-tf
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st ami 2nd
27-tf
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 Sch
Opp, postofflce.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LLMEROCK ST.
Tel.
1010.__________
52-tf
Your order received today and Chle.ks
LADIES—Reliable stock of nalr goods at the
sent out tomorrow. R. I. Reds, state Rockland
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
tested. 100% free, for May delivery; solicited. II. C. RHODHS. Tel. 519-J. 52-tf
$1G per 100, or 075 for 500. We deliv
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
er chicks to your door. V, R. WOOD and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine— Penobscot Bay. Write
MAN & SON, Winterport, Me. Tel. un what you want ORRIN J DU KEY, Bel
37-31.
ft-tf fast, Me,
52-tf

CHARLES SHANE CO.

BABY CHICKS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

“Early Fall Coats of
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, tips department espe
cially das’res Information of social happenings,
parties, muslrals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone Kill be gladly received.

Mrs.
Mass.,
attend
Henry

Nellie Hunsinger of Malden,
was in the city yesterday 'to
the funeral of her sister, Mrs.
E. Coffiins.

TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

Mrs. Joseph Richardson left yester
day for Boston where she will he
joined Wednesday by Mr. Richardson.
They sail Friday from New York on
the Steamer Coronia for a three
months’ visit In Rnglond.
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Every-0 ther-Day

Mr. and Mrs George E. Dunton and
children Robert and Margaret motored
Sunday to Bangor where they were
jhined by relatives from Northeast
Harbor.

Mr. and Mrs. George Clark of Lis
bon Falls were guests for ithe holiday
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Randlett fecess of Mr. and Mrs. Albert E.
»
(Rose Merrifield) and son Frank of Marsh.
East Milton. Mass., were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Merri
Mr. and Mrs. William Hull of Bos
field, Thomaston.
ton were weekend guests of Mrs.
Charles Whitmore. Granite street.
Mr. and Mrs. Gershom Rollins left
Friday on a motor trip to Bingham
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Nonton and
and Moosehead Lake, to be accom Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike spent
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Adams the weekend at Rangeley Lakes.
of Argyle.
Mrs. John L. Tewksbury who has
Miss Anna Webster spent the been a patient ait Knox Hospital has
weekend at her home In Bangor.
returned to hey home in Camden.

Mrs. Minnie Shlldes of South Port 'I. Lawton'Bray was the guest of
land Is the guest of her niece, Mrs. his sister, Mrs. Dewey Brown, in
Robert Magune, Birch street.
Vlnalhaven, Memorial Day.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 11. Boynton and son
The Browne Club is to have a pic
Stanley of Lexington, Mass, were at nic Thursay evening at Angler’s
their Crescent Beach cottage over Farm, East Union.
Meet at the
Sunday.
First Baptist Church at 580. Mrs.
•Raymond K. Greene and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hoch had Whitmore are in charge.
as guests Memorial Day Mrs. Ivy
Swett, daughter Corinne and son
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Spear and Mr.
Frederick of Portland, Mr. and Mrs and Mrs. C. H. Duff were at the Duff
Stanton Swett and daughter Shalmar Farm. Jefferson, over the weekend.
of New Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. White spent
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston has the weekend at their home in Sulli
been the guest for a few days of Mrs. van.
Leroy Kalloch, Limerock street, re
turning yesterday to resume hetMr. and Mrs. John H. Ricker of
duties at the University Club.
Dorchester, Mass., arrived Friday
morning. Mrs Ricker is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith (Mid Mrs. It. N. Marsh while Mr. Ricker
daughter Nathalie of Portland were and Mr. and Mrs. Sitephen Parker of
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. .Winchester are at Cherrytleld flor
Austin Smith, Grace street.
several days.

Unusual Smartness”
Samples of which will be showing in our
SECOND FLOOR DEPARTMENT
by one of our best manufacturers

Orders taken to be delivered from two weeks to
any time desired
This is an
MISSES’ AND
Opportunity
WOMEN’S
which we only
TOP COATS
offer at this
between season
FOR
time, to select
SPORT
your new, fresh
TRAVEL
up to date
MOTORING
garment
TOWN AND
To order
35.00 to 125.00
COUNTRY

We want a

Cement Road
between

Rockland
and Portland
and we don't
want to wait
ten years
for it

Wednesday, June 4th
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

If« Easy • • •
to earn these

By NELLIE MAXWELL

When It shall be said of any
country In the world, my poor
are happy; neither ignorance
nor
distress is to be found
among them; my Jalis are emp
ty of prisoners, my streets of
beggars; the aged are not In
want, the taxes are not oppres
■ive; the rational world is i^y
friend, because X am the friend
of Its happiness; when these
things can be said, then may
that country boast of its con
stitution and its government.—
Thomas Paine.

Seasonable Dishes

Ci JOG can actually get any one or all of these
V and many other handsome articles at our store
without paying one penny.

It Works This W ay
All you have to do is buy your own shoes here,
and send your relatives, friends and neighbors to
buy here also. Very soon
the right amount of total
purchases will have been
made and you will have
earned the prize you
want We then give it to
you without a cent of cost

HERE Is nothing more appeal
ing (luring the warm weather
than cooling drinks and frozen
Ices.
Pineapple Maple Parfait.—Drain
the Juice from a can of crushed
pineapple, add water to make one
cupful of liquid, then add onefourth cupful of sugar. Put In the
bottom of a brick mold, holding
one quart. Heat one-half cupful
of maple sirup to the boiling point
mid pour over two eggs beaten
light, very slowly; beat and cook
in a double boiler for four min
utes. Cool and fold in one-half
pint of heavy cream, beaten stiff;
add one-lmlf cupful of pecan meats,
cut in fine pieces and one-eighth
teospoonful of salt. Put carefully
on lop of the pineapple Juice. Cov
er with greased paper and pack In
Ice and salt for two hours or long
er. This mixture should fill the
mold; if not quite full, pour in one
corner a little cold water, it will
mix wtih the pineapple juice with
out spoiling the dish. Strawberry,
raspberry or orange juice can he
used as well as pineapple.
Pineapple-Raspberry Punch. —
Drain two No. 3 cans of crushed
pineapple, pressing out all of the
juice. Pour one cupful of water
through the pineapple nnd press
again. Add sugar to the water nnd
ASH POINT
Juic using two nnd one-lmlf cup
___
fuls, add the grated rind of one
Miss There.se Hanlon of Malden, j
lemon nnd one orange nnd boil five Mass., arrived Thursday to open up j
minutes. Reserve one cupful from her hi me for the summer. She was1
a quart of raspberries, crush the accompanied by her sister, Miss Fan
remainder, rub through a sieve, nie Haul n and n< phew lEusene Rock, j
pour over one cupful of water,
John Whalen wen to Brownville |
press and drain again, add the Junction Monday to move a load of
sirup nnd the juice of four oranges household goods.
nnd four lemons nnd strain through
Edna, Eva and Carmen Crowley of
a fine cheescloth. Just before Augusta visited their mother Sunday.
serving pour into a punch howl
Mr. and Mr-. Harvey Crowley were
over a large block of Ice, add 5 guests Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Crow
charged water, using one quart, ley.
and a hunch of mint leaves. This
Rev. Mr. Car’.on wishes it an
will serve 25 glasses.
nounced that the Sunday school at

T

Important
Be sure to come to our store first,
and list your name with us. At the
same time you can pick the prize you
want to work for. We will explain
everything to you. Hundreds are
earning these articles—so can you.

AO— O'

L. E. BLACKINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Jones and son
C. W. Foss of Nashua, ,N. H., is
Robert, and Mr. ami Mrs. Fred Robin the guest of his brother Dr. A. W.
son of Avon, Mass., have been guests Foss, Beech street.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse at their
Crescent Beach cottage.
Mrs. Hannah Whitten who lias
been in Waltham for ahe winter is
MisA Harriet Williams, on annual the guest of her daughter Mia.
vacation from ‘the office of the Rock Charles 'Small at The Highlands.
land & Rockport Lime Corp., and her
mor.her, Mrs. Clara Williams of
Bruce Bred was home from the
Thomaston will go to St. Paul. Minn., University of Maine for the weekend.
to visit Mrs. Williams’ brother, G.
Miss Helen Fuller had as guests
Mrs. James g. Gould and children W. Robinson, for the month of June.
Alfred Lamb and mother of Au
Sunday. Miss Eloise Lawrence and Carolyn and James of Quincy, Mass.,
gusta were visitors in Rockland Sat
Mrs. Madelon Caney of Gardiner.
' are guests of Mrs. Gould's cousin,
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Howe of Win urday.
| Mrs. E. W. Peaslee.
chester, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brawn were
The Clara Barton Guild meets this
Adelaide Butman. North Main street,
In Portland Memorial Day.
Frank Burkett and Miss Hazel over the weekend.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. George
Leitt of Boston who were weekend
H. Welch, 232 Broadway,
W. E. Morgan went Saturday to ! guests of Mr. Burkett's parents. Mr.
Opportunity Class nfeeta Thursday
Hartford, where he attended a busi and Mrs. Benjamin Burkett in Cam evening at the home of Mrs. Frank
A. W. Grant of St. Stephens. N. B„
ness meeting of the officials and sales den. were Saturday visitors ait the
is the guest of his daughter, Mrs.
H. Ingraham, Lindsey street.
staff of F. E. Kingston & Co.
^John Pomeroy, Talbot avenue.
home of Mrs. Annie Douglas, Warren
street.
<(fc. 1928. Western Newspaper Union.!
Miss Frances Mason who has been
Ash Point chapel will he held at 1.30
Capt. William P. Cook of the
Mrs. Janies Donohue and Miss
the guest of Mrs. Velma Marsh.
and the church services- will be at
Soldiers Home and Mrs. William P.
Mrs. Beatrice Watts. Knox Hospital Broad street, has resumed her duties Elizabeth Donohue are in Boston for
The world wag created in six days,
Cook, Jr., of Melrose Heights. Mass., graduate nurse, sails Saturday for a as home economics teacher at Coburn the week.
no (Senate confirmation being neces 2.15 o’clock.
Mrs. Effie Dyer. Mrs. Ella Hare
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Cook of three months’ visit In Europe. She Classical Institute.
sary.—Arkansas Gazette.
and Mrs. Eleanor Fredette enjoyed
Cambridge. Mass., spent the week will be accompanied by her daughter
Miss Inez Turner of Portland was
a delightful anti trip Tuesday, leav
end in Rockland. Capt. Cook is visit Patricia and mother, Mrs. Andrew
Mrs. Jeanette H. Mann of Boston. (he weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
ing here at 9 o’clock in the morning,
ing J. M. Richardson and family, 22 Wilson.
Who spoke at the AV.C.T.U. conven A. E. Keyes, North Main street.
going to Bangor and thence across
Maple street.
tion last Thursday was the guest of
I to Waterville, arriving home in the
Miss Jeanette Smith who is study
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan's Misses Ada B. and Alena L. oung.
MAIN
’ evening. The weather man wasn’t
Mrs. Chester E. Johnson, who has Island has been ait Mrs. G. K. Mayo's
ing dietetics at the Maine General
j very kind, but it didn’t spoil a good
been at the home of her daughter. the past week.
Mrs. Charlotte Rhodes was a recent Hospital was "home for the weekend.
_SPRING
time.
Mrs. Fred Snow, Jr., returns today
visitor in Appleton.
Mrs. Max LeBaron of B . John,
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss have ar
to her home in Westfield, N. T, ,. Mrs. Warren P. Doughty of Albany,
ARCH
Mich., and Mrs. Harry Jones of Pitts. I
stopping enroute to visit the Coffeys N. *Y„ is niakiflg a week's Mslf with
Mrs. Robert Dow and son Richard rived home from a weekend fishing
field, Mass., are at the (home of their |
in New York.
her sister, Mrs. IF. B. Webber.
of 'West Lebanon, ,N. H.. were week trip at the Forks.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Willis
WALK-OVER
end guests of Mrs. Arthur Black
for the month of June.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Coffey,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marshall of man, Suffolk street.
Mrs. Ethel Stone and Mrs. Ella
daughter Madeline and sons Andrew Boston ore at Port Clyde opening
North Cambridge and Percy Merri
Hare have, been employed at the
and Robert of New Y'ork will arrive their two cottages.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Berry had as field of Somerville were weekend
Crescent Beach House for a short
here June 18 and will occupy the
dinner guests Memorial Day Re", guests of Mr . and Mrs. I. Leslie
time.
Robbins’ Nest at Ash Point for the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Achorn of and Mrs. Ashley Smith and Ross St. Cross. On their return home they
Clarence Foster is spending the
summer.
West Concord. Mass., have been Germain of Bangor and Rev. and Mrs. were accompanied by Mrs. Merrifield
weekend at (his old home while his
and daughter Nathalie who had been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia George H. Welch.
vessel is being repaired at Boothbay
Miss I.. Etta Philbrook Is making at Crescent Beach.
at her former Rockland home for a
Harbor.
her home at Mrs. Walter Martin’s,
Miss Daphne Winslow who teaches month.
Mists Macy and Miss Moffitt have
Head of the Bay, where she will be
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith is In Boston, in Norway spent the weekend with
arrived and opened their home for
pleased to welcome her friends at the guest of relatives.
WHITEHILL-SOMERS
her mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins. Broad
*
the* summer.
any time. The telephone call is 785-M.
way.
"Oliver Wiggin was a guest of Mr.
The marriage of Harold W. WhiteMr. and Mrs. Irving Pettingiil of
and Mrs. Oliver Hurd Sunday.
William A. Moody of Quincy, Mass., Freeport. Mrs. Clara St. Clair and
Mrs. Marion C. Fuller, of the Maine hill of this city to Miss Leona it.
Mrs. Elva Curtis was tf Sundav
is in this vicinity on a month's Voca Master James St. Clair of Portland, State Library staff, accompanied by Somers of Wellesley, Mass., was sol
IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
! guest of her sons Maynard and Ebner
tion. making his headquarters in were weeken<*guests of Mr. and Mrs. diet- son Nathan Cobb Fuller, was a emnized Saturday evening at ithe
Main Spring* Arch. If you
Curtis.
Eugene E. Stoddard and Mr. and visitor in the city during the Memo First Baptist parsonage. Rev, J.
Warren.
have no foot troubles . . .
Mr. Kelley of Waterville was a
Mrs. George L. St. C'air at Ash Point rial Day recess.
Charles MacDonald officiating. The
guest
Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
again ... Main Spring Arch.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Lord and and Crescent Beach.
double ring service was used and the
Fredet-c.
son who have been the weekend
couple was attended by Mr. and Mrs.
It is insurance against foot
| The funeral of the late Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earle D. MacRalph Stickney. After a short wed
troubles and foot fatigue.
5 Miles North of Skowhegan
I Eleanor Hurtling was held May 25.
Wllllams, Chestnut street have re guests over the weekend of their
ding trip Mr. and Mrs. Whitehill are
Let us show you.
, at the home of her brother. J. R. Mul
turned home to Gardner, Mass. Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Harvey Pease In Wis
returning to Rockland to make their
lins. Deceased suffered an ill turn
home.
Mr. Whitehill is a popular
Earle MacWilHams and son Robert casset.
several weeks ago from which she
retuined with them for a fortnight's
clerk at the J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
failed to rally. Rev. .1. Charles Mac
McLAIN
store.
Mrs. Maynard Marston has re
visit.
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Donald officiated at the services and
turned from Portland where she spent
SHOE STORE
•
Tel.
Skowhegan
434
Mrs. Abbie Hurd sang. Tie floral
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clough enter a few days.
BLANCHARD-SPRAGUE
Every
Night
Except
Sunday
____
offerings were very beautiful. Those
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tained a few friends at supper Sat
7.30
P.
M.
Standard
Time
from out of town to a end were
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry were
Irvin Blanchard of Bristol, Conn.,
urday evening, followed by bridge.
Mr. and .Mrs. Enoch Mullins cf N* w
At The Brook
home from Read-field fcr the week
was united in marriage Monday aft
THIS WEEK
36Ttf
Redford. Mrs. Annie Mullins of
Mrs. F. H. Piper and daughter end.
ernoon to Miss Helen M. Sprague of
Brockton, Mass., and Mrs. Eugene
The Lakewood Players
this city. Rev. J. Charles MacDon
Ruth of Medford Hillside. Mass., who
•R©«. U. S. P«t. Off.
Durell of Augusta.
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy and mother,
were here over Memorial Day* have
ald offlctaited, the double ring service ,
A Melodrama that
returned home accompanied by Mr. Mrs. Annie Berry, have gone to
being used. The only guests were the
Piper who has been in the city and Stockton Springs, where Mrs. Berry
bride's
mother,
Mrs.
Josephine
Thrilled the Country
Will be for the summer.
In Warren for some time.
Sprague, and grandmother, Mrs. Saw
yer. Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard are on
WEDNESDAYMr. and ’ Mrs. II. W. Fificld of
Emery Trafton was home from
a wedding trip to Massachusetts and
Northeastern College for the holiday Brewer were in the city Thursday and
other points, later returning to .Rock
Full Strength of The
THURSDAY
made a trip to Vlnalhaven by plane.
land. The liride has been in the em
Lakewood Players Cast
ploy of the Central Maine Power Co.
Including Frances Goodrich. Rob
Charles If. McIntosh nnd grand
Tvler M. Coombs and daughter,
in the stenographic department of the
ert Hudson. Ruth Easton, A. G.
daughter Charlotte Sliibles of South Mrs. Daniel Paulktz of Rockland and
Rockland office.
Heart-stirring drama
Andrews. Beatrice Terry, Hardy
Portland visited
Mr. McIntosh’s West Palm Beach were guests for the
of a man’s rtrange lov ■
Albright, Winona Shannon. Wm.
former heme in this city last week.
holiday of Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Wins
CLARRY HILL
E. Barry. Thomas Tempest. Eileen
for two women . . . both
low. Vlnalhaven.
.
Byron, J. Malcolm Dunn. Thurston
Harvey Post ol North Warren was
Mrs. Walter S. Tripp, after being
eager to make any sac
Hall. Virginia Godfrey, Albert
a business visitor hero last Tuesday.
at Dr. 'Walker’s osteopathic hospital
Miss Flora Wise is ill at Knox Hos
rifice fcr his happiness!
Hights, Samuel T. Godfrey and
Capt. Herman T. Parker of Arling
In Portland since February, has re pital.
Donald
McGinnis.
ton,
Mass.,
was
at
W.
J.
Smith's
last
Why does he reject
turned horns.
Friday.
Mrs. W. Ad-elbert Smith and daugh
the love of both?
Earl
Miller
Is
working
for
Charles
Mrs. Harvey Hampton has moved ter Nathalie of Vlnalhaven were re
NEXT WEEK
M. Burgess in Union.
to Boston, there Joining her husband cent guests of Mrs. Winifred L. Sim
Mrs. Lucy Clarry and Ralph Stahl
who was formerly attached to the mons.
Monday, June 9
of North Waldoboro recently visited
All Talking
Kickapoo.
A Delicious Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Miller.
Robert W. Sylvester and Miss
Version of Tolstoi’s
Mrs. Sarah Jameson visited Au
Mrs. Effie Walsh and parents Mr. Mabel Spear who were called here by
Great Play
gusta Boss in Union last Tuesday.
nnd Mrs. Samuel B. St. Clair and the deaith of Mrs. Emma Sylvester,
Eddie Gross have returned from a have returned to Boston.
Leroy Miller who is employed on
week’s visit with relatives in Haver
the Boston & Albany Railroad was a
recent visitor at the home of Ibis unele
hill and Worcester.
The engagement has been an
By the author of “The Little Spit
Granville Miller.
nounced of Miss Doris Bradlee,
fire,” “Jimmie’s Women,” etc.
Lois, youngest daughter of Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rust JackFrank Dolham Is afflicted with an
Mrs. Leslie IA. Ross who has been Son of Norway and Milton. Ma'ss.. to
attack of rheumatism and is attend
confined to her bed for several weeks Cleveland Sleeper Jr., son of Mr. and
ed by Dr. Coombs of Waldoboro.
Is gaining slowly and may soon be Mijs. Cleveland Sleeper of South
Wal.er Feyler and W. J. Smith
Open 7 A. M. to 8 P. M.
able to sit up and be about.
called last week on Everett I-umont
Thjimaston. The marriage will take
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner
in Washington where he has employ
plqce at Norway early in August.
Siiecial Luncheon, Tea. Bridge
George E. Cross has arrived home Miks Ilrndlee is a member of the
ment.
and Dinner Parties
from North Cambridge, Mass., where fantilty of the Camden public schools,
11. L. Tibbetts of Union visited
WITH
arranged for
he spent the winter.
friend* here Sunday.
having charge of the kindergarten
A. K. Jackson made a business trip
courses. She is a graduate of NasRENEE
ADOREE,
CONRAD NAGEL
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith. Mrs. son Institute at Sanford and attend
to Union recently.
Lakewood
Jciuiie Bird and Mrs. Mary Wiggin ed Summer School at Simmons Col
Miss Sadie Kelley is working for I
Spear motored to Paris Hill and the lege. ghe taught at Norway before
Mrs. Earl Mitchell in Union.
TODAY ONLY
White Mountains over the weekend. coming to Camden last fall. Mr.
Foster Mank and family of North
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
Regular Dances Every Friday
Slacper is a graduate of Rockland
Waldoboro visited relatives here re-!
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch nnd High School and New Hampshire
cently.
Night
daughter Ehha were guests for the State University and engaged In
Music by the Original
I^eon Boss is in Union where he has
“THE ROGUE SONG”
holiday of Mr. and Mrs. Addison business here with his father in the
WHITE COTTON PICKERS
employment in the quarry.
Stiles in Augusta. The party mo Confidential Loan Co.
Orchestra
•Mrs. A. K. Jackson has 24 young I
tored to Bingham; Sunday.
PUBLIX
canary birds. Anyone in want of aj
The wise modern housewife, shares
SHOWS
canary would do well to keep Mrs.
Overnight bungalows
Home of
We have just received 50 new coats her burdens ard lets The People’s
Daylight Time
Jackson in mind.
Paramount
Modern Equipment
suitable for spring or early fall wear. Laundry, Tel. 170. do her family wash,
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Pictures
Reservations should be made in
They will he on sale all tills week at rugs and quilts. The cost Is low, the
Sat. Continuous
A donkey in Middlesex swallowed a
TEL. 892
Advance
very low prices. E. B. Hastings A- Co. service prompt, the work excellent.
2.00
to
11.00
gold wedding-ring. Attracted by the
— adv.
66-lt
124-tf
22 carats, perhaps.—London Opinh n.

CLOTHING AND SHOE DEALER
310 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Whaf Are
HELIOPORE
FLOORS

?
This and similar questions are being heard in increasing numbers
as more and more installations are made. We therefore will fea
ture the nine points of superiority of our floors over all ether types
in a series of advertisements, to appear in subsequent issues of this
paper, and the public is cordially invited to thus become acquainted
with our product and the nature of the work we arc doing.

F. A. RICHARDSON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAINE HELIOPORE SERVICE CORP.
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Step over to E. H. Crie’s Gift Shop and examine the installation
being made. We will be pleased to show you tho details of con
struction.

Who Says Women Know Noth
ing of the Market ? Polly and Ma
rie Are Out to Make* a Million
Dollars!!

LAKEWOOD

Lakewood Inn

JOHN GILBERT

“REDEMPTION”

Country Club

r.l

--«?•

•

V
i '

'

< •< ;

I •

'isi 3 HOWWGET
... { fcjCHQUICK ’ '
;■} >.Jt f

“SILENCE”

“NANCY’S
PRIVATE AFFAIR”

'*

AU.STREET ’

The Screen’s Funniest Team

MARIE DRESSLER
POLLY MORAN

“Caught Short”
An M. G. M. All Talking Comedy with

ANITA PAGE
Suggested by Eddie Cantor’s Book!
TT’S so easy to make a fortune in

the market! Just 'Buy the right
stocks when they’re going up!
Only Polly and Marie forget that

what goes up is bound to come
down!
They pile up a fortune! Go on a
spree! Buy swell e!othe»!
Then the awful news—Caught
Short!
The bottom’s dropped our!
You drop into your seat crazy

with laughing nt the delirious, hilari
ous antics of these two comedy
queens!

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
NOW SHOWING

“BENSON MURDER CASE”
WILLIAM POWELL
One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

Page Eight

FIGHTING

High School Notes “What Brings
Popularity?”

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The North School harmonica hand
of Portland and the Mel- dy Rhythm
Band of Falmouth Foreside were
winners of the contests held in Portland last .Saturday afternoon under
the auspices of the Maine Federation
of Music Clubs. More than 300 children participated.
Honorary mention in the harnr nica hand contest
v,-as given to the Waterville Bovs
C’luh and to the Littl, Flower Rhythm
llund of St. Patrick’s School. T*ortland. Cups were presented to the
winners hy Miss Julia Noyes and
Miss Ndlie L McCann, and they *may
he held until the contest next year,
Three successive victories merit
permanent possession.

* * * »

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 3, 1930
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who has proved himself as man, mu
sician, citizen, educator—so as lone
as he chooses to remain in your midst
it seems inevitable that all other
forces of his quality and courage
should he mightily co-ordinated for
belter and bigger Festivals,
T was amazed at the quality of the
playing of the Bangor Symphony Orchestra. and when I learned at what
sacrifice al! this is being done my
only thought was that all greatminded people in Bangor should
bestir themselves without delay in
order that so fine a force may be
conserved to the city and the good of

the beautiful growing generation.
"At the banquet of the Federated
Clubs. President Boardman spoke
warmly
and
proudly
of
Prof,
Sp-ague’s work.
Yes. but Sprague
doesn’t belong solely to the University. nor to the Conservatory. nor t »
the Symphony Orchestra-lie belongs
to Bangor and its pride of develop
ment. and of this development he i ,
an«l ever has been a moving part.
Enthusiasm can do anything—1
can only hope all your musical forces,
hacked by Bang r’s well known and
j recognized solidity of purpose, will
carry on. and again what has been
j shall be again, and again, for what
•William R. Chapman created and
j Adalbert Fprague inherited has be^n
a
greater glory to Maine than
j most of you realize,
! "This is from ait outsider who for
a ,pw golden hours shared in the
| breams and triwiiphs of it all. the
i Festival.
j 'A ours for Maine and its uplift jn
, music.
i Signed). Samuel Richard Gaines"
It is iindeiMood that Prof. Sprague
is already compiling his program f r
the October Festival concert, in the
(if chorus and orchestral numbei-S' to be presented . n the eve of
tie Maine Teachers convention.

I
.
,
'
I
]
i
,
j
'

The extra long weekend tempted a j
number of the High School teachers
away from Rockland for over Sunday. |
Miss Leadhetter visited her parental
in Belfast. Mr. Heal was in Milli- I
nocket. and the Bowdens at Bluehill. |
The Love joys were at their Crawford i
Lake cottage, of which the faculty 1
members have very pleasant recol- |
1 ctions. The Strattons entertained!
Mrs. Stratton’s brother Robert Gorrie I
of Westbrook over the holiday and
Miss Dingley is visiting friends in
Oikland.
Miss Pride and Miss
Hunter are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
vBlaidell at their farm in Sidney.
Mrs. Whittemore is visitng her
mother and sisters in Old Orchard
while Mr. Whittemore assisted Scout
Executive John Thompson at the Boy
Scouts’ Camp at Lake Megunticook.
Mr Phlipps spent his holiday in
Dover-Foxcroft. All the other memhers of the faculty confined their
activities to Rockland and its iminediate vicinity.
• • * •

Anti-Prohibition Forces Making Supreme Effort, Mrs. Mann
_ i j __
.
IOld IvnOX CxOUIlty convention

DORMAN’S

! who know if they cannot make any I
I head way against Prohibition before j
another presidential election, their •
cause is lost forever

The

wcti

might have gained]

its goal of a million members long
ago if those who believe ’in Prohibi

tion would he willing to come across
with their name and dollar."

The Knox County W.C.T.U. con ing unlimited money and employing
vention at the First Baptist Church every means to elect wet members
Thursday was marked hy the spiri* to Ci ngress and a wet President in
of aroused interest in activities of 1932. It spent $100,000 in the recent
The one thing which is irresistible
l nk,n an'1 <’l>" Peratlon.
The primaries to nominate wet candi
which wins the hearts of everyone...
llf ‘h(' morning were con- dates for -Senator and Governor, but
fa alluringly soft, smooth skin.
,""'7'
'•izr n™: "f both drys won. It is financing an
„ . ~ J
. TT „
' Camden. Greetings from the state association of 3000 keen lawyers to
forty-five of Hollywood s foremost
AIrs. A,G. QUin,l>v. give free legal -counsel to all liquor
directors say, The most captivating w,e read,
f (Tenders. But those who aid and
charm a girl can
I In the brief address by tlie county foster enemies of Ihe country arc
! president. .Mrs. Grace W. Hughey j called traitors.
have-lovely skin.”
lof Rockport, she said there was no j "Last April the women's ortanizaAnd the great
I piace for -defeat in the -Knox County tion for national prohibition reform.
screen stars agree.
W.CT.C. program—that it was all , known as the
W.G.N.P.R . and
To insure this
victory. The good work that had J financed by the A.A.P.A.. of whie*.
precious asset of
been done during the year past must ■ Mrs. Sabin of New York is lTesitheirs 9 out of 10
be strengthened and continued. As : dent,, held a convention in Cleveland
screen stars use Lux
goals for the year ahead she stressed 1 with 3(H) (delegates representing 17
Toilet Soap.
the educational program, especially I states—voted unanimously to work
As fascinating
of the youth: the organization of for repeal of the 18th Amendment
Carmel Myers
more L.T.L.’s; the carrying -out of and to elect a president opposed to
Bays: “It’s so recarmflmyim
the State program for Y.P.B. work: prohibition. They say they will have
freshing ... and it leaves the skin so me ST.I. essay work: medal con a million members by 1932. No mem
softly smooth.”
tests; circulation of the Youth’s roll bership fee is required—only name
Constance Bennett, Fathe’s lovely call: and the obtaining of the mem and address. There are papers and
star, finds this deli- bership goal of 10 new members ove. magazines whose only reason for
existence is to -work against the 1st’’
cately fragrant all losses.
Writers for magazines
As long as the W.C.T.C. Is on the Job. Amendment
white soap... “de»re paid large salaries if willing to
lightfully sooth she said, the wets won't get any
where. So long as the 19th Amend lend their name and talents to en
ing!”
ment stands, the 18th will stand also. courage disrespect for the law.
And petite
The rep rt of the corresponding
Louise Lorraine , secretary showed a decided gain in
“Oii the other hau l standard pubsays: “It lathers so | membership.
One
new
union lieations like the Ladies' H me J< iirquickly... and it’s organized.
The treasurer’s report nal and American Magazine a •• up
so gentle to the was especially encouraging, show- holding all that the better Americans
skin.”
[ ing conclusively that work had be«n demand. Only recently Bruce Barton
CONSTANCE BENNETT
So widely known done, with prompt payment of dues has been (given the job to read all
The reports of superintendents of manuscripts for the American Maga
is the screen stars’ preference for Lux
Toilet Soap that it has been made the departinents showed much w. rk zine to .see that there is no improper
rcnmplished. especially good reports sentiment expressed or suggest' d.
official soap in dress
coming from Christian Citizenship.
“In Massachusetts 27 organiza
ing rooms of all the
! S. T. I.. Flower Mission and Relief, tions registered Tor the hill for State
great film studios.
i Temperance and Missions.
Mrs. enforcement which won in 1924.
\t
Have you tried
i Clara Sawyer, superintendent of m<>- • nee the wets liegan to work for its
Lux Toilet Soap?
I tion pictures said a resolution had repeal.
The
wets are strongly
First sweeping
, been signed ai d sent to iState sena- organized, but the people are arouse d
Hollywood, then
ors and representatives asking for and a big fight is on. The dry lead
| higher standards in interstate com- ers have called for a citizens (’omBroadway, and
! mcrce in motion pictures. Members mittee of 2506 men. and the women
now the European
1 were urged to visit the movies and an matching it with a committee of
capitals—100.
o give ci nstructive criticism.
25C0 more.
LOUISE LOEEA1NE
"The Literary Digest poll is mis
leading. There were 4.00,‘.000 replies
The
L.T.I,.
reported
two
active
Anna Givn recited “The 'Blue and
and 16.000.000 who did not reply. A
The Gray,’’ with beautiful clearness h gions, with 52 paid members and IS straw vote by. the Pathfinder showed
enrolled.
Mrs.
Clara
B.
Emery
gave
and feeling. The closing exercises *
a large majority dry.
were particularly effective.
After a demonstration of press work done
' We are fighting a. determined foe
during
the
year,
showing
23
yards
of
the singing of "The Star Spangled
Banner" by tbe school there was a ( newspaper clippings.
Mildred Washburn.
State
pause and then the expectant silence | Mrs.
was broken by the notes of “Tap.- . superintendent of Y.P.B.. said tint
Rockland had one of the fiv»> active
played by Richard Stoddard.
The poem read by Alvary Gay was | Y.P.B.’s in the State, with the larg
written by Miss Coughlin for the j est number of youth’s roll call sigr.aG.A.R. Encampment Feb. 10. 1893. and tures to its eredit.
The memorial service, conducted
w as addressed to thex soldiers of the
Grand Army. Space does pot perm:', bv Rev. Ruth E. Walsh, showed that
the printing of the entire poem but five members and two honorary mem
we cannot resist the beginning and bers had lieen called to the higher
vnfiink. if only to offer for <■ tnpari- iife-Mr, Elizahetl, Kinney. Apples„„ «ith our previous selection- from |‘-n:
Deborah Nash. Miss Lothe work of promising beginners this relic Lovette. Miss Virginia Dentry.
bit from the pen of a mature and Camden: Miss Clara Farwell, Mrs
Grace Armstrong. Hoekland: Mrs.,
competent craftsman.
Estelle D. Rankin. Rockport
hon
We render thanks to God for many gifts tod,i\.
Man’, gifts nt' grace and noldenes.s and truth. orary' members. Capt. Charles Grin
For peace on laud, on sea, for a tail' flag float dle. Rockland; Rev. E. S. I'ffoid. [
ing free.
For the sunny promise of our country s youth. l’nion.
Mrs. Jeanette H. Mann, the con- 1
Bui mol e, yea more, O Lord, for these.,our i
vcntlon speaker brought personal |
guests awhile.
Take Thou the loving lliank- we lift to Thee.
greetings from the State president ;
For lessons they have taught, for peace and
Mrs. Quimby, and from the nine (
freedom bought
By struggles Thou and they alone didst see! other county conventions she had at- j
tended. Site said that she found good
The sower sows in hope ; he trusts the har
interest and enthusiasm everywhere.
vest’s yield.
The toiler of the sea brings home a shining Much good work is being done. The I
load.
women are aroused and alert, and
The sculptor carves for fame, tlie artist loves their challenge to the wets Is that |
a name.
Tlie singer cherishes the laurel crown be “we have just begun to light." She
stowed
spoke especially of the seal and un- 1
.\o thought of crown or gain in after years to
tiring effort on the pa-' of tlie State .
come
Tlie drear, dark days brought thee, nor just oificei's.

Famous Screen Stars
say, “Lovely Skin”

The Bangor High Sch ol Band won
first prize for the third consecutive
year at the 6th annual conclave
The two tennis teams consisting of
of New England school bands and
Dorothy Feeney. Alice Flanagan and
orchestras held at Pawtucket. R. I..
Mary Lawrence; Kennedy Crane.
Saturday, May 24. By winning, the
Wl’I'am Rounds a^pd William Elling
Rangor school gained permanent
wood made the trip to Castine May
possession of the cup donated hy the
23. with Mrs. Hart as chaperone. The
Music Supervis rs ’ National Con
gills were entertained over night at
ference and the National Bureau for
the Normal School d -nmitory and
tlie Advance ment of Music.
the boys at the home of Principal
Camden won second place in the
Hall, a former resident of Rockland.
Class I) band contest, being defeated
The results of the tennis tournament
l\v Greenfield. Mass., and also trailed
on the Saturday following were no
Pawtucket and Quincy to win third
cause for chagrin our teams got what
place in Class D orchestra.
they went for—the opportunity to
The awards were presented by
[ compete with older and more expeMrs. William Arms Fisher, honorary
! rienced p avers. There is no game
pe ident of the New England Fcsti' in which a player can profit more by
v tl Association. The 25 judges were
being entirely outclass <1 than in
headed by David C. King of Boston
- tennis. The party report a very vnThere were 2500 school children rang! joy able trip.
ing in age from seven to IS years in
the c ntests. and each child on arAt a special assembly Thursday
rival in the city of Pawtucket wa«
Mr. Risley of Burdett College ad
presented with a key to the city by
dressed the students on “The Balance
Mayor Charles H. Holt. A total of
Sheet of Life." His talk was enter
16 cups, with cash . >rizes of $1000.
taining fts well as practical.
He
were awarded, of the 45 musical
; showed fnm carefullv compiled staorganizati uis. there were 21 orches
tisties that the reasons why men fail
tras. with 12 girl leaders, and 24
jn their chosen occupations appear to
bands with five girl leaders. In the
J be over 80 per cent personal and less
afternoon on Goff’s Playground al1
Machias holds a record that prob i than 20 per cent technical ar.a quoted >
the hands and orchestras played be ably can rarely he c«(nailed—there ' one employer as saying that most {
fore an audience »f 10.000 persons, are six in one family who are mem i people lose their jobs because they i
und^r the leadership of Thomas D. bers of a village choir—a pretty good ; lack "jjob consciousness." Mr. Risley !
Perkins of Pnstofi.
Tone quality, choir in themselves. They are Mrs. presented for the consideration of the
correctness of tune. Interpretation ; Irving Sinclair and her five sons, pupils a balance sheet to aid them in
and general effect were taken info numbers of the Cniversalist choir of ; discovering just what they might
consideration in awarding the prize*. that town. The sons are Russell. i consider their present worth and exIn the evening winners of the vari Leighton.
Dwight.
Reginald and ! plained that for every point that one
ous classes played at a concert in the i Thomas, all in their teens. 1 should ' lacked of a perfect score on the credit
Pawtucket high school auditorium judge, the youngest perhaps being ' side there must be entered the miss
Directly after the contest the Bangor around fourteen,
ing number of i»oints on the debit
band led the 45 musical organizations |
♦ » »
side. For example, since no one is
in a parade through the principal
always in perfect health a score of
(By Annette Patton Cornell)
streets of Pawtucket.
A most interesting book has just '
on *he credit side must be acThe Bangor High School Band
been released from Oliver Ditsen j eompanied b\ the missing two on the
i omposed of 64 pieces, is headed by
Co. s press as a part of the tereensirte •which might be taken to
Alton L. Robinson. Among the out
tenary celebration of Boston. It
■ '''l,-'eser-t such liabilities as poor
standing defeated bands were the
••Ve <llfle
New-England
Psalm- ! "‘rth al’'‘ lhe h*Wt "r laying out
'Framingham (Mass.) Rotary Club’s
Tunes '— 1620-1H20
with
historical | la,e)- Since there were not enough
110-piece Boys’ band, and the Paw- . ,
tunkPt Senior High.
“ketch, compiled by William Arms of tlie printed sheets to go around we
The Lav rence High S, ho,.l of Fair- Kisher The ske,ch
''N™' are asking the editor to print a copy
held, nnder the direction of Mi<- England Psalmody Pilgrim and Purl- right here so that every one may have
Grrtrndc Smith w n first place ir ,jn' antl b,'eins "lth "The Book "f a chance to strike a balance for him
the orchestra c’assitlcation. defeat - ' *'sal"ls" brought hy the Mayflower self.
Balance Sheet
ing Manehest.r. Conn Bristol P. 1 i »’»Sr"«s of 1 «20 front Holland, pren,nd Agawam. Mass . High S« lmoi , >,ared for tl,eir
toi’Bregatlons Assets
Perfect Score
orchestras.
Waterville and Dexter
their “cholarlv fellow-exile. Henry
1 Health (Good),
10
also made fine showings
(Ainsworth
(1570-1623). and first
2 Enthusiasm,
Al! these who were listening in on '"anted in Amsterdam in 1612. It
3 Courage.
WLBZ m ound noon last T„„^..1V | •'"'ers the development of tlte years up
4 Industry.
were . onvineed that the Bang r hau l
when
0,(1 lu-njudiee against
5 Sound Judgment.
was give,, , rousing welcome on it. ,'"-‘ns tn churches had faded, though
6 Decision,
return home, it was no-hing ahort of ! " s,i11
;‘n'1 'h1, introduction 7 Loyalty.
h Jubilee occasion, and made us ' f an in“Irument that gave adequate 8 Self-Control,
prouder than ever of the Pine Tree M'PP<>rt ,o ,he volce’ of ,hp ch',ir
» Fairness.
State.
! and congregation gave new dignity i jo Optimism, t
* • • «
to the musical portion of the church n Cheerfulness,,
reward ;
A recent editorial in tlie Ladies ! ser?'le<!' h Fradually brought with it ' ,2 Responsibility.
; But when ye fought to|frec in name of Liberty,
Home Journal readsI a bel,er and "°rthier type of music ] jS Thoughtfulni•ss,
j Ye llfteJ sixty million people nearer God!
“Music is the tonic f f the gods. It ; and made real congregational singing
Courtesy.
( Ye "doers of the world” through years of liv
has a istrange power over all of us. possible.
ing flame!
Desire to Serve,
In addition to the
sketch are
Let every storm swept banner wave for thee!
— ..........
We love t i hear It. to feel it. to hav
Self-Confidence,
From
smooth Pacific's calm to laud of pine
it about us. (No man. or woman, who jj biographical notes covering the early
Genei osity.
and palm.
Henry i ps Attention to Business,
cultivates his natural tendencies and eomposeu; and publishers
Thy valor and thy courage honored be!
Lift up your hearts In peace though the
m.isi,
hnle hL ^i.sworlh beihg tho first. It Is a 1 19 Education,
listens to .
reaper's blade he bright.
neighbor or bemoan the fate this life j, most unusual collection, and those
Though year by year your ranks are thinner
grown.
metes out. Music has the power to who maintain an interest in our early
Total Assets.
200
’s paths are sweet, when near the
drain one’s system of all the low, music should not fail to inspect this | Liabilities
Individual Score For duty
earthly feet
despicable traits of human nature book.
2 I>ack of Enthusiasm
To heaven’s golden roadway and the great
• • • •
white throne.
Its influence cannot be measured. It
1 Health (Poor)
Ditson has also recently published
belongs to an intangible yet very
3 Fear
potent sphere, more powerful than all a splendid collection of the Utica
4 Indolence
ROUTED TROUBLES
the Influences we sometimes consider
Singers Spirituals, as sung
5 Poor Judgment
at
the
Utica
Normal
and
Industrial
t?o imp rtant
Indecision
Frank R. Statler Found Peace
"All of which leads us to ask the Institute of Mississippi, and tak°n 1 . Disloyalty
down
by
J.
Rosamond
Johnson.
They
really important question. Do you
I^ack of Control
After Five Years Through
have good music in your home? are arranged for male quartet, and
Prejudice
among
the
most
familiar
ones
appear
What have you done to secure its
Pessimism
Sargon
All Gcd’s Uhillun Got AVIngs," “De
influence for your family?”
Gloomy
♦ 0 • »
<>!’ Ark’s a-moverin’.” “It’s Me. O
Irresponsibility'
“Five years ago I commenced to
The eminent compi ser, conductor, Lord.’’ "Little David," “Swing Low.
Carelessness
suffer with rheumatic pains in my
lecturer and teacher. Samuel Richard Sweet Chariot." “loanin’ on de Lord.”
1 Hscourtesy
L u k. feet and .inkles. A slow-acting
Gaine.-. w ho came to Bangor to con and "Ezekiel." There is an introduc
Unwilling Attitude
liver brought on constipation and
duct his choral composition at the tion which tells of the music of the
Lack of Confidence
« "iicert of the Eastern Maine Festi American Negro, the definition of
Selfishness
val n May HL was so delighted with a "Spiritual." classifications of the
I/ive of Gossip
his visit to Bangor, and so charmed Negro’s mus’e and the story cf the
Lack of Education
For more than 20
wh’.i the unexpected and wonderful Jubilee Singers
musi'-al development found there years, it seems, the I’tic.a Jubilee Sing
Total Liabilities
that he wrote to Frank A:woo.-‘ of ers have been going out from the Utica Capital Account:
the And ews Music ,’o.. setting forth Institute in the interest of education
Individual Capital or Present Worth
Lis view s. His lettey is a *inging en- for Negro youth in Mississippi. The Total Liabilities and Capital
dorsement of the work in the musical present organization has become the I
Subtract liabilities from assets to
field which has been accomplished best known of all Utica groups | learn your present worth.
in Bangor ns well as a splendid and through its broadcasts. In January j
well merited tribute to Prof. Ade - of this year they made an extensive
The regular assembly last week
bert IW( 11s Sprague.
Mr. Gaines’ European tour covering London. Hoi- took the form of a Memorial Day
letter is worthy of showing:
land. Germany. \ ienna, Hungary, service with rpresentatives of the
“So great was my pleasure in th
I rague and ihe Balkan iStates, Poland 1 Grand Army as guests of the school,
Festival last week that I must write and Hie
Baltic
States,
Russia. I The High School orchestra’s opening
both lo thank everybody and to state Fram e.
Spain.
Scandinavia and ! selection was "Our Boys" es|»ecially
.a
w warnings which may be of help Italy; then as they leave Europe rehearsed for the occasion. Devo
in future plans and efforts.
they will visit Greece. Turkey. tional exercises led by Clifford Oliver
• Peing a professional musician. I Palestine and Egypt, giving concerts were followed bywthe reading of Lin
nn. urally got a wonde*’fu? thrill out in British India and Burma. Java coln’s Gettysburg Address by Miss
of (he whole scheme s.tch. as you have Straight4’ settlements, Manila. Aus Coughlin, it dignified and moving ren
1 ol ir. your Festivals iliere n.any tralia. Japan and China, and back dering of the impressive words of
years: but as I sec it. the whole thing to this country stopping at Honolulu that immortal memorial address.
is primarily civic and community— for two concerts.
The tour will This was followed by a very appro
it is not merely a wtunt or an affair consume 16 months. Arrangements priate poem read with spirit and ap
cone u ning a igroup of music lovers
have been made for them to sing “be preciation by Alvary flay. Groups
“Music i- and ever was. an inlhi- fore tiie royal families of wix coun of Civil War songs were pleasingly
ence of the highest order—Il is a tries. and the Government heads of presented by the Glee Club, a double
spiritual
force
unmatched;
th'a several others.
male quartea and the girls' quartet.
• • * *
ballyhoo of jazz and other HT-raff
w» are going through has nothing ‘o
The Portland Men's Singing Club
1P.ANK It. .-TATI.Kit
du with the deeper roots of >ur (im won the 'grand prize in the Glee Club
munity interests; but if ’iie Bangor contest recently conducted by the
people, and eastern Main - pe« pie at New England Federation of Men’s
awful headaches would cotueon near
large, are to profit most by this force Glee Clubs at Beverly. Mass., it being
ly every day. My entire system
which is Music, everything must be the third time that club has won first
seemed like It was poisoned and 1
| never did feel 'up to mark' in any
"Keeps the Foot Well”
done to establish more strongly such prize. .Sixteen New England Glee
elements as the (great Festival sym (Tubs competed at Beverly, the con
J way. I spent hundreds of dollars on
for Men and Women
different medicines with nothin*,' hut
bolizes.
test taking place in the high school 1
temporary relief and finally I decid
After I had conducted my «»\\ n j auditorium. The Club was founded
ed to try Sargon. It was the very
work at the Festival. I turned t< t.«at by Will C. McFarlane, first municipal
audience and could not help feeling organist, and a Verse of the song
| medicine I needed: All of my rheuI matle pains are gone, my headachesresentful that the hall was not packed "America, the Beautiful” ’is given as
i are ver and I’m so strengthened and
to the doors—why.' In cause it point- an opening feature at each concert
j invigorated I actually feel younger.
id lo that fatal word- indifference, under the club auspices.
and that seems an awful indictment
“Sargon Pills straightened out my
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
j liver and completely ended my con
to make when Bangor has foi so lontr
Your rug f robletns can oe sett ed
stipation."
—Frank It. Statler, Ve
carried on ilmse festivals with such with satisfaction guaranteed by calll’nion Square Inn. Somerville. .Mass.
inc The Peonie s Laundry, f ‘mereck
brilliant success.
Sargon may he obtained in Itock"In most cities the ci v is; ’We need street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
ROCKLAND
HO MAIN ST.
| land from The Corner Drug Store,
only leadership!’ hut in Rangor
11 ruga and return them promptly, like 1
20-tf
I Inc.—adv.
124-tf Ahave your own wonderful Sprague, new.

/JRCHPRESKVER

FOR WET PRESIDENT

• ♦• •

At tbe children’s hour o group of j
L. T. K children marched in carryipg the flag, and gave an exercise. '
Mrs. Mann spoke to them briefly.
These ofli< ers were elected :
President—Mrs. Grace
Hughey.
Rockport.
Vice President—Miss Alena Young. .
Rockland.

Corresponding

WARNING
Buy GENUINE
BAYER
Aspirin

MRS. LOUISE V. CARTER

Mrs. Lou se V. Carter, widow of the I
late Charles II Carter, who died at
7 Birch street place. May 26. after
an illness of one year, was horn in
iCrouseviile, Aroostook county, March
17. 1S65. a daughter i f the Iat*k Wil- |
Ham J. and Lucy Crouse, being one of
i family of ten children. The early I
part of her life was spent in Aroos'took.
She was twice married, first |
to Ripley A. Ire and of Washburn, i
who died in 1893.
Mis. Carter was a woman of won- |
derful inrsonality. a lover of family
aud the home circle, loyal to her I
friends and a kind and symiKithetic
neighh'r.
In dhildhood. she united
w ith the Advent Christian Church. I
and alwai< remained loyal to their J
doctrine. She had been a member of |
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.. for o'
long time and enjoyed (he meetings i
until deafness eau-ed her to remain
i.v.t.v. h'H’e halves to m urn her loss i
a daughter, Elma D. P. Ireland of this 1
city, and a s< n. Eugene I-’. Carter of !
Mahh'n. Mass : also the aged mother. '
Mrs. Lucy Crouse Britt of Sabattus. 1
.'Piiuc: two h:o hers. J. 1. Crouse of
this city. R. O. Crouse of Crousevi le. '
three sisters. Mrs. (’. A. Hughes’. Milo;
Mr-. I., M. Wins ow. Melrose. Mass..!
and Mrs. IL E. Gibson. Fabattus.
Mrs. Cartel’s chief interest in life .
since the death of Mr. Carter in 1927 1
w i- ccnteied in her tw » children,
giving them a niotht l'- devotion.
Site w is always mindful ol tho welI'ai-e of ill- family and friends and (
.n her last idles- displayed
his'
character s.io. always spreading still- !
shine and doing good dee,is. Her son ,
Eugene F. Carter and his wife «e <'
called home in Mflrch. and gave her !
all (lie b.ving < are and attention p »>- I
slide. The funeralKscrvi. es Thins-'
<la\ were < onducted by Rev. Howard
A Welch of Auburn f rmer pa tor!
of Littlefield Memorial Church. The
floral tributes were beautiful and
-bowed the h.gh esteem in which Mis.
Carter was held. The bearers were
A. O. Bugler. Bernard Butler, R.
Stickney and W. Cha pies and interment was in the family lot at Achorn
cemetery.
f

Know what you are taking to
relieve that pain, cold, headache
or sore throat. Aspirin should not
only be effective, it must also !}•
safe.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is reliable,
always the same—brings prompt
relief safely—does not depress tho
heart.
Do not take chances—get tho
genuine product identified by tho
name BAYER on the package and
the word GENUINE printed in rod.

ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barrows of
Newtonville, Mass., have been at
their snininer home for a few days.
jIr. a„(1 jirs. Jason Packard left
fol.
Wednesday night on tho
boat to visit their son Mont Packard,
.Mr.und Mrs. Packard are very active.
especially Mrs. Packard who is over
519 years pf age.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Keene and Elizabeth Ricker of Portland were weekend guests
Miss Lottie Ewell.
and Mrs. Mills of Rockland
have moved on to the Sidney Fur
l ington place.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dolphin of Bath
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Sinnett over the holiday.
Mrs. Leroy Clark and sons Richard
and Bernard of Thomaston called ou
relatives here Friday.

Biggest
Dollar^Wbrth
lhe

Machines
Big values in this big tub capacity ONE MINUTE.
Special prices during this campaign. Fastest washing
principle ever used in a clothes washer See it operate.

Secretary — Mrs.

Elizabeth Stanley. Appleton.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. Elizanetli Newbert. Appleton.
Treasurer—Mrs. Hope Brewster. I
Rockland.
Auditor—Mrs. Edith Pierce. South (

Tb<»maston.
The resolutions included the fol- ,
lowing:
• Wliereas. be it resolved that w»l
urge upon all teachers and school |
officials their responsibility to the i
children and youth respecting effects I
of alcohol and narcotics.
“Be it resolved that we will no, [
cease our efforts to instruct the youth 1
of our county in the full meaning of '
Christian citizenship.
“Be it resolved tliat we honor
President Hoover in Jtis firm stand ,
for enforcement of all law and pledge j
to him our continued support.
"Be it resolved that we as an [
< rganization stand for world peac“ :
and we ask our Congressmen in J
Washington assembled to stand un- !
equivocally for fill measures tending j
to this end.
The members of tbe resolutions ;
committee were Mrs. E. S. Ufford. I
Mrs. (Tara Sawyer, Mrs. Emma Leach
and Miss Alena L. Young.

• ♦• •

Dinner and supper were served to
visiting delegates and friends hy a j
vt ry efficient committee—Mrs. Eve
lyn ^Sherman. Mrs. Kate Brawn. Mrs.
Maud Sherer. Miss 'Evelyn Sherer.
Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. H. V.
Tweedie. Mrs. Fred Kittredge. Mrs.
Laura Farrow and Mrs, W, S.
Bounds. The very attractive decora
tions were arranged by Mrs. Rounds
and Mrs. Kittredge.
Musival features were the duet
"My Task.” hy Mrs. Hughey and Mrs.
Walsh: and solo by Mrs. Lillian Joyce
in the afternoon: songs by a male
quartet. (Messrs. Harold Green. Carl
Cassens. Pierre Havener and John
Robinson) and solo. "Victory,’’ by
Mrs. W<alsh in the evening.
Pre
ceding the address was a gold
medal speaking contest with en
trants from
Knox and
Lincoln
counties: Lawrence Crane "On. Sail
On:’’ June Webber. “The Making of
the Flag:" Dorothy Spofford. "Peace
on Earth:" Edith Ringer. "On the
Fence." The judges were C. S. Rob
erts. , Mrs. L. G Perry and Mrs
Currier of Appleton. iThe medal was
awarded to Edith Ringer of Bremen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harbourine
Ringer.
Mrs. Mann's evening address was
on “The Present Day Crisis."
"The Association Against the Pro
hibition Amendment today is spend-

Only $1.00 down — then moderate
weekly or monthly payments and you
may own this full size, full capacity
copper tub Washer. Latest and safest
wringer—large opening makes loading
and unloading easy—rationally known
Electric Motor—a lot of other features.

Don’t Overlook this Great
Value in Electric Washers
EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine
June 3. 1930.
I enclose $1.00 deposit. Please ship this model
60 one minute Electric Washing Machine. Sale price
$39.50. I agree to pay $2.00 weekly. You are to allow
m» the freight. If not satisfied after a trial I can
return at your expense.
Signature ............................................................................
Address ..................;............................................................

Eastern
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

